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Preface

If you were to ask me what the most difficult part was to write of this entire
manuscript, I would say the preface. It’s the thing which is read the most and
must therefore be perfect. It’s also the last thing I added to the manuscript
before shipping it to the printers. It therefore feels like the cap stone of my
PhD. And while writing it, I suddenly come to realization that it’s all soon
going to be over. I had a wonderful experience these past four years. And I
have got to say that it were the people that I had the pleasure of working with
that were the highlight of this PhD. So with great fear of forgetting someone,
I’d like to thank these people in this segment.

You often hear horror stories about distant and uncaring PhD promoters. So I
fully realize how lucky I was to have not one, but two, promoters who I could
(and sometimes did) bug with questions on a daily basis. So I’d like to thank
Kathleen for giving me the opportunity to start out in her group; for always
being ready to correct any new manuscripts with meticulous detail; and for our
many discussions (with PR curves being a frequent topic) which often tested the
limits of my knowledge and inspired me to dig deeper to new understandings.
I’d also like to thank Kristof who was always ready with new ideas and, perhaps
more importantly, new solutions; who always supported me with whatever
extravagant research topics that I would come up with and who was always
ready to help out in any way that he could. Even though the distance (and also
for Kathleen the number of children) did increase near the end of my PhD, I
knew I could still count on either of my promoters for any help I needed.

My research topic turned out to be a mix of different research disciplines, as is
often the case in bio-informatics studies. So I very much appreciate the time
taken by my jury members to read and correct my manuscript even if it was
outside their expertise. The final product is a much improved version, thanks
to their comments.

I was lucky to be able to do my research in an awesome group. I always looked
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forward to one of our semi-regular midday lunches, our brainstorms, evenings
after a conference or just an impromptu break in the coffee room. So I’d like
to thank (in alphabetic order): Alex for many lunch talks; Aminael for always
giving me that extra nudge to start something new; Carolina for helping out
with PHP and the French language; Daniel for the excellent game suggestions;
Dries for the Cytoscape help and the many coffee breaks; Fu for solving my
many many Linux problems; Hui for always being ready to help; Ivan for being a
great desk-neighbor for almost four years; Karen for her help with COLOMBOS;
Lore for always helping to organize everything (from lunches and brainstorms to
dance choreographies); Lyn for trading stories about cats and Kessel-lo; Peyman
for introducing me to several new flavors of tea; Riet for the IWT expertise;
Rodrigo for some great discussions; Sergio for being a great recent addition;
Sunny for the help with the Clover tool; Valerie for helping me explore Boston;
Yan for the help with ISA.

Additionally a large fraction of this thesis would not have been possible, had
it not been for the help and insight of Kris and Hai from the University of
Antwerp. I’d also like to thank my thesis students who participated to this
work over the years: Michiel, Phu and Roshita. And of course the all the other
members of the CMPG, past and present! Further I’d like to thank the people
who helped me set up a great new community in the form of RSG Belgium:
Aminael, Evangelia, Fatemeh, Jurgen, Miguel, Raf, Stefan, Tanya, Zeynep, and
Prof. Van de Peer.

Also I’m very grateful for my mother, my brother and the rest of my family
who have supported me over the years, from long before I contemplated starting
a PhD. Even though we might not always see each other on a regular basis, I
am certain I wouldn’t have gotten where I am without you all. I am also lucky
to have a great group of friends (you know who you are) who are always there
when I need them and always understood when I was a bit busier.

Ik zou ook mijn verloofde, Annelies, willen bedanken voor al haar continue
steun en haar bereidheid om iets na te lezen of om test-publiek te spelen. Verder
zou ik ook mijn toekomstige schoonfamilie willen bedanken om mij nu al het
gevoel te geven dat we familie zijn.

I’d also like to thank the ’IWT’ for the scholarship that allowed me to do the
work covered in this thesis these past four years.



Abstract

Transcriptional regulation is an essential biological process as it is one of the
main mechanisms available to all living organisms to control their development
and to adapt to the ever-changing conditions of the world that they live in.
Research has suggested that the structure of the DNA molecule may impact
transcription and its regulation in several different ways. The goal of this PhD
is to investigate the role that the DNA structure plays in transcription and how
this information can be used to the advantage of biological research.

We created a general framework for representing structural DNA properties of
functional genomic elements involved in transcription, which we have called
CRoSSeD. The CRoSSeD framework was designed to use structural scales
to derive the structural information and Conditional Random Fields to find
relevant common characteristics in the DNA structure of the functional element.
The advantages of this framework were demonstrated on the prediction of
transcription factor binding sites. We found that CRoSSeD improved the
accuracy of the classification of binding sites for given transcription factors
and were able to make a set of novel target gene predictions for the model
organism Escherichia coli. The models produced by the CRoSSeD framework
could be directly linked to the binding mechanisms of the transcription factor.
A feature that was used to construct the family-wide motif for the well-known
LacI transcription factor family. This family-wide motif could then be used to
screen for unknown binding sites.

We also investigated the transcriptional behavior of the genes in several well
characterized bacterial organisms where the models produced by CRoSSeD were
used to support our findings. We created a comprehensive organism-specific
cross-platform expression compendia for three bacterial model organisms (E. coli,
Bacillus subtilis, and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium) using a semi-
automated compendia management system called COMMAND. These three
compendia were made available to the general scientific community through
an access portal, dubbed COLOMBOS, which provides a suite of tools for
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exploring, analyzing, and visualizing the data within these compendia. The
expression compendia were then used to analyze the expression divergence of
the orthologous genes of E. coli and S. Typhimurium. Here we found that the
genes involved in essential cellular processes had conserved their expression
domains while those associated with pathogenesis had diverged the most.



Beknopte samenvatting

De regulatie van transcriptie is een essentieël biologisch process dat levende
organismen toelaat om hun gen expressie aan te passen aan het mileu of
ontwikkelingsstadium waarin ze zich bevinden. Recent onderzoek suggereert dat
de structuur van het DNA-molecule een invloed kan hebben op de transcriptie
van genen op een aantal verschillende manieren. Het doel van dit doctoraat
is om de rol van de structurele eigenschappen van het DNA-molecule in het
transcriptieprocess te onderzoeken en hoe dat deze informatie ten voordele kan
gebruikt worden in biologisch onderzoek.

Om deze doelstelling te bereiken, hebben we een algemene methode ontwikkeld
om de structurele eigenschappen van de DNA structuur van een functioneel
genomisch element te vertegenwoordigen, namelijk CRoSSeD. Het CRoSSeD
raamwerk was ontworpen om structurele indices te gebruiken om de structurele
informatie af te leiden en een “Conditional Random Field” om relevante
gemeenschappelijke kenmerken te vinden in de DNA structuur. De voordelen
van deze methodologie werd aangetoond door het voorspellen van transcriptiefac-
torbindingsplaatsen. Zo vonden we dat de CRoSSeD methode meer betrouwbare
voorspellingen gaf en konden we een set van nieuwe doelwitgenen vinden voor
de transcriptiefactoren in het modelorganisme Escherichia coli. Verder waren de
structurele kenmerken in de modellen geproduceerd door CRoSSeD rechstreeks
verwant aan de bindingsmodi van de transcriptiefactoren. Deze eigenschap van
de modellen werd gebruikt om een familiemodel op te stellen en te gebruiken
voor de LacI transcriptiefactorfamilie.

We onderzochten ook het transciptionele gedrag van de genen van enkele
uitvoerig onderzochte bacteriële organismen met ondersteuning van de CRoSSeD
modellen. Met dit doel voor ogen, hebben we veelomvattende organisme-
specifieke platform-overbruggende expressiecompendia voor drie bacteriële
organismen, namelijk (E. coli, Bacillus subtilis, en Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurium) gemaakt met het COMMAND systeem. Deze compendia zijn
beschikbaar gesteld voor de wetenschappelijke gemeenschap via de COLOMBOS
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website. COLOMBOS voorziet een resem van hulpprogramma’s om de data in de
expressiecompendia te verkennen, te analyseren en te visualizeren. De expressie
compendia werden daarna gebruikt om de expressiedivergentie van de orthologe
genen van E. coli en S. Typhimurium te bestuderen. Hier werd gevonden dat de
genen betrokken met de essentiële cellulaire processen hun expressiedomeinen
geconserveerd hadden terwijl deze geassocieerd met pathogenese het meest
gedivergeerd waren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Transcriptional regulation is an essential biological process as it is one of the
main mechanisms available to all living organisms to control their development
and to adapt to the ever-changing conditions of the world that they live in.
Research has suggested that the structure of the DNA molecule may impact
transcription and its regulation in several different ways. In this dissertation the
role that the DNA structure plays in transcription is investigated and the added
advantage to biological research that this information can have is determined.
First, some of the essential concepts within the DNA structure and transcription
events are introduced.

1.1 DNA structure

The DNA molecule is the primary carrier of genetic information in all living
organisms and many viruses. The typical DNA molecule residing in living
organisms is a polymer of nucleotides, where each nucleotide is built out of a
phosphate, a deoxyribose sugar and one of four possible bases (adenine, guanine,
cytosine and thymine). Like many other biomolecules, DNA adopts a highly
organized three dimensional structure. This molecular structure is driven by
several factors; such as the steric clashes between subcomponents, the negative
charge of phosphate backbone and the hydrogen bonds between purines and
pyrmidines. These all result in the iconic double-helical structure of the DNA
molecule, first postulated by Watson and Crick in 1953 [1]. This structure has
two DNA strands in a right-handed coil around a common axis where each
strand runs in the opposite direction. A significant feature of the Watson-Crick

1
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DNA structure (also referred to as the B-DNA structure) is the pairing between
complementary bases which provides the molecular basis for the duplication and
then transmission of genetic information. Inside the B-DNA structure the base
pairs are nearly perpendicular to the helical axis and 10 - 10.5 successive base
pairs constitute a single turn of the helix. The two strands are not perfectly
mirrored resulting in two grooves between the phosphate backbones of both
strands with different width running along the helix, which have been termed
accordingly the minor and the major groove.

The DNA molecule containing the genetic information is however not fixed into
the B-DNA structure but can readily exhibit a variety of structural polymorphs
depending on the chemical environment and the nucleotide composition. An
example of the actual structure of a DNA molecule can be found in figure 1.1.
These structural variations can be small, such as a difference in the orientation
of base pairs towards the helical axis, or they can be on a much larger scale,
such as in the left-handed Z-DNA conformation. These types of variations in
the DNA molecular structure shall be termed the ’structural DNA properties’
through-out this dissertation. While many types of structural properties exist,
we shall only introduce three broad properties of the local DNA molecular
structure in this chapter as these properties will be frequently referred to. These
are the DNA stability, DNA rigidity and DNA conformation. More information
on structural properties, their use and characterization is detailed in chapter 2.

1.1.1 Stability of the DNA helix

The tertiary structure of biomolecules, such as the DNA helix, has an intrinsic
stability due to the energy contained with the structure. By adding heat
or changing the chemical environment, the structure can be disrupted. This
disruption is termed the denaturation of the biomolecule. In the case of the
DNA helix, the two strands will unravel and form separate single stranded
molecules at higher temperatures. The temperature at which half of the DNA
molecules has denaturated is referred to as the denaturation temperature. For
the DNA molecule to denaturate, the hydrogen bonds between the base pairing
must be broken and the stacking of the bases must be disrupted. Therefore the
stronger the bonds within the base pairs and between the adjacent base pairs,
the higher the temperature needed to denaturate the helix. As the chemical
composition of the bases are the main cause of variation in the bonds between
the bases, the denaturation temperature of a given DNA helix will be dependent
on its nucleotide sequence. Given the importance of DNA denaturation in
various biological processes, such as transcription and replication, the stability
of the DNA helix has been frequently studied in the past and various models
have been created to predict its behavior [5, 6].
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Figure 1.1 – Stick representation of the molecular structure of a DNA molecule
in the B-DNA conformation. Example taken from the RCSB Protein Data Bank
(id: 2JYK) and is a DNA double helix of 21 nucleotide pairs with the sequence
ACAGCTTATCATCGATCACGT [2]. This structure was determined using
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [3]. The representation of the
structure seen here was created using the PyMOL tool [4]. Structural variations
which are readily apparent in this structure are the non-uniform width of the
helix and the changing angle of the base pairs.
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1.1.2 Rigidity and flexibility of the DNA molecule

The rigidity of a molecule is the resistance of the molecule against a deviation
from its intrinsic conformation due to an external force. The more energy
is needed to induce the deviation, the more rigid a molecule is described to
be. In contrast, the term flexibility refers to the opposite; if less energy is
needed to deform a molecule, which signifies a less rigid molecular conformation,
this molecule is termed to be more flexible. These definitions for rigidity and
flexibility will be used in this dissertation. The rigidity of the DNA molecule is
primarily determined by the conformational limits of the phosphate backbone
and the steric clashes in the atomic components that might result from a
deformation of the molecule. As the molecular bonds in the backbone remain
largely constant, the main source of variation in the rigidity with a single DNA
molecule will arise from the bases. Each base has its own chemical structure
and will have a different electrostatic surface. While there normally is a net
attraction between successive bases which stabilize the DNA helix, if they
are placed too close together the bases will start to repel each other due to
steric clashes and electrostatic forces. Any deformation of the DNA molecule
which brings bases closer together, such as the induction of a bend in the
helix, needs additional energy to compensate for this repulsion. The higher the
energy needed, the less likely the DNA molecule will accept the deformation
and therefore the more rigid it is. The rigidity will therefore be dependent on
the base sequence on the DNA molecule and on the type of deformation. As
different deformations of the molecular structure will have different effects, it
is hard to speak of the general rigidity of the molecule [7]. Instead we will
often deal with the average rigidity or the rigidity towards a specific type of
deformation. Often the DNA molecule will already be deformed slightly with
respect to the B-DNA conformation. The location of the bases in the canonical
B-DNA conformation can already cause repulsion in certain nucleotide sequences
due to steric clashes [8]. In these cases, the bases move away from the normal
conformation to minimize the repulsion or to optimize the attractive forces.
This will be the case in most DNA molecules as most base sequences result in
minor deviations of the DNA structure, even in the absence of external forces.
As the bases have moved away from negative interactions, they will be resilient
to any deformation that would move them back. Indeed it has been shown
that there is a direct correlation between the presence of intrinsic structural
deviations from the B-DNA conformation and the rigidity of the DNA molecule
[8, 7, 9].
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1.1.3 DNA Conformation

Larger structural variations in the DNA structure can be seen in the existence
of alternate DNA conformations. Even with the base pairing remaining the
same, the intrinsic flexibility in the sugar-phosphate backbone allows DNA to
adopt many different conformations than the canonical B-DNA structure [10].
Two of these alternative DNA helical structures can occur in nature, namely
the A-DNA and the Z-DNA conformation.

The names of the A-DNA and B-DNA conformations are derived from the
original X-ray fibre diffraction diagrams constructed by Franklin and Gosling
in 1953 who identified two separate DNA structures termed ’A’ and ’B’, which
were later found to represent A-DNA and B-DNA respectively [11]. The A-
DNA conformation primarily occurs at a water content lower than 75% or at
high salinity. The transition between A-DNA and B-DNA is the result of the
hydrophobicity of the base pairs. In the B-DNA conformation, the bases are
shielded from the environment by the sugar-phosphate backbone, thus B-DNA
will be more stable in an environment with high water content [12]. A-DNA is
still a right-handed helix like B-DNA, however the helix is shorter and wider
[13, 14]. Some sequences like poly(G).poly(C) repeats more readily adopt the A-
DNA conformation and will not transition entirely to the B-DNA conformation
even in high water content [15]. In contrast, poly(A).poly(T) prefer the B-DNA
conformation and will remain in the B-DNA structure in low water content [16].

The Z-DNA conformation was discovered by Alexander Rich and is unique in
that it is a left-handed helix [17]. This DNA form gets its name from the zigzag
pattern that is made by the phosphate backbone in the Z-DNA conformation.
Z-DNA does retain the canonical Watson-Crick base pairing and the two DNA
strands still run in opposite directions. The Z-DNA structure does feature
a slimmer helix than B-DNA and has 12 nucleotides per helical turn. It is
further unique in that the repeating unit is a dinucleotide, one nucleotide in a
so-called syn orientation and then the next in the anti orientation. This syn-anti
alternation of orientations causes Z-DNA to primarily occur in sequence that
alternate purines and pyrmidines (e.g. GCGCGCGC), with the purines in syn
and the pyrmidines in anti. Z-DNA seems to primarily occur when stabilized
by negative supercoiling [18]. There is also evidence to suggest that Z-DNA
formation is increased in DNA molecules right after transcription [19, 20].

DNA conformations are not limited to helical structures but are able to
form a large variety of molecular structures [21]. Indeed this feature is often
exploited during aptamer research and in DNA nanotechnology [22, 23, 24].
One biologically occurring non-helical structure is the G-quadruplex (G4-DNA)
[25, 26]. The G4-DNA consists out of four guanine rich DNA strands which are
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stabilized by monovalent cations. The repeating segment in G4-DNA exists out
of four guanines arranged in a square planar array stabilized by hydrogen bonds
with a cation, often K+ or Na+, in the center. Up to six of these segments
may be stacked in a G4-DNA molecule and the strands can occur in parallel or
antiparallel form. Recent research has suggested that G4-DNA may be relevant
as regulatory signals for DNA transcription [27].

1.2 Transcription

Transcription is the first step in the central dogma of molecular biology where
the genetic information contained within the DNA molecule is transferred to
a less stable RNA molecule. This reaction is usually catalyzed by an RNA
polymerase and an RNA molecule is assembled which is complementary to the
DNA template. If the transcribed RNA molecule codes for a protein, it is called
a messenger RNA (mRNA). The mRNA can then be used to create proteins
through a process called translation. Transcription is initiated in a so-called
promoter region where the RNA polymerase will bind prior to initiating the
reaction. The promoter region is often located in the intergenic upstream from
the gene to be transcribed and is often found to contain specific nucleotide
patterns which are recognized by the RNA polymerase (RNAP) protein complex.
For most bacterial promoters, this nucleotide pattern is present at -10 and -
35 relative to the transcription start site (TSS), which generally matches the
hexamers TATAAT and TTGACA respectively [28]. This nucleotide pattern or
’motif’ is recognized by the σ70 subunit of the RNA polymerase in Escherichia
coli [29]. This subunit is termed a ’sigma factor’ and can be exchanged within
the RNA polymerase protein complex for another sigma factor. Each sigma
factor recognizes a unique motif and thus allows the RNA polymerase to bind
promoters with a different affinity. The switching of sigma factors is one way
that bacteria can regulate which genes are expressed under which conditions [30].
The motifs recognized by the sigma factors, including sigma70, are extremely
degenerate so that they will never occur in their entirety in the promoter region
but will always have several mismatched nucleotides [31, 32].

The transcription process itself occurs in sequential steps, with the first being the
’closed complex formation’ where the RNA polymerase will bind the promoter
region as described above [33, 34]. The next step is the ’open complex formation’
where the DNA molecule will be denatured into two separate strands. This
step is visualized in figure 1.2. The open complex formation is coupled with a
conformation change in the RNA polymerase protein and the loading of one of
the DNA strands into the active site of the polymerase. In the transcription
elongation step, the RNA polymerase will migrate along the DNA strand and
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Figure 1.2 – Cartoon representation of the molecular structure of the
transcription open complex. Structure taken from PDB (id: 3IYD) and
is a complex of a modified lac promoter with the CRP-RNAP protein [2].
This structure was determined using single particle electron microscopy (EM)
reconstruction [37]. The representation of the structure seen here was created
using the PyMOL tool [4]. The CRP TF dimer is given in light blue, the DNA
backbone in orange and the RNA polymerase in green with the σ70 subunit in
yellow.

catalyze the creation of the complementary RNA strand. When the polymerase
reaches a termination site, the polymerase reaction will stop and the RNA
molecule and the RNA polymerase will be released. The entire transcription
process is subject to tight regulation at each of these stages [35, 36].

1.2.1 The regulation of gene expression

All living cells contain thousands to hundreds of thousands of genes, depending
on the complexity of the organism. However not all genes are expressed at the
same rate at all times. It would be wasteful to create mRNA for products that
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the cell does not need. Therefore the transcription of these genes is controlled
to respond to changes in the environment or during the development of the
organism in its life cycle.

The most common type of regulation occurs at the transcription initiation step
at the promoter of the gene. Usually the regulation of this step is mediated by
proteins termed transcription factors (TFs). These TFs usually contain a DNA
binding domain in their protein structure which allows them to form a complex
with the DNA molecule. After the DNA-protein complex is formed, the TF
typically interacts with the RNA polymerase which results either in a repressive
or activating effect on transcription. Most TFs will bind to specific target sites
in the genome which share a number of characteristics in their DNA sequence
and the DNA structure recognized by the TF. These common characteristics
are termed the ’motif’ of the TF in a similar manner as the sigma factors above.

In the case of a repressive effect, the TF might bind a region that overlaps with
the core promoter region so that its binding will prevent the binding of the
RNA polymerase [38]. The TF could also interfere with the operation of an
activating TF, such as the repression by CytR on CRP-activated promoters
[39]. A repressing TF can also stall the RNA polymerase during transcription
elongation [40]. Alternatively, the TF might induce a change in the DNA
structure which prevents transcription from taking place, such as the induction
of a bend in the promoter region which prevents the transcriptional machinery
from assembling [37]. Activating TFs will operate with one of four possible
mechanisms [40, 41]. Some TFs will bind a target site upstream from the -35
promoter element and will then promote the binding of the RNA polymerase
to the promoter sequence. These TFs are often described as ’Class I’ TFs and
examples include the activation of the lac promoter by the E. coli CRP TF
[37] which is visualized in figure 1.2. The Class II activation mechanism is
similar in that it will also aid in the recruitment of the RNA polymerase but
here the target site of the TF overlaps the -35 element. Additionally Class II
TFs are also known to aid in other stages of the transcription process, such
as the open complex formation [42]. Another means of activation is by the
blocking of the operation of a repressor [38]. Finally the TFs can also induce
a conformational change in the DNA structure to optimize the binding of the
RNA polymerase [37]. Some regulatory proteins are known to have both an
activating and repressive role under different circumstances. This varying role
could result from different binding site locations, a given TF might inhibit RNA
polymerase binding at a given location in the promoter due to steric effects but
might stimulate RNA polymerase binding if bound further upstream. Indeed it
has been noted that there is a relation between activating/repressing role of the
TF and its position relative towards the TSS [43, 44].

The TFs are in turn regulated through a variety of mechanisms in response to
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Figure 1.3 – The E. coli transcription regulatory network as reported by
RegulonDB v7.2 [47] with strong experimental evidence. Visualization created
using Cytoscape [48]. TFs are given as red nodes and target genes as blue nodes.

environmental signals. One possible mechanism in this regard is that the TF
will bind a small ligand which will change its affinity for its target site in the
promoter region. For example, the PurR TF, which regulates the metabolism
of purine, has decreased affinity for its target sites when bound to guanine
or hypoxanthine, a purine precursor [45]. Other TFs will only bind their
targets when phosphorylated by a complementary sensor kinase, such as the
two-component regulatory system of PhoP and PhoQ [46]. Additionally the
cellular concentration of the TF can be subject to regulation either at the
expression level or by proteolysis [37].

The collection of all interactions between a TF and its target gene in a single
organism are best conceptualized as a network, which is termed the transcription
regulatory network [49]. In the regulatory network, each TF or gene is a node
and a regulatory interaction is represented by a direct edge from the TF to its
target gene. One of the best characterized regulatory networks is that of the
prokaryotic model organism E. coli. Over 2400 regulatory interactions have
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been documented for 155 TFs [47]. The E. coli regulatory network is visualized
in figure 1.3. Current estimates place around 300 TFs in the E. coli genome
[50] so only half of all E. coli TFs have any reported regulatory interactions. A
distinction between the TFs is often made based on the number of target genes.
Some TFs only regulate one or two genes while others several hundred. Seven
TFs have each more than 50 target genes and combined they cover almost half
of the reported interactions in the E. coli transcriptional regulatory network,
namely CRP, FNR, IHF, Fis, ArcA, NarL and Lrp. We shall refer to these
TFs as ’global TFs’ and the remainder as ’local TFs’. The E. coli regulatory
network is well documented, yet current knowledge only covers about a third
of the genes present in the genome. For two thirds of the E. coli genome no
regulatory information is available. Because of the large amount of data and
the remaining potential for discovery, the transcription regulation of E. coli will
be the main focus of this doctoral thesis.

1.3 DNA structure and transcription

As we have alluded to in the previous paragraphs, there is a functional link
between the genomic elements controlling transcription, such as the promoter
region and the TFs binding sites, and the DNA structure at these locations in
the genome. The presence of specific properties of the DNA structure in these
functional elements can be determined through the use of various structural
models. As previously stated, the variations in the structure of a DNA molecule
is mostly dependent on its nucleotide sequence. This fact has allowed creation
of computational models which can predict the structural properties of a DNA
molecule from its base sequence. The use of these models has uncovered several
common structural characteristics present in different functional elements which
we have alluded to in the previous segments and will be discussed in more detail
later. The observed link between the functional genomic element and the DNA
structure is often postulated to be the result of an underlying biological truth.
For example, studies have shown that there is a general trend in the promoter
regions of all living organisms to have a higher rigidity than the surrounding
genomic DNA [51, 52]. One possible theory is that the rigidity of the promoter
must be kept high is to allow the RNA polymerase to be released more readily
and start the elongation step of transcription [52]. According to this theory,
if the rigidity of the DNA is too low; the energy needed for the conformation
change in the DNA helix induced by the RNA polymerase will be too low and
the resulting protein-DNA complex will be too stable which would then stall
transcription. Once one knows that a functional element has a specific propensity
for a certain structural DNA property, such as the rigidity of promoter elements,
one can use this information to find the location of undiscovered instance of this
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element, for example the tool Prostar tries to identify the promoter of a gene
by searching for a rigid region in the upstream intergenic [53]. Many of these
links between functional elements and DNA structure have been uncovered and
most are now used in a wide range of prediction tools. A more comprehensive
review of the structural DNA properties of functional elements and their use in
prediction tools can be found in chapter 2.

1.4 Goal and structure of the dissertation

The main goal of this thesis is to study the different manners in which the DNA
structure could influence the transcription of genes. We will mostly build on
previous work where it has been shown that the activity of TFs and thus their
regulation of gene expression is dependent on the DNA structure of their target
sites and the surrounding genomic area [54, 55]. To this end our first objective
was to create a general framework to predict and study the structural DNA
properties of functional genomic elements, which we then demonstrate with the
prediction of transcription factor binding sites. The second objective is then to
apply this framework to uncover biological insights into the mechanisms behind
transcription regulation and additionally to use the information contained within
the framework as support for biological research.

The outline of the various chapters within this manuscript is given in figure
1.4. The terminology and concepts explained in this introductory chapter will
be used through-out this manuscript as the basis of the research. Chapter 2
starts by reviewing the applications of the structural DNA properties in the
scientific literature primarily within the scope of functional genomics. This
chapter introduces different methods for the prediction and representation of
the DNA structure, such as ’structural scales’ which we will utilize to model
the DNA structure throughout this dissertation. Further we detail several
methodologies which apply the information contained within the DNA structure
for the prediction of different types of functional genomic elements. This is
followed by chapter 3 where we introduce our own methodology for the study
of the DNA structure in functional elements, which we called ’CRoSSeD’. The
CRoSSeD framework uses structural scales to derive the structural information
and uses conditional random fields to find relevant common characteristics. This
framework is demonstrated by improving the prediction of transcription factor
binding sites when compared to other state-of-the-art tools. The CRoSSeD
binding site models also allowed us to make novel predictions for TF binding
sites in the E. coli, which we validate using gene ontology, literature study
and gene expression information. Chapter 4 further demonstrates the use of
our framework by exploring the relation between the models generated by
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Figure 1.4 – Overview of the dissertation structure.

CRoSSeD and the binding mechanisms of the TF. Specifically we apply the
CRoSSeD framework to the binding sites of the LacI-GalR TF family to create
a family-wide model. This model details the common binding characteristics of
the TFs in this family and we demonstrate its use by predicting binding sites
for a TF with an unknown motif. In chapter 5, we detail the construction of
gene expression compendia for three bacterial species using the COMMAND
framework. These compendia have been made available through a web portal
called COLOMBOS. The usefulness of the compendia and the analysis tools
available with COLOMBOS are demonstrated by the prediction of TF target
genes which we could validate with our earlier predictions using the CRoSSeD
methodology from chapter 3. Finally chapter 6 details a comparison between
the expression compendia of E. coli and S. Typhimurium to identify genes
whose expression has diverged between these two species. Here the CRoSSeD
framework as presented in chapter 3 is utilized to construct a transcription
regulatory network for S. Typhimurium to support the main findings. This
comparison is additionally a first step in further research into DNA structure
and transcription which combines our CRoSSeD framework with expression
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compendia. This plan for future research is detailed in chapter 7 together with
the main conclusions of this dissertation.





Chapter 2

DNA structural properties in
functional genomics

2.1 Introduction

As introduced in the previous chapter, DNA in living cells is not a uniform
linear macromolecule but displays local structural variations that depend on
the base sequence. This intrinsic variability in the DNA structure has been
found to play a key role in several biological processes. The structure of a DNA
molecule is primarily determined by its nucleotide sequence, so that similar
DNA sequences have similar DNA structures. The reverse is not always true
however: DNA molecules with similar structural properties can arise from
different sequences. This redundancy is the reason that the DNA molecule
is described as having at least two levels of information [56, 57, 58]. The
first level consists of the basic nucleotide sequence string, which is primarily
used as the ’genetic code’ central to gene coding. A second information level
is present in the different properties of the intrinsic DNA structure, where
the DNA sequence itself only plays a supporting role. These DNA structural
properties are various characteristics of the molecular structure that can be
assigned a numeric value based on theoretical simulations or experimental

The work presented in this chapter has been published in Meysman, P., Marchal, K.
and Engelen, K. "DNA structural properties in functional genomics," Bioinformatics and
biological insights, 6, pp. 155 – 168, June 2012.
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measurements. As the DNA molecule is highly variable at many different levels,
from the local stability of the helical duplex to the global conformation of the
molecule, so are there many possible DNA structural properties which can be
defined. It is not surprising that these structural properties can have a large
impact, as most genomic processes involve some sort of change in the DNA
structure such as the denaturation required prior to the start of duplication and
transcription, protein-induced deformation at DNA-protein complex formation,
or the extensive nucleosome packaging of an entire genome. Several studies have
shown that to create an accurate model to predict or describe these processes,
one must account for the presence of these local structural properties of the
DNA molecule. The use of intrinsic DNA structural properties has therefore
seen a broad range of applications in genomics in the past decade. In this
chapter, we aim to give an overview of the terminology and key aspects of
these DNA structural properties, and illustrate their potential added value
compared to relying solely on the nucleotide sequence in genomics studies. We
first discuss the basic principles of modeling the properties of the DNA structure
from the nucleotide sequence. Epigenetic modifications and specific spatial
DNA structures, such as G-quadruplexes, are beyond the scope of this overview
because their characterization substantially differs from the DNA structural
properties as discussed here [25, 59, 26, 60, 61]. The later sections then illustrate
some of the most frequent uses of DNA structural properties in genomic studies,
namely identifying DNA-binding sites, promoter prediction, and characterizing
transposon insertion preference.

2.2 Structural properties, scales and profiles

The structural properties of the DNA molecule can be roughly divided into
two categories, conformational and physicochemical properties, although these
terms are not strictly defined and there is some conflicting terminology in
literature [62, 63, 64, 65]. In this dissertation, we adhere to the most typically
used definitions: The conformational properties refer to details of the static
DNA structure and how this is influenced by base pair sequences, resulting
in translational (e.g. slide, rise and shift) or rotational (e.g. roll, twist and
tilt) variation between successive base pairs and variations in the width and
depth of both the major and minor groove (important in several biological
processes). At a coarser level, one can also consider the local bends present in
the sequence or the curvature of the DNA molecule across large distances or
more global properties such as the shape/form in which the DNA molecule is
present; in most living cells this is limited to the A-form, B-form or Z-form. The
physicochemical properties on the other hand, refer to the dynamic potential
of the DNA structure or the free energy stored within different conformations.
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Figure 2.1 – Modeling structural properties of the DNA. Along the length of
the DNA all oligonucleotides of a certain order (usually di- or trinucleotides) are
looked up in a table (called a structural scale) which contains corresponding values
measuring a certain structural property. These structural scales can represent
conformational or physicochemical structural properties, and when viewed along
the length of the DNA form a structural profile. Due to the discrete nature of the
scale values, a structural profile usually has a staircase-like appearance (full line;
the S axis represents the structural property values obtained from the lookup
scales). Often these profiles are further smoothed (dotted line), or one might
take the average value over a stretch of DNA of a given length (horizontal dashed
lines) before they are put to use.

As the DNA molecule is anisotropically deformable along any axis, several
properties can be defined which capture the extent of resistance displayed by
the DNA molecule to various changes. The denaturation temperature is also
known to vary depending on the molecular structure of the double stranded
DNA molecule. This intrinsic variability in denaturation potential can be
described by for instance the stacking energy between base pairs or the global
free energy of the DNA duplex.

As mentioned before, the structural properties of a stretch of DNA are
determined by its nucleotide sequence. A DNA molecule with the same
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nucleotide sequence will have the same structural properties. It is therefore
theoretically possible to predict the entire DNA structure and all of its properties
if one is given the DNA sequence. This is currently being done with great
accuracy using molecular simulations [66, 67]. However if one is only interested
in a specific set of properties of the DNA structure, there are many models
available for DNA structural property prediction derived from experimental
or theoretical data. It has been demonstrated that most structural properties
are very local features and primarily depend on the neighboring nucleotides
of a certain position. Often one can achieve reasonable predictions of the
structural properties by simply accounting for the contribution of every di- or
trinucleotide to the structural property. Such oligonucleotide contributions are
usually represented in a structural scale, a look-up table listing every possible
oligonucleotide and a corresponding value which represents the contribution to
a given structural property. The length of this oligonucleotide is referred to
as the order of the structural scale, e.g. a dinucleotide scale is of the second
order. Higher order structural scales will always be more informative yet
require exponentially more data to enumerate. Most structural scales exist
for dinucleotides as they are typically considered the best trade-off between
accuracy and complexity. A number of the most frequently used structural
properties and their scales are listed in table 2.1.

The structural profile represents the variability of a structural property along
a given sequence of DNA. It is constructed by looking up the corresponding
structural scale values for every successive oligonucleotide in the sequence (see
figure 2.1). This profile will then correspond to the variation that exists for
the given structural property over the given sequence. Note that the vector of
this structural profile always has a length equal to the length of the sequence
subtracted by one less than the order of the structural scale used, e.g. converting
a sequence with a dinucleotide scale results in a vector with a length equal to that
of the sequence minus one. Three types of features are typically derived from
the structural profile that aid in the computational analysis of different genomic
elements. The raw profile, or the unmodified structural vector as derived from
the structural scales, is often used for position specific effects, e.g. modeling
the induction of a kink into a single dinucleotide. An average structural profile
is the mean of the structural values calculated over all positions in a predefined
region. This average profile is usually calculated for broader genetic elements,
such as promoter regions. Another common procedure after calculation of the
structural profile is the smoothing of the values. This is a rescaling of every
value according to a smoothing function that takes into account the values
of the neighboring positions, typically by using a short sliding window. The
smoothing function could be as simple as averaging the values in the window
and results in a smoothed structural profile. As the size of the sliding window
is increased (i.e. more neighboring positions affect the rescaling), the general
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Structural
property

Description Category

Slide-rise-
tilt-roll-twist-
shift [7, 68]

The rotational and translational deviations present in
DNA base pair steps.

Conformational

Curvature [69,
70]

The large scale curves made by the DNA molecule.
They are often derived from the base pair step
deviations as per the wedge model. The value of
these scales typically corresponds to the intensity of
the DNA curvature.

Conformational

Minor/major
groove
depth/width
[71]

The size of the minor and/or major groove, with larger
grooves usually allowing easier access to the bases
within the helix.

Conformational

A/Z-philicity
[16, 72]

The propensity of the DNA molecule to adopt the
A-form or Z-form. Often estimated based on the
difference in free energy of these forms.

Conformational

Propeller
twist [8]

Though intrinsically a conformation property, there is
a direct link between the twist of the DNA base pairs
and its rigidity towards deformations.

Conformational

Persistence
length [73]

The molecular distance that the DNA molecule is
expected to keep directionality. Also referred to as
the DNA bending stiffness.

Physicochemical

DNA stability
[6, 74, 5]

Several measures for the DNA helical stability exists,
often enumerating the energy theoretically needed per
base pair step to disrupt or create the DNA helix.

Physicochemical

Stress-
induced
duplex
stability
[75]

The stability of the DNA helix which accounts for
the torsional stress resulting from the superhelical
winding.

Physicochemical

Base stacking
energy [76]

The stacking energy of sequential bases that
contributes to the overall stability of the DNA helix.

Physicochemical

Deformability
[7]

Deviations accepted by the DNA molecule in response
to protein binding. The inverse of these scales is the
rigidity, i.e. the resistance towards these deviations.

Physicochemical

Bendability
[77]

Usually refers to the propensity of the DNA molecule
to bend or be bent in a specific direction. For example,
the Brukner scale enumerates the bendability towards
the major groove.

Physicochemical

Table 2.1 – Examples of structural properties.
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patterns in the structural profile will become more pronounced. However if the
smoothing range is chosen too high, the information loss will be too great and
any important patterns in the structural profile might no longer be visible [57].

Several databases exist where one can look up or apply a structural scale
of interest. The PROPERTY database is one of the earliest collections of
structural scales and is at the time of writing still available and listing 35
different structural properties [62]. In addition the SITECON web tool can
calculate structural profiles for 38 different properties, and if provided with
a training set can identify informative features therein [64]. The more recent
DiProDB contains a list of 125 structural scales [78]. A downloadable tool
DiProGB allows for calculation of the structural profiles using these scales, or
with any user-provided dinucleotide scale [79]. Unfortunately both databases
are limited to dinucleotides scales, which may be insufficient for some structural
properties [80]. While higher-order scale collections do exist, they have seemingly
never been made available in a straight-forward manner [81].

2.3 Determining sites of protein-DNA complex
formation

DNA structural properties can aid the targeting and functionality of DNA-
binding proteins in a wide variety of manners. The common hypothesis is that
proteins will find their binding sites by random hopping and sliding along the
DNA structure [82]. Several studies have shown that rigid and curved DNA
molecules will aid in this process [83]. Furthermore the specific DNA binding
sites of a protein will typically carry recognition features in their structural
properties which can be accessed by the protein through ’indirect’ readout [82].
This is distinguished from ’direct’ readout, were specific bases in the DNA are
recognized by the protein binding domain; both direct and indirect readout can
contribute to protein-DNA binding [56, 58, 84, 85]. The importance of the DNA
structure for protein-DNA complex formation lies in the fact that most proteins
require the DNA molecule to be present in a specific conformation during
complex formation, typically necessitating the deformation of the DNA binding
site. It has been shown that proteins will prefer to bind to DNA molecules which
easier accept the needed conformation, either because they naturally exist in this
state or because they offer little resistance to take on this new state. The energy
required for any such deformation can be compensated by favorable contacts
made within the complex [86]. Many reviews on protein-DNA interactions are
available, such as Rohs et al. [55]. The functionality after DNA-binding can also
be influenced by the DNA structural properties as many biological processes
require the DNA molecule to adapt to a specific conformation, for example a
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DNA-loop which can facilitate protein-protein interactions at long distances
[87].

2.3.1 Consensus structural profiles

The most common approach for characterizing protein-DNA binding sites,
is through a consensus profile approach. This is especially widely used for
transcription factors (TFs). Transcription factors are an important class of
DNA binding proteins that will, upon binding the DNA molecule, either activate
or repress the transcription of the neighboring gene. TFs typically recognize
a specific motif present in the nucleotide sequence and most cause significant
distortion of the DNA molecule upon binding. There is great variation between
different TFs and no unique nucleotide or structural motif can be attributed
to the ensemble of binding sites, and they therefore present an ideal case how
DNA structural properties can be beneficial in identifying their binding sites.
In a consensus profile framework, the recognition characteristics of a protein are
estimated based on an analysis of its known binding sites typically by searching
for features (in the DNA sequence and/or the DNA structural properties) which
distinguish this set of sites from the genomic background. The direct read-out
preferences of a given protein can be represented by a consensus sequence, often
represented as a ’motif logo’ [88]. In a similar manner the indirect read-out can
be partially represented by a set of consensus structural profiles [71]. This type
of consensus profile can be constructed from a set of known binding sites for a
certain structural property by many different methods, such as calculating the
average profile, averaging specific regions, Fourier analysis or error minimization
[62, 64, 71, 89, 90]. The structural profiles of unknown sites can be compared
to the consensus profile and scored accordingly (figure 2.2, left hand panel)
and the contributions of different structural properties can be estimated by
simple linear regression or linear discriminant analysis [62, 89, 91]. However,
relying on consensus profiles alone provides poor classification performance
for the most simple methodologies, likely due to the large amount of possible
structural properties and the importance of the direct recognition mechanism in
the specificity of many TF proteins [91]. Most recent binding site classification
methods now use a combination of both sequence data and structural properties
and as such require more advanced classification methodologies such as Support
Vector Machines, Bayesian Networks, Neural Networks, Hidden Markov Models
or Conditional Random Fields [63, 65, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. These methods
have the added advantage of inherently selecting or upweighting the most
informative structural profiles and, depending on the model design, the most
informative positions. Integration of structural properties with the simple base
sequence has been shown to improve classification performance compared to
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existing methods using only sequence information [93, 96]. A brief overview of
methodologies using the structural consensus approach can be found in table 2.2.
Unfortunately, as of yet there has been no large scale comparison of different
methodologies for representing binding sites by incorporating structural profiles.
Such a comparative survey is complicated due to the incompatibility of these
methods in two ways. First, the structural profiles that are employed cannot
always be separated from the methodology itself. Different structural scales
capture different aspects of the DNA structure, and this could partly explain
any variation in performance. Secondly, these methodologies generally have a
specific application focus and often integrate a wide range of independent data
into the model, e.g. evolutionary conservation scores or cis-regulatory module
information [95]. This creates an intrinsic bias in any comparison of different
methods and due to the variable nature of TFs and the different organisms
in which they reside, no methodology will likely outperform all others in any
potential application.

2.3.2 Protein-DNA threading

In some cases, instead of possessing only a set of binding site locations for a given
DNA-interacting protein, a detailed 3D structure of the protein-DNA complex
is known. With this information, one could use a protein-DNA threading
approach as well (see figure 2.2). These screen for target sites of DNA-binding
proteins by modeling the complex formation. From solved complexes, the bound
conformation of the protein and the DNA molecule can be derived, as well
as their intermolecular interactions. A common approach to evaluate other
target sites is to then ’thread’ novel DNA sequences (e.g. along a genomic
region) into the required conformation and calculate the formation energy, or
an equivalent approximation, of the resulting complex. Part of the formation
energy can be the result of the deformation needed to change the intrinsic DNA
superstructure to the required bound conformation (Figure 2.2, right hand
panel) [99, 100]. Use of the aforementioned deformability scales are one possible
way to calculate the energy that is required for this DNA conformation change
[101, 102, 103, 104]. This deformation energy can then be integrated into the
energy function of the protein-DNA complex [105, 106]. The resulting energy
can then be used to assess the viability of the formation of the protein-DNA
complex at a given genomic site. While the actual biomolecular mechanism of
protein-DNA binding are more firmly rooted in these threading approaches than
relying on consensus profiles, there are drawbacks as well. For instance, there is
no guarantee that different DNA sequences will display the same conformation
when bound by the protein than the sequence that was used to construct the
3D model [56, 107, 108]. The major limitation for the widespread application
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Name Statistical model # Properties Additional informa-
tion

Karas et al. [71] Absolute distance be-
tween profiles

4 conformational + 1
physicochemical prop-
erties

ACTIVITY / B
DNA VIDEO [62]

Gaussian distribution 35 structural proper-
ties

Liu et al. [91] Gaussian distribution 5 conformational
properties

Gunewardena et
al. [89]

Linear discrimination
model

35 structural proper-
ties

Linear steady-state
structural templates

SITECON[64] Chi-squared test 35 structural proper-
ties

Gardiner et al.
[90]

Fourier transforma-
tion

5 conformational +
18 physicochemical
properties

ICSF [97] Moses rank-like test 6 conformational
properties

MDS-HMM [65] Hidden Markov
Model

2 conformational
properties

ProMapper [63] /
BioBayesNet [98]

Bayesian Network 35 structural proper-
ties

Additional sequence
features, e.g. base
composition

Holloway et al.
[92]

Support Vector Ma-
chine

1 conformational + 4
physicochemical prop-
erties

Additional sequence
features, e.g. phy-
logeny

DISCOVER [95] Conditional Random
Fields

1 physicochemical
property (DNA
stability)

Additional sequence
features, e.g. phy-
logeny

GANN [94] Neural network + Ge-
netic algorithm

Unspecified

CRoSSeD [96] Conditional Random
Fields

5 conformational + 7
physicochemical prop-
erties

SiteSleuth [93] Support Vector Ma-
chine

12 conformational +
62 physicochemical
properties

Physicochemical
properties reduced to
8 eigen vectors

Table 2.2 – Summary of DNA-binding protein consensus approaches
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Figure 2.2 – Predicting DNA binding from DNA structural properties. In the
case of the consensus approach (left hand panel), all known binding sites are used
to generate a consensus profile (red line, representing the structural property
stability in this example), which in turn can be used to predict novel binding
sites. The consensus profile is an average of structural profiles of aligned known
binding sites (grey lines). In DNA threading (right hand panel), a sliding window
moves along the DNA calculating the energy required (∆ E axis) for the given
stretch of DNA to adapt the required conformation based on structural profiles,
in this figure represented by the deformability (green line).
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of protein-DNA threading for binding site prediction however, is not due to
its methodological principals but rather due to a lack of ’solved’ protein-DNA
complexes. Threading approaches require the bound protein-DNA complex or
that of a related protein to be known, which is not very common for many DNA-
binding proteins such as TFs [109]. More often these approaches are used for
well characterized protein-DNA complexes, such as the nucleosomes responsible
for the higher-order packing of the DNA molecule into chromatin in eukaryotes.
Because it affects the genomic accessibility, this DNA packing has a critical role
in various cellular processes, among which transcription regulation. Given this
interest, predicting nucleosome positioning currently forms the bulk of protein-
DNA threading that relies on DNA structural properties [102, 104, 107, 108].
While these methodologies do successfully increase prediction, it is well known
that there are many other factors that drive the positioning of nucleosomes and
that can confound the contribution of certain DNA characteristics in nucleosome
formation [110, 111, 112]. In that respect, there has also been some discussion
based on recent evidence suggesting that the main experimental technique for
determining nucleosome occupancy may generate biased results, which, if true,
would also affect the perceived dependence of nucleosome occupancy on DNA
sequence and/or structure [113, 114].

2.4 Identification of gene promoter regions

Different genomic regions are known to display unique structural characteristics
[51]. Many statistical models have therefore been built to identify the presence of
a given genomic region based on its structural properties. The most widely used
among these applications are those that attempt to predict the promoter region.
Promoters are the regions upstream from genes, where the RNA polymerase is
recruited and transcription is started. Promoters seem to share similar structural
profiles that can be related to their function. Exploiting the common patterns in
these profiles has been known to increase the performance of promoter prediction
algorithms. The structural profiles for individual promoters are however very
noisy, and identifying these common patterns require complex modeling methods.
Even then predictions remain coarse and cannot identify the exact transcription
start site (TSS), but only the general promoter region. Furthermore, the
structural profiles of promoters differ greatly between eukaryotes and prokaryotes
as the transcription complexes are radically different. Most promoter prediction
methods are therefore tuned to a single taxonomical domain or even a single
species, with few exceptions that typically require retraining for novel organisms.
A brief summary of structure-based promoter prediction methods can be found
in table 2.3.
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Name Statistical model Structural property Organism(s)
EP3 [115] Average profile Base stacking energy Animals, fungi, algae,

higher plants and pro-
tists

ProSOM [116] Unsupervised self or-
ganizing map

Base stacking energy Human

Florquin et al.
[57]

Adaptive quality-
based clustering

5 conformational + 8
physicochemical prop-
erties

Human, mouse and
plant

PNNP [117] Pattern-based near-
est neighbor search

DNA stability Human, mouse,
Caenorhabditis
elegans and plant

PromPredict [52,
118]

Absolute and relative
difference

DNA stability Plants and prokary-
otes

McPromoter [119] Stochastic segment
model

DNA twist and persis-
tence length

Drosophila

Prostar [53] Mahalanobis distance DNA deformability Human
Profisi [120] Average profile DNA stability Human
ARTS [121] Support Vector Ma-

chine
DNA twist and Base
stacking energy

Human

Gardiner et al.
[122]

Ward’s clustering al-
gorithm

5 conformational +
18 physicochemical
properties

Human

Wang et al. [123] Linear discrimination
model

Stress-induced duplex
destability

Escherichia coli

N4 [28] Neural network DNA stability Escherichia coli
Conilione et al.
[124]

Neural network Base stacking energy Escherichia coli

Parbhane et al.
[125]

Neural network DNA wedge and twist Escherichia coli

Mallios et al. [31] Stepwise Binary Lo-
gistic Regression

2 conformational + 2
physicochemical prop-
erties

Chlamydia trachoma-
tis

Table 2.3 – Summary of structure-based promoter prediction methods
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2.3 – Conceptual representation of structural features of eukaryotic (a)
and prokaryotic (b) promoters. Eukaryotic proximal promoters are generally
characterized by an increased stability (red line; the S axis represents the
structural property values) and a decreasing rigidity (green line) compared
to surrounding regions (although eukaryotic promoters on average still have a
higher rigidity than the rest of the genome), with strong peaks or valleys at
functional sites such as the TSS or TATA box. In contrast, prokaryotic promoters
on average have a decreased stability (red line) and increased rigidity (green line)
and have been observed to show a broad curvature peak (blue line) upstream of
the TSS.
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2.4.1 Predicting eukaryote promoters

In eukaryotes the promoter region can be divided into three parts: the core
promoter where the basal transcription complex binds, the proximal promoter
where most transcription factor binding sites are located and the distal promoter
that can contain enhancer elements. The promoters themselves can be grouped
according to the RNA polymerase that binds to them. The targets of different
RNA polymerases have different recognition elements and therefore different
structural profiles [116]. Most promoter prediction methods will focus on RNA
polymerase II which transcribes protein-coding genes and most microRNAs. On
average, these promoters are described as being more rigid than the remainder
of the genome, but the actual structural profile of promoter flexibility is much
more complex [126, 127]. The global rigidity is most likely necessary to exclude
nucleosomes from the promoter region, as they will compete with the binding
of transcription factors and the basal transcription complex. The proximal
promoter is usually characterized by a decrease in the rigidity of the promoter
[126]. The hypothesis is that the binding sites of transcription factors need
to be flexible to allow complex formation. There is likely a careful trade-off
between rigid DNA stretches blocking nucleosomes and small flexible regions
attracting transcription factors [126, 128]. Indeed the promoter activity seems
to correlate with the proportion of flexible regions in the whole fragment [129].
The core promoter is typically characterized by a gradual decrease in rigidity
from upstream of the TSS to downstream [57, 126, 129]. Extreme rigidity values
embedded in this region match with known promoter elements. For example,
the TATA-box corresponds to a very rigid region in the promoter. This rigid
peak at the -30 position can still be observed even if no explicit TATA motif is
present, which lead to the hypothesis that this rigidity feature is more important
than the actual sequence motif and could partially explain why many promoters
lack a clear TATA motif [57, 130]. Eukaryotic promoters are also typically
more stable than the genomic average with peaks of heavy instability at the
promoter elements, such as the TATA-box and the TSS. Likely this contrast
helps direct the transcription complex to the correct transcription start site
[117]. A conceptual overview of the main structural features of eukaryotic
promoters is given in figure 2.3a.

A number of methods have been proposed to translate the complex structural
profiles of eukaryotic promoters into features which can be used in promoter
prediction with varying success. The most straightforward approaches classify
promoters by comparing an averaged structural profile for a stretch of sequence
to a set threshold. Such methods have relied for instance on the base stacking
energy as a representation of the stability, or the DNA melting temperature as
defined by an extensive calculation of the genome-wide DNA duplex stability
[115, 120]. Averaging out the structural properties will unfortunately ignore
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the typical structural patterns observed for promoters. Other methods try to
directly use the pattern contained in the structural profiles. The McPromoter
method does this by dividing the promoter into smaller regions and models the
average of the structural profiles in every segment as a single observation from a
Hidden Markov Model [119]. Out of all the tested structural properties, the DNA
twist, the persistence length and the propeller twist were found most informative
for predicting Drosophila melanogaster promoters. The PNNP method uses a
pattern-based distance nearest neighbor search where promoters are classified
if the maximum deviation from the relative profile is smaller than a threshold
[117]. In this manner PNNP is able to model promoters which have a similar
pattern in the structural profile but at a different absolute level, as observed
for promoters containing CpG islands and those that don’t. PNNP predictions
based on the DNA duplex free energy gave the best performance. ProSOM
uses an unsupervised self-organizing map to cluster the base stacking energy
profile of various sequences into subgroups [116]. Classification of promoters in
this case consists of attempting to cluster the structural profile of the unknown
sequence with a known set of promoters. This approach has the advantage of
accounting for different groups of promoters. The general conclusion for most of
these methods using only a single or few structural properties, is that they are
able to get a classification performance equal to or often greater than methods
using a large number of sequence signals in complex statistical frameworks,
despite the relative simplicity of their approaches [115, 117, 120, 53].

2.4.2 Predicting prokaryote promoters

Prokaryotic genomes have a very high gene density and therefore promoters are
typically much shorter than their eukaryotic counterparts, sometimes spanning
less than a hundred base pairs. Because of this short intergenic region between
coding regions, divergent promoters have been known to overlap. On average,
promoters are less stable, more rigid and have more extreme curvature than
other genomic regions in most prokaryotes (see figure 2.3b) [124, 131]. The role
of the DNA curvature in prokaryotic promoters seems to vary greatly, as does
the type of curvature pattern found in these promoters [132]. Mostly extreme
DNA curvature has been associated with the presence of strong transcription
factor binding motifs and it has been postulated to act as a thermosensor for
transcription regulation under some conditions [131, 133, 134]. The low stability
is likely to facilitate helix denaturation prior to the transcription event and
is indeed centered around the TSS with the upstream region being less stable
than the downstream region [135]. This fact is often exploited for the prediction
of promoter regions. Indeed the first time it was observed, the absolute value
and the difference in values of the DNA duplex stability immediately upstream
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of the TSS (<100bp) were shown to be informative in a simple framework
where a sequence was classified as a promoter if it exceeded a certain threshold
for both measures [52, 136]. These measures for DNA duplex stability have
been frequently used, e.g. in the N4 promoter prediction algorithm where they
are integrated in a neural network [28]. The PromPredict method also uses
the difference between upstream and downstream DNA duplex stability but
groups the sequences according to GC content prior to classification [135]. This
is based on the fact that the difference in DNA duplex stability between the
TSS and the region downstream varies according to the GC content of the
genomic region containing the promoter. These findings have allowed promoter
prediction across a wide range of prokaryotes [137]. Related is the SIDD method,
which uses the stress-induced duplex destability profile for the classification of
promoters with a linear discriminatory model [123]. The stress-induced duplex
stability differs from the standard stability calculations because it accounts
for torsional stresses present in the DNA molecule as a result of the genomic
negative superhelicity. In this framework, the stress-induced stability was found
to be more informative for promoter prediction than other stability profiles, the
rigidity profile or the curvature profile.

2.5 Transposon insertion site prediction

Transposons are discrete mobile genetic elements that are abundant in the
genomes of a wide variety of organisms. They are characterized by the ability to
translocate themselves to a range of different target sites. Two large categories of
transposons can be described, namely those that translocate via RNA, so-called
retrotransposons, and those that do not, termed DNA transposons. For some
transposons, integration has been postulated to be non-random and insertion
preferences would in these cases likely be determined by the transposase or the
endonuclease enzyme responsible for nicking or cleaving the insertion site. The
analysis of several DNA transposons, such as Sleeping Beauty and the Drosophila
melanogaster P-element, have shown that insertion seems to be preferred into
sites characterized by a consensus sequence, a typical deformabilty pattern, and
a higher than average bendability profile [138, 139, 140]. The deformability
pattern consist of several flexible regions around and at the insertion site, spaced
by regions of higher rigidity. A similar deformability pattern has been observed
at the insertion sites of the Mu bacteriophage which behaves similar to a DNA
transposon [141]. The ProTIS method was developed to identify insertion sites
characterized by such a deformability pattern and was successfully applied to
Sleeping Beauty, but is limited to data sets which describe multiple insertions
into single sites because it requires a gradation in insertion preference to be
present in the training set. Several retrotransposons, such as EhLINE, EhSINE,
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Alu elements and L1 transposons, also seem to display a preference for highly
bendable insertions sites complementing their consensus sequence. Unlike DNA
transposons, many retrotransposons also display a very rigid unstable region
upstream of their insertion sites [142, 143]. It is unsure whether this is a
feature of the insertion preference, or rather of a specific retention characteristic,
as these observations apply to transposons which have been retained in the
genomes of humans, mice and Entamoeba histolytica [143]. An SVM-based
method called ISF was able to identify these structural signals in the insertion
sites of several retrotransposons [143]. The importance of a bendable DNA
structure at the insertion site for both types of transposons could possibly be
explained by the transposase or endonuclease deforming the DNA molecule
during complex formation or a required distortion into a spatial optimum for
strand transfer [140]. These structural signals are also usually absent from most
coding regions which may, in part, prevent gene disruption by transposition or
retrotransposition [143].

2.6 Discussion

The idea of using DNA structural properties to model and describe genomic
elements has been around for some time. Originally they were mostly limited to
focused, small-scale studies. Only in the past decade have these types of studies
moved into the realm of genome-wide applications. As more and more sequence
data became publically available and the quality of annotated genomes steadily
increased, so did the number of studies that tried to identify specific patterns of
DNA structural properties for various types of genomic elements. In contrast,
’raw’ nucleotide sequence information has been the standard representation of
DNA in computational biology for much longer, and techniques such as consensus
sequences and position weight matrices have become the default workhorses for
the identification of many genomic elements. Highly advanced sequence-based
methods have also been developed over the years and many have proven to
be successful approaches for functional genomics applications such as those
discussed in this review. Sequence-based methods can sometimes even capture
part of the local DNA structure, as the DNA structural properties are generally
dependent on interactions between neighboring base pairs. This is illustrated
by the fact that they are often calculated from higher-order (mostly di- or
tri-nucleotide) lookup scales. The advantage of using DNA structural properties
is that they explicitly assign actual ’measurement’ values (i.e. the structural
scales) to a given sequence of DNA. These values represent conformational
and physicochemical characteristics, and can thus reveal structural patterns
that would remain hidden when only relying on the corresponding categorical
higher-order nucleotides [125]. Thus there is much to be gained by employing the
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DNA structure. Grouping different sequences with similar structural properties
for example, will always be more difficult for sequence-based methods, as was
shown for predicting prokaryotic TF binding sites[96]. Correctly identifying the
contribution of the structural properties can also generate more powerful models,
which has lead for instance to better predictions for nucleosome formation energy
[107]. Nevertheless, a strong conservation of nucleotide sequence will always
correspond to a strong conservation of the DNA structural signal. Even if
complex structural mechanics play an essential functional role in such a case,
calculated structural properties will not provide any complementary information.
Only experimental assessment of the underlying mechanism can then quantify
the relative contributions of the DNA structure.

The purpose of this chapter was not to provide an exhaustive list of structure-
based methodologies. There are many other genomic elements for which common
patterns of DNA structural properties have been described or even integrated
into a classification framework. Examples that were not discussed in detail
here include splice sites, replication start sites, methylation events, functional
SNPs, plasmid conjugation factor binding and gene prediction [83, 144, 126,
145, 146, 147, 148]. Indeed, it is becoming more and more clear that DNA
structural properties play an important role in a great many biomolecular
processes and that their characterization for different genomic elements will
be essential to generate a complete understanding. As we have presented
here, different genomic elements require different representation methods to
capture potential defining structural patterns. This does not imply that these
methodologies cannot learn from one and other as there are functional and/or
biomolecular relationships between many of these elements, the characterization
of which might benefit from more comprehensive approaches. For example, the
inherent flexibility of the DNA molecule is often found to be an informative
feature in a large number of genetic elements [96, 51, 53, 138, 149, 73]. This can
be problematic as different genomic elements sharing a number of structural
similarities can result in false positive predictions during classification. Proper
structural characterization can thus also be important to help understand such
intricate relationships between different elements, as was shown to be the case
for promoter regions and splice sites [83]. Regional relationship between various
elements can also occur, e.g. TF binding sites are commonly located in the
promoter region of genes, and thus identification of TF binding sites could
benefit from knowledge the promoter region and vice versa. In the end there
is still much to be learned about what DNA structural properties play a role
where and, perhaps more critically, how they can contribute to revealing the
underlying biomolecular mechanisms.



Chapter 3

Use of structural DNA
properties for the prediction
of transcription factor binding
sites with Conditional
Random Fields

3.1 Introduction

Essential in the process of transcriptional regulation by transcription factor (TF)
is the interaction between the TF protein and its associated binding site, after
which the TF will usually exert its inhibitory or activating effect. Considerable
effort has been done to model the common DNA motifs recognized by TFs
based on known binding sites in order to predict novel functional sites.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in Meysman, P., Dang, T.,
Laukens, K., De Smet, R., Wu, Y., Marchal, K. and Engelen, K. "Use of structural DNA
properties for the prediction of transcription-factor binding sites in Escherichia coli," Nucleic
Acids Research, 39(2), e6, Nov. 2010.

33
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Position specific weight matrices (PWM) or sequence-based consensus rep-
resentations are the most frequently used motif models: they describe the
nucleotides which are shown to be common over a significant fraction of known
binding sites [88]. As PWMs or consensus models only describe the nucleotide
sequence, they do not exploit the information contained within the DNA
structure. It has indeed been shown that TFs can also recognize binding sites
by their local DNA structure, a type of recognition that is less dependent on
sequence conservation and that is commonly referred to as indirect binding or
intramolecular read-out [58]. Using the information contained within the DNA
structure could therefore result in better classifiers for regulatory binding sites.
As introduced in chapter 2, several prior studies have successfully used DNA
threading and molecular modeling to predict target sequences for regulatory
proteins, however these methods are restricted in their use as they require
the native structure of the involved protein-DNA complexes to have been
characterized [100, 150, 151]. Other approaches circumvent the requirement
of a characterized DNA-protein complex by focusing their model on the DNA
site of the interaction. More specifically, they use specific structural properties
of the DNA that are known to vary between different DNA regions within
the genome and that might play a role in the protein-DNA recognition, e.g.
the directional bendability of the DNA molecule [7]. These methods usually
rely on different structural profiles, where each profile represents per position
in the genome the values of a specific DNA structural property. Based on
the structural profiles characteristics of known binding sites, a classifier can
distinguish true from false positive binding sites, as was first demonstrated by
Karas et al. [71]. Furthermore, the combination of these structural profiles
with a higher-order machine learning classifier has demonstrated improved
classification performance of true and false positive binding sites [65]. Although
structure-based methods have been shown to be successful in a cross validation
setting on known binding sites [62, 91, 63, 89], their ability to also improve upon
the prediction of novel binding sites in a genome-wide setting has been largely
understudied. In addition, because most previous studies were very limited in
scope (e.g. focusing on few TFs only) it is still unknown to what extent local
DNA structural properties provide information to predict novel binding sites
that cannot be captured by the nucleotide sequence alone i.e. to what extent
a screening method that exploits local structural properties is redundant or
complementary to a standard screening method based on PWM.

To study this, we developed a generic framework for screening any sequence
for novel regulatory binding sites by using the local structural DNA
properties of known binding sites, which we call Conditional Random fields
of Smoothed Structural Data (CRoSSeD). This method shows an improved
overall performance on a synthetic data set and on a large set of Escherichia
coli regulons when compared to previous structure-based and sequence-based
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methods. We further show that a set of novel predictions can be made using the
proposed method that could be validated by using independent data sources
and that could not be made using a traditional sequence-based model.

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Structural properties

The structural profiles can be obtained from the DNA sequence by using di- or
trinucleotide structural scales [9]. These scales rely on the principle that the
structure of a DNA molecule depends largely on its sequence of nucleotides
and that the overall structural properties, such as flexibility or stability of
the helix [51, 115], are caused by the interactions between neighboring base
pairs [9, 70]. The origin of the values contained within the scale are either
derived from experimental data, such as X-ray crystallography, or from molecular
modeling of a DNA helix or a DNA-protein complex. As such each scale contains
complementary information and provides a unique insight into the structure of
the DNA molecule [9, 138, 67].

For this implementation we selected a number of scales which have been
frequently used [51, 138, 57] and which capture structural properties that
might be of importance for binding site recognition in prokaryotes (listed in
table 3.1). A single scale contains the values for a single structural property
for each possible di- or trinucleotide. For more details about each of these
structural scales, we refer to their respective references.

3.2.2 Conditional Random Fields

Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) are undirected graphical models first
introduced to solve what is commonly known as a sequence labeling problem
[154]. In this type of problem the goal is to predict the values (or labels) of
a sequence of output variables for a given set of input variables. Here, given
a label sequence Y and an input sequence X, where each element xi of X is
a feature or a vector of features and each element xi corresponds to a single
label yi in Y , a CRF will define the conditional probability distribution p(Y |X)
[155]. This is where CRFs differ from generative models, such as the widely
used Hidden Markov Model that are trained by maximizing the joint probability
of the input and output variables, requiring the need to explicitly model any
interdependencies in the input variables. This requirement renders the use
of generative models impossible without making a priori assumptions about
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Scale name Structural property Order
A-DNA philicity [16] A-DNA conformation Dinucleotide
DNase-I cutting frequency [77] Rigidity Trinucleotide
B-DNA twist [152] Flexibility Dinucleotide
Protein-induced deformability [7] Rigidity Dinucleotide
Denaturation temperature [153] Stability Dinucleotide
Disruption energy [5] Stability Dinucleotide
Propeller twist [8] Rigidity Dinucleotide
Protein-induced B-DNA twist [7] Rigidity Dinucleotide
Stabilization energy [6] Stability Dinucleotide
Base stacking energy [76] Stability Dinucleotide
Persistence length [73] Rigidity Dinucleotide
Z-DNA free energy [72] Z-DNA conformation Dinucleotide

Table 3.1 – Overview of the utilized structural scales in CRoSSeD.

the nature of the DNA structure. CRFs do not have this disadvantage as
they maximize the conditional probability, which makes them very powerful
for binding site modeling. The CRF defined on (X,Y ) is specified by a set of
feature functions F and a weight vector Λ. The feature functions F are input
functions which couple an observation (or a set of observations) to a certain
label or transition between two labels. The conditional probability as defined
by a CRF is then

p(Y |X) = exp[Λ · F (Y,X)]
Z(X)

with the normalization function Z(X) defined over all possible label sequences
as

Z(X) =
∑

y

exp[Λ · F (Y,X])

The weights Λ of the CRF can then be trained by maximizing the conditional
log-likelihood L of a given training set (xk, yk)N

k=1 as

L =
∑

k

log p(yk, xk) =
∑

k

[Λ · F (yk, xk)− logZ(xk)]

The log-likelihood function L is convex if the training labels are unambiguous
[154] and thus guarantees that a global optimum can be found.

Translated to this application, the input variables in X are the structural
properties (or nucleotide sequence) of a given DNA fragment and the label in Y
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Figure 3.1 – Illustration of a standard CRF approach to model binding sites
of TF with nucleotide information and structural properties. The labels used in
this model are either binding site (blue) or non-binding site (red). Each state
represents a position in the nucleotide sequence. Each position has a set of
observations, the nucleotide at this position and its structural values, which can
used by the CRF model in a feature function approach.

corresponds either to ’binding site’ or ’non-binding site’. The feature functions
F in this implementation are defined as Boolean functions with one or more
tokens t defined at a relative position(s) i for a label y. This function will
output true (1) if the defined token t matches the observation xi at relative
position i from the state with label y and false (0) if not. An example of such a
feature function is

fj = 1 if BEND(POS−10) = ’2’ and LABEL(POS0) = ’Binding Site’
fj = 0 otherwise

Here "BEND(POS−10)" means "The DNA bending value at the relative position
−10 from the current position in the sequence equals the value 2" and
"LABEL(POS0) = ’Binding Site’" means "The current position in the genome
sequence is a (potential) binding site". The value ’2’ in the first part of the
function is then referred to here as the token of the feature function, i.e. the
value or string that the observation sequence must match for the feature function
to output as true. A single feature function can have multiple tokens defined
which can match at different positions. In this case we will term these feature
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Figure 3.2 – Illustration of the Dang variant CRF approach to model binding
sites of TF with nucleotide information and structural properties. The labels
used in this model are either binding site (blue) or non-binding site (red). Only
the central position of the binding site is considered as a state. All nucleotides
and structural properties surrounding this central position are considered as its
observations.

functions as being higher-order with the order being equal to the number of
tokens that must be matched. The CRF training will assign a weights λ to each
feature functions in F based on their evaluation on known binding sites. As
feature functions not only account for the value of a given structural property
but also its relative position, we can therefore not only find which structural
properties are important for the target site recognition but also where they are
located.

In the following analyses, the CRF model is trained using the open source
software tool CRF++ (version 0.51) which was designed to label sequential
data and is based on a Limited-memory Quasi-Newtonian algorithm (available
at http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/). Among other options, it allows defining the
feature functions which will be used by the CRF model. The feature functions
used in our binding site model correspond to the value at each position of
the profile, complemented with higher-order feature functions which link each
position in the profile with its neighbors and the position mirrored on the
opposite side of the motif for palindrome modeling. The input of the training
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algorithm consists of the twelve structural profiles described above expanded
with two additional vectors, one representing the GC content (a dinucleotide
scale assigning a value identical to the number of guanines or cytosines the
dinucleotide contains) and the other containing the plain nucleotide sequence
information. This sequential input is transferred using the method specified by
Dang et al. [156] so that the center of each binding site (or negative training
sample) corresponds to a single state and the 20 nucleotides on either side
including their structural properties are its observations. For this type of
representation, there are no state transition feature functions defined in the
CRF model as the surrounding nucleotides are used as observations and not
states. The label of binding site is always assigned to the (reported) center of
the site. In a screening across a sequence, each position will thus be evaluated as
being the potential center of a binding site. This approach significantly reduces
computation time needed [156] and could be found to increase performance of
the CRF model (data not shown).

3.2.3 CRoSSeD-specific extensions

Two extensions (the scale optimization extension and correction extension) were
designed in order to allow the model training algorithm to deal with some of
the specific aspects of the sample data and the structural property modeling
problem (see figure 3.3 for an overview).

The scale optimization extension deals with two completely different issues,
but with a common solution. Firstly, the CRF implementation used to train
our models, like most others, uses Boolean feature functions to incorporate
the input data. These functions will evaluate true or false depending on the
presence of an exact value at an exact position. This unfortunately results
in the model treating all values for a structural property as discrete instead
of continuous. Any information about the difference in magnitude and order
between two values is lost. Furthermore because each value in the vectors is
regarded as a distinct value and this value is directly related to the presence
of certain di- or trinucleotides, the structural input vectors as such would be
nothing more to the model than a different representation of the distribution
of the di- or trinucleotides if we use a Boolean input. Secondly, research has
shown that structural properties recognized by transcription factors need not
be limited to a single position in the binding site, but span several nucleotides,
for example a short flexible region recognized by a DNA bend-inducing protein.
To tackle both problems, the feature optimization extension first runs a lowess
smoothing algorithm over each structural input vector so that the resulting
value corresponds to the local area and then discretizes the resulting vector into
a number of equally sized bins to group similar values for use in the Boolean
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Figure 3.3 – Overview of the CRoSSeD-specific optimization and correction
extensions. Both extensions are applied to the training data prior to training the
final model. The optimization extension will try to maximize the performance
of the model by smoothing and rediscretizing the structural profiles. The most
optimal level of smoothing and number of bins for every profile is found by trying
and applying different values for these parameters on the entire training set and
then running a 3-fold cross validation on the set (where the training data is
divided into three groups and in three runs two groups are used as optimization
training set and one as test training set so that every group is used once as test
set). The smoothing and rediscretization with the highest AUC score from the
cross validation is then used to transform the entire training set before the final
model is trained. Any sequence desired to be tested by the model for presence
or absence of binding sites, must also first be transformed before applying the
model (not shown in figure). The correction extension will create a novel set of
samples from the training samples corresponding where the center of the samples
has been shifted by maximum two nucleotides. These deviations will also be
scored during the 3-fold cross validation and should they be consistently assigned
a higher score than the reported sample position, the deviation will be used in
its stead for the training of the final model.
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functions. The extent of the smoothing function and the number of bins is
optimized for each structural vector separately by maximizing the area under
the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) graph from a
3-fold cross validation on the training set. By optimizing the smoothing range
and bin number in this manner for each structural property, we are searching for
the combination of smoothing and discretization that best reveals the features
common to all training samples.

The alignment correction extension is meant to avoid biases in the alignment of
binding sites towards sequence conservation when constructing a training set.
The training set consists of the set of known binding sites derived from databases
with curated information (with the start and stop site of the sites derived from
the databases). As mainly PWMs have been used to model and predict binding
sites, most of the currently known and experimentally validated binding sites
will align well based on their sequence conservation. This alignment might
not reflect the best alignment based on structural features however. As it is
our assumption that structural DNA properties might better reflect the true
binding sites than sequence information alone, we used the correction extension
to generate an alternative alignment that ideally lines up common structural
properties that might not align well using a sequence based alignment. The
optimal ’structural’ alignment is determined by 3-fold cross validation. Because
of the small size of most binding sites, the maximum allowed deviation of the
features based alignment from the original sequence alignment is two nucleotides.
In each iteration, the CRF model is trained on a subset of the positive samples
(or known binding sites). The resulting model is then used to assign five scores
to each sample in the remaining set, one for each of the following possible
deviations: (-2,-1,0,1,2) for respectively a shift of 2, 1 or 0 nucleotides of the
center position of the binding site in the novel alignment versus its position
in the sequence based alignment (where minus indicates upstream shifts and
positive values downstream shifts). This process is repeated a large number of
times, until convergence of the optimization extension. Ultimately the deviation
which consistently scores the highest is assumed to be the transformation needed
to move the binding site to the optimal alignment. After estimating the optimal
parameterizations for both the scale optimization and the alignment correction
extension, the final CRF model is trained on the transformed training set. These
extensions were evaluated on the presented data sets and consistently improved
performance of the model (data not shown).

3.2.4 Position Weight Matrix

As a reference, the performance of the trained CRoSSeD models was compared
to a PWM model with the same training set. Each entry in a PWM matrix
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represents the frequency of a certain nucleotide at a certain position over all
known binding sites. A pseudo-count of 0.01 was added to any nucleotides with
no instances in the entire training set at any of the positions. Test sequences
were scored with the sum of the logarithms of the frequencies in the PWM.

3.2.5 BioBayesNet

BioBayesNet [98] is a web application based on Bayesian Networks that allows
inclusion of structural profiles. This methodology demonstrated a higher
specificity than a simple PWM in predicting binding sites of 4 modeled motifs
in a cross validation setting [63]. We used this application for comparison as
it is one of the most recent and the only publicly available structure-based
methodology. The model was trained using default settings: all structural
properties were used and no prior information on significant regions or known
motifs were included.

3.2.6 CRFseq

To estimate the increased classification performance of the CRoSSeD method
due to the contribution of the structural properties and not due to the implicit
higher-order nucleotide relationships, a comparison is made with a ’CRFseq’
method during the cross validation analyses. The CRFseq method uses the
same training and testing algorithm as CRoSSeD, except that only sequence
data is provided as input data and, as a consequence, neither of the structure-
specific extensions could be used. Higher-order relationships are also included
between adjacent nucleotide positions up until trinucleotides (the highest order
of the structural scales used for CRoSSeD) as these relationships are implicitly
present in a structure-based model and inclusion of this type of positional
interdependency has been shown to improve TF binding site classification
[157, 158]. Higher-order dinucleotide relationships that are explicitly defined
in CRoSSeD, i.e. between positions symmetrically around the TF binding site
center, have also been included in CRFseq. All in all, CRFseq employs the
exact same higher-order nucleotide relations as those implicitly or explicitly
present in CRoSSeD, but incorporates none of the actual values describing the
structural DNA properties.
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3.2.7 Data sets

We used both synthetic and biological data sets to evaluate our model. Each
data set consists of a positive and a negative set. Each sample in the data set is
a sequence of 41 nucleotides with the center of the binding site corresponding to
the twenty-first position, which is sufficient to encase the span of most currently
known binding sites [62]. From these nucleotide sequences fourteen different
input vectors are generated, which include the twelve structural profiles, the
GC-content vector and the nucleotide vector.

The synthetic positive data set samples were created so that they resemble fit
a flexibility profile with one region of high flexibility and one region of high
rigidity. This was achieved by giving the positions in these regions a higher
probability of containing a dinucleotide which corresponded to these structural
properties. The negative data set consists of 1000 samples with a random
nucleotide sequence.

Real data sets were derived from experimentally confirmed binding sites of E.
coli (as obtained from RegulonDB (TF binding sites table, version 6.2) [47]).
We constructed data sets for all TFs with more than ten known binding sites.
Positive samples consist of the nucleotide sequences of known binding sites. The
negative samples consist of 1000 non-overlapping sequences that were randomly
sampled from the remainder of E. coli intergenic region. All sequence data was
derived from the E. coli K12 genome MG1655 (NCBI release; NC_000913).

3.2.8 Cross validation

The methods’ performances were evaluated by a ten-fold cross validation, where
a reduced training set was constructed by randomly leaving out one tenth of
both the positive and negative sequences from the original training set. The
model trained on the reduced set is subsequently used to score the left out
samples for their similarity to the positive set. This procedure is repeated ten
times, each time leaving out a different set of samples so that at the end each
sample was left-out exactly once. To remove training/test set bias from the
cross validation, the entire procedure was iterated five times and the results
reported here are averages of these repeats.

3.2.9 Validation with gene expression

In order to validate novel binding sites predicted by our CRF model, we used a
gene expression compendium consisting of 870 publicly available microarrays
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[159] which is an earlier build of the expression compendium discussed in chapter
5. In a first step we retrieved, for each given TF, a set of genes which are co-
expressed with the set of known target genes of that TF (the seed gene set) across
a subset of conditions in the compendium (i.e. a bicluster). Target genes are
defined here as the genes containing the known TF binding sites. Assuming that
co-expression with known TF targets might infer co-regulation, we considered
the bicluster genes that were not part of the original seed gene set as novel
potential targets for the corresponding TF. Using this potentially co-regulated
gene set, we can validate the predicted binding sites by evaluating whether
this gene set is enriched in high scoring binding sites predicted by our model.
Biclusters were built with the Iterative Signature Algorithm (ISA) [160] with
default parameters and using the known target genes for each TF as the bicluster
seed. Any final bicluster that had lost all of its original seed genes was removed
from further analysis. To allow for a fair enrichment calculation, seed genes were
not considered as members of the biclusters. Gene functions assigned to the E.
coli genome were retrieved from EcoCyc [161]. The functional enrichment of
the biclusters were calculated through a cumulative hypergeometric function.
As the significance cut-off, we used a Bonferroni corrected value which equals
the cut-off 0.05 divided by the number of gene functions found in the bicluster.
The significantly enriched gene functions were then compared to a list of gene
functions related to the function of the TF or its known regulon. The statistical
test used for evaluating enrichment of the biclusters with high scoring predicted
binding sites is a running sum as described by Keller et al. [162], applied per
TF, where the novel binding site predictions are used to sort a ranked list of
genes not known to be regulated by the TF and then compared to the first
genes upstream in the same operon as the genes found to be co-expressed in
the corresponding bicluster. The significance of the enrichment is tested by
re-iterating the test several times with a gene set of identical size randomly
selected from the sorted list and recalculating the running sum. The p-value is
then defined as the fraction of random sampled gene sets that achieve a higher
enrichment score.

3.2.10 Webtool

The structure-based CRoSSeD models used to predict novel binding sites for the
TFs in this article have been incorporated into a webtool. This application allows
the input of any sequence to be screened for the binding sites of a discussed TF.
It is currently available at: http://bioi.biw.kuleuven.be/crossed/webtool.html.
The scripts utilized in this study to create and use the CRoSSeD models, can
also be downloaded from this location.
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3.3 Results

CRoSSeD is a supervised classifier based on conditional random fields’ (CRF)
theory [154] that uses structural properties to model and predict novel binding
sites. The local structural DNA profiles upon which CRoSSeD relies, are derived
from the DNA sequence using di- or trinucleotide structural scales [163]. See
figure 3.4 for an overview.

Figure 3.4 – Overview of the CRoSSeD methodology. The sequence of known
TF binding sites (green) are collected and used to create different structural
profiles by applying structural scales. These structural scales are then used as
input for the CRoSSeD model which will create a binding site model featuring
strongly conserved structural profile characteristics in specific regions at the
binding sites. These binding site models can then be used to predict other
binding sites (red) for the given TF in the genome.
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Figure 3.5 – (a) Flexibility profiles of all 40 positive synthetic samples (blue
lines) as measured by the B-DNA twist scale, (lower values correspond to more
flexible regions). The red line is the average profile. For comparison, the sequence
conservation logo is also given for each position. At the bottom of the figure is the
structural characteristic that was simulated (HR: high rigidity, LR: low rigidity).
(b) ROC curve displaying the average result of five ten-fold cross validations for
the CRoSSeD (blue line), BioBayesNet (green line), PWM (red line) and CRFseq
(cyan line) model when applied to the synthetic data set.
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3.3.1 CRoSSeD performance

To evaluate the performance of CRoSSeD and to demonstrate the difference
between a sequence and a structure-based method, we first created a synthetic
data set with a positive set of 40 samples that contain a region of both low and
high rigidity (figure 3.5a). This synthetic data set was used to compare the
predictive power of the CRoSSeD structure-based model to that of a standard
PWM model, BioBayesNet (BBN) and CRFseq using a ten-fold cross validation.
The resulting Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve is displayed in
figure 3.5b. The CRoSSeD model uncovers the common flexibility profile present
in all positive samples of the synthetic data set by assigning high weights to
several structural properties that measure the rigidity of the molecule, such as
propeller twist, intrinsic B-DNA twist and the propensity for the DNA molecule
to exist in the more rigid A-form [164]. The BBN model, which also makes
use of structural properties, has a higher false positive rate for all sensitivities
than the CRoSSeD model. The BBN model treats the structural properties
as a global feature by using the mean value for the entire sequence, whereas
the CRoSSeD model defines the structural properties as a local feature at
each position in the sequence. Because the data set contains local regions of
respectively high and low rigidity rather than global ones, these are difficult
for the BBN model to capture. Adding prior knowledge on significant regions
increases the performance of the BBN model (data not shown). However, when
attempting to model TF binding sites as is the goal here, the information given
as prior is exactly the unknown information what we want to infer by applying
the model to our training data. The predictive power of the PWM model
for this data set is rather poor and underperforms compared to the models
that exploit the structural properties. This is to be expected as the data set
contains structural properties rather than sequence conservation: the different
positive samples show a low sequence conservation, but share a similar flexibility
profile which can only indirectly be modeled by the PWMs if the structural
conservation results in sufficient sequence similarities. The CRFseq model is
also limited to sequence information but is able to capture di- and trinucleotide
relationships, which can be related to the local DNA structure as discussed
above, and therefore shows a better classification performance than the PWM
which assumes independence between positions. The CRoSSeD method, which
can look directly at structural conservation, still outperforms the CRFseq.

While the synthetic data set shows the superiority of the CRoSSeD model over
its sequence-based counterpart CRFseq, a classical PWM and the structure-
based BioBayesNet in capturing shared local structural properties, the question
remains as to whether the CRoSSeD model will still outperform the other
methodologies on real data sets, where such features might be less pronounced.
Therefore, we evaluated the same three methods on data sets with known TF
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binding sites. So as to base our conclusions on a wide variety of examples,
we derived data sets for every E. coli TF with more than ten experimentally
validated binding sites. The data sets contain for each TF all its known binding
sites as positive samples and as a negative set 1000 random intergenic samples
from the E. coli genome. The performance of each of the compared methods
was again evaluated using a 10-fold cross validation. The predictive power could
then be summarized in the area-under-the-curve (AUC) statistic (listed in table
3.2) for each of the resulting ROC curves. For nineteen out of the twenty-seven
transcription factor data sets the CRoSSeD model outperformed both the BBN
and PWM model. In only two of these nineteen cases does the CRFseq model
achieve a similar level of performance as the CRoSSeD model, with the former
being outperformed by the latter in the remainder, implying that the structural
properties provide a boost in performance that cannot be attributed to the
implicit higher-order nucleotide relationships. For this particular set of TFs the
representation of the binding site by means of structural properties as is done
in our CRoSSeD model clearly improves the prediction of binding sites. Our
method thus captures structural properties seemingly important for TF binding
site recognition that could not be found or modeled by either the PWM or the
BBN models. For instance, for both the cAMP receptor protein (CRP) and the
purine repressor (PurR) of E. coli, the CRoSSeD model consistently shows for
each specificity level the highest sensitivity of all methods (results shown in
figure 3.6).

While for most TFs the CRoSSeD models consistently outperform the other
tested methodologies, there are a few cases where it has lower performance. For
the regulators PhoB, MalT, IscR and AraC the Bayesian network-based model
outperformed the other methods in the cross-validation analysis. In all those
cases the BBN assigned a high information value to structural properties that
were not included in the CRoSSeD model. The improved performance of BBN
compared to the CRoSSeD was thus likely due to the use of different structural
properties that seemed more informative for this particular set of TFs rather
than due to intrinsic properties of the methodology. For the transcription factors
FadR, FNR and GlpR, the simple PWM model showed the beter performance
when compared to the CRoSSeD method. No additional information could
therefore be gathered using a structure-based method. It is possible that most
features of the binding site are already captured in the base sequence and
that having more complex models, which typically require larger training data,
might deteriorate the results. This seems indeed to be the case. A reduced
model obtained by leaving out the higher-order feature functions from the
CRoSSeD model showed for all three TFs an improved predictive performance
(results for FadR shown in figure 3.7). There is always a careful trade-off
between the inclusion of additional parameters or explanatory data (in this
case, the structural properties) and the chance that this will cause the model to
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CRoSSeD PWM BBN CRFseq
AraC 0.903 0.837 0.937 0.916
ArcA 0.954 0.919 0.936 0.917
ArgR 0.999 0.997 0.994 0.995
CpxR 0.977 0.952 0.926 0.961
CRP 0.981 0.931 0.950 0.946
FadR 0.799 0.877 0.827 0.879
Fis 0.883 0.875 0.848 0.863
FlhDC 0.707 0.575 0.552 0.621
FNR 0.951 0.966 0.938 0.965
FruR 0.999 0.970 0.963 0.943
Fur 0.992 0.981 0.990 0.986
GlpR 0.908 0.942 0.932 0.947
H-NS 0.881 0.854 0.857 0.836
IHF 0.917 0.916 0.904 0.895
IscR 0.916 0.890 0.942 0.888
LexA 0.950 0.893 0.937 0.880
Lrp 0.797 0.760 0.792 0.745
MalT 0.914 0.625 0.947 0.900
NagC 0.997 0.977 0.982 0.997
NarL 0.949 0.919 0.947 0.949
NtrC 0.998 0.937 0.977 0.950
OmpR 0.981 0.931 0.969 0.908
PhoB 0.905 0.879 0.909 0.838
PurR 0.989 0.895 0.894 0.902
SoxS 0.792 0.620 0.773 0.555
TrpR 0.999 0.999 0.995 0.999
TyrR 0.996 0.957 0.913 0.950

Table 3.2 – Cross-validation results for twenty-seven E. coli transcription factors
for CRoSSeD, the Positional Weight Matrix, BioBayesNet and CRFseq. As
performance measure the average AUC scores are displayed. The average AUC
score corresponds to the area under the plotted performance curve reflects the
probability that a random positive sample will be assigned a higher score than a
random negative one. For each dataset the highest scoring model is marked in
bold.
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Figure 3.6 – Performance results of the different methods on the CRP (a)
and PurR (b) data sets. The ROC curves display the trade-off between the
sensitivity (the fraction of positive samples correctly identified as binding sites)
and specificity (the fraction of incorrectly identified negative samples) of the
results on the left out samples obtained at different probability thresholds for
five ten-fold cross validations for the CRoSSeD (blue), CRFseq (cyan line), the
PWM (red) and BioBayesNet model (green).
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Figure 3.7 – ROC curve displaying the average results for five 10-fold cross-
validations of the PWM model (red line), the standard CRoSSeD model (blue
line) and the simplified CRoSSeD model (cyan line) for the FadR data set.

overfit the training data (i.e. when the model will be heavily weighted towards
specific patterns which are only common in its training samples because of
accidental occurrence). Despite the complexity of the model and despite that
for most cases only a low number of training samples were available (conditions
which can promote overfitting), the CRoSSeD method only suffers in these
three cases. Furthermore the CRoSSeD model does still demonstrate a higher
sensitivity at very high specificities for almost all of these cases (e.g. figure 3.7).
High specificities levels are the most interesting region on the ROC curve in a
prediction scheme, as significance thresholds will be chosen to limit the number
of false positives to reasonable levels. Thus while the PWM or BBN models
present a better AUC score in some cases, the CRoSSeD model still displays
greater predictive power at high specificities, where it is intended to be applied.
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TF Gene ontology term
AraC Arginine metabolic process
ArcA Anaerobic respiration
ArgR Amino acid biosynthetic process
CpxR Response to acidity
CRP Fatty acid oxidation
FadR Fatty acid oxidation
FNR Anaerobic respiration
FlhDC Cilliary or flagelar mobility
Fur Iron ion transport
IscR Cytochrome complex assembly
LexA Response to DNA damage stimulus
Lrp Leucine biosynthetic process
NarL Fermentation
NtrC Arginine metabolic process
OmpR Cell outer membrane assembly
PhoB Phosphate transport
PurR Pyrmidine nucleotide biosynthetic process
SoxS Response to hydrogen peroxide
TrpR Tryptophan biosynthetic process
TyrR Tryptophan biosynthetic process

Table 3.3 – Gene ontology enrichment results for the co-expressed gene sets
derived from the known regulatory targets of the TFs. Listed in this table is the
most relevant ontology term found to overlap between the known target gene set
and the co-expressed gene set.

3.3.2 Screening for novel binding sites

After showing the ability of CRoSSeD to model binding sites in a cross validation
setting, we used it to screen the genome for novel binding sites of the studied
TFs. Models were trained on the complete training set and used as input for
a genome wide screening. The same was also done for the PWM models from
the previous paragraph so as to be able to compare results from the CRoSSeD
screening with those from a traditional screening. The available web-based
implementation of BioBayesNet does not allow for a genome wide analysis.
Genes containing predicted binding sites, were considered as novel targets of
the modeled TFs and they were evaluated using gene expression data and an
extensive literature and database survey (see appendix A).

To avoid having to place an arbitrary cut-off on the screening scores for any
of the methods, as well as to minimize the possible effects of combinatorial
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regulation on observed co-expression patterns in the expression data, we applied
the following strategy (see Materials and Methods for further details): we
started by retrieving a set of genes which were co-expressed with the known
target genes of a given TF under a subset of conditions in a large compendium of
E. coli microarray data. We considered each co-expressed gene set as potential
novel targets of the TF, provided that the gene set was enriched in a gene
ontology term to which the TF or its know target genes belong. These enriched
ontology terms are listed in table 3.3. All but three gene sets were significantly
enriched with a biological process that could be directly linked to that of the
TF. No enriched gene function was found for both the IHF and the H-NS gene
set because these TFs have no clearly defined function enriched in their target
genes. We then tested to what extent each of these co-expressed gene sets
that represent ’novel targets of a TF’ were enriched in binding site prediction
obtained by the genome wide motif screening.

The analysis shows that 14 out of the 23 gene sets were enriched in high ranking
predicted targets of the structure-based model with a p-value of 0.05 or less (see
figure 3.8). The probability of this enrichment occurring without any relation
between the co-expression and the model screening is 3.2e-13. Nine co-expressed
gene sets were significantly enriched at the same cut-off with high scoring PWM
targets, at a random-occurrence probability of 8.4e-7. There was substantial
overlap between the sequence- and structure based predictions as all but one
of the gene sets significantly enriched for PWM based predictions were also
enriched for the CRoSSeD based predictions. This indicates that most novel
predictions made using a PWM based method can also be made with a structure-
based model, while the reverse is not always true. A list with the highest ranked
predictions that were validated by the gene expression analysis can be found
in appendix A. Almost a third of the co-expressed gene sets were enriched for
highly ranked sites predicted by the CRoSSeD model but not for highly ranked
predictions obtained by the PWM model (red pie in figure 3.8, figure 3.9a and
b). To verify whether the targets predicted only by the structure-based method
might indeed correspond to true targets, we carefully checked the literature
for additional experimental evidence. For example, the structure-based highest
ranked novel predicted ArgR target that was co-expressed with known ArgR
genes, aroP, had previously been confirmed as true ArgR target (41). Moreover,
the location described by CRoSSeD as the most likely binding site corresponds
to the region where the previously confirmed site was located. In contrast,
aroP was only located in the fortieth percentile of the PWM ArgR ranked list.
Another prediction of interest is sdhC, potentially regulated by SoxS, a TF
involved in oxidative-stress response. sdhC is an integral part of the TCA cycle
that produces NADPH, which plays a significant role to reduce oxidative stress
[165]. Furthermore it was found that the expression levels of sdhC drop in a
soxS-knock-out mutant [166]. This corresponds well to the fact that sdhC was
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Figure 3.8 – Overview of the co-expressed gene sets with high scoring predicted
binding sites obtained from respectively the structure- or sequence-based models.
The pie chart represents all found co-expressed gene sets, divided into segments
with no significant high ranking predictions enrichment (blue) and gene sets that
were found to be enriched and if this was for the binding sites predicted by the
CRoSSeD (red), PWM (green) or both models (purple). A table is provided per
segment, listing the related TF.
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Figure 3.9 – Representation of high scoring binding site predictions enrichment
in co-expressed gene sets for respectively ArgR (a), SoxS (b) and PurR (c). Each
plot corresponds the entire ranked gene list as obtained from the screening using
the PWM (red) and CRoSSeD (green) motif models with decreasing confidence
from left to right. Marked are the positions of the genes that were found co-
expressed with the known target genes of the respective transcription factors.

found to be co-expressed with known SoxS target genes and strongly supports
our prediction of sdhC as a direct SoxS target. The structure-based screening
ranks the sdhC gene as one of the most likely SoxS targets at rank 6 while
with the PWM screening this gene only at rank 471, explaining why it hasn’t
been proposed as a SoxS target gene yet. A detailed list with other literature
predictions is available in appendix A.

The gene sets which were found to be significantly enriched for both the
CRoSSeD and PWM predictions (purple pie in figure 3.8, figure 3.9c), were
mostly those for global TFs, such as ArcA, FNR, Fis and IHF, and other well
characterized transcription factors, such as Fur, PurR and LexA. These TFs
have been the subject of many studies due to their importance in the general
functioning of the organism and therefore their binding characteristics have
been well documented. As a result, the sequence-based model has access to a
large amount of high confidence training data and is therefore very reliable. We
succesfully predicted three target genes (polB and dinI as targets for LexA [167]
andmntH as a target for Fur [168]) which were not reported in RegulonDB at the
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time of the analysis, but have been confirmed in the meantime and several others
that have already been predicted in previous work. Other than rediscovering
several previously predicted targets for PurR, a nucleotide biosynthesis TF,
such as the purT gene, we also found several new targets that seem functionally
related to the PurR regulon. Among these were the genes serA and serC, that
code for enzymes necessary for the biosynthesis of serine [169, 170], an important
contributor of one-carbon units for the de novo biosynthesis of purines [171].
Both serA and serC were assigned a high rank by the CRoSSeD model but very
poor rankings by the PWM. Closer inspection of the predicted binding sites
in serA and serC reveal that they indeed exhibit a lower sequence homology
than other predicted binding sites but presented structural profiles that were
highly similar to those of the known PurR binding sites and were therefore still
assigned high scores by the CRoSSeD model.

3.3.3 Biological relevance of the CRoSSeD models

We have shown that CRoSSeD, as a structure-based methodology, can predict
valid novel TF binding sites which could not be made using sequence-based
methods. In these cases, the structure-based models might have uncovered
certain structural properties that play a biological role in the recognition of the
binding sites by the regulator protein that remain unseen by sequence-based
methods such as PWMs. This possibility is illustrated by comparing the used
structure-based models to current knowledge of protein-DNA interaction for
two well-studied TFs, namely CRP and PurR.

For CRP, it is known that it binds as a dimer and commonly introduces two
kinks in the DNA molecule near its binding site, a ’primary kink’ approximately
at position +5/-5 in the motif and a ’secondary kink’ around position +11/-11
which is located at about half a turn of the DNA helix from the primary kink
[172]. Both kinks result in the DNA-helix being bent towards the CRP protein
complex. This is represented in the CRoSSeD binding site model for CRP by the
fact that the largest weights trained by the structure-based methodology were
assigned to the flexibility property. Figure 3.10a shows a weighted average profile
for this property. Because the values in this flexibility scale are derived from the
cutting frequencies of DNase I, which is known to cut preferentially DNA that
is bent towards the major groove, the sharp rise in the profile around position 5
will likely correspond to positions where the DNA is either intrinsically curved-
or is bendable towards the major groove. In the case of CRP, this will be the
primary kink which is a bend in this direction, as shown by crystallography
data [173]. Similarly, the dip in the profile corresponds to the position where
CRP introduces the secondary kink, now a bend towards the minor groove due
to the intrinsic twist of the DNA molecule. Also striking is the symmetry in
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the flexibility profile, corresponding to the dimer nature of CRP, even in the
areas which appear to have poor sequence conservation. The trained model
therefore matches well with what is currently known about the mechanism of
CRP binding.

It was elucidated from crystal structure data that the PurR dimer also induces
a bend in its binding site upon binding, though through a mechanism that
is different from that of CRP. PurR is known to induce a single kink at the
central position of the DNA motif by intercalating a pair of leucine residues
into the minor groove of the CG dinucleotide, resulting in a local disruption of
the DNA structure [174]. Despite this severe local deformation, the structure of
the surrounding DNA sequence displays little to no alteration and it was shown
to remain quite stable [174]. This mechanism is also reflected in the profile.
For PurR, the highest weight was not assigned to a structural profile related to
DNA flexibility as was the case with CRP, but to a structural property related
to DNA stability, the disruption energy [5] (figure 3.10b). The large weights
assigned to the disruption energy of the DNA sequence might correspond to
the necessity of the binding site to remain stable, with as few deformations or
deviations from the standard B-DNA form as possible, in close proximity to
the disruption resulting from the leucine intercalation.

3.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we investigated what information can be retrieved from
local DNA structural properties, relevant to transcription factor binding that
cannot be captured by the nucleotide sequence alone, and to what extent this
information can be used to model and predict transcription factor binding
sites. We evaluated TF target predictions made by structure-based models
compared to those of more traditional sequence-based methods. To this end, we
developed a novel structure-based method which could screen for TF binding
sites on a large scale and still had a predictive power comparable, if not greater
than, other methodologies which incorporate sequence information or structural
properties (PWMs, CRFseq and BBN) as was shown by a cross validation
analysis on known binding sites. PWMs represent the traditional sequence
conservation models and BBN is a Bayesian network methodology that can
include additional information, such as structural DNA characteristics, apart
from the nucleotide sequence. The improved classification performance could
not be replicated using a sequence-only higher-order CRF method, namely
CRFseq, thus demonstrating that the structural profiles contain additional
information about TF binding sites, which cannot be directly derived from the
respective di- or trinucleotides. It is important to note that there might exist
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Figure 3.10 – Important features contributing to the CRoSSeD model for
respectively CRP (a) and PurR (b). In panel a, the profile corresponds to the
DNase-I cutting frequency (flexibility) profile based on the weights assigned to
the CRP model. Plotted in the dark blue line is the weighted average of the
property at each position in the motif and surrounding it in the light blue area is
the standard deviation on this average for each position. Panel b contains the
disruption energy profile (stability) based on the PurR model.
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a bias in favor of sequence-based methods for several known binding site data
sets (i.e. the model training- and test data). These binding sites were often first
identified using a sequence-based method and subsequently confirmed in an
experimental setup. This will create a propensity for the known and confirmed
sites to have very similar DNA-sequences and thus might not be an optimal
representation of all true target sites, considering the importance of indirect
read-out for some TFs [58]. This means that the difference between the PWM
model and the CRF model might be more pronounced than we were able to show
here. Based on the local structural characteristics of the DNA at the known
binding sites, the proposed method was able to make more confident predictions
about the presence of binding sites in promoters of co-expressed genes than
the sequence-based methodology. These results support previous theories that
structural DNA information can improve classifier performance by providing a
higher level data source that is explicitly different from the nucleotide sequence
itself [71, 65]. We could also show that some of the novel, CRoSSeD predicted
binding sites (e.g. serC ) have strong structural similarities while exhibiting
relatively low sequence similarity. The independent validation analysis based
on co-expression and a literature and database survey, suggests that some of
these sites with low sequence conservation are indeed true TF binding sites.
It seems possible that binding sites can compensate for a poor conservation
of the sequence motif with strong conservation of particular structural signals.
Whether this plays out in the form of a trade-off, a way to tune binding efficiency,
or whether sequence conservation in these instances is only a by-product of the
necessary presence of certain structural properties or vice versa, remains to be
elucidated. Furthermore, we were also able to show that the CRoSSeD models
and their inherent structural profiles are not simply another way to represent
the nucleotide sequence, but that they can be related to the actual molecular
mechanisms of the TF to DNA binding, as was illustrated for CRP and PurR.
Structure-based models such as the ones created here by CRoSSeD can thus
not only be used for the prediction of novel sites, but they might be able to
give valuable insight into the binding mechanisms of TFs for which currently
little detailed information is known.

We limited the analysis in this study to prokaryotes to allow easier isolation of
the contribution of structural properties to TF binding, as current understanding
seems to indicate that less factors influence the gene regulation of transcription
factors in these organisms. However there is no reason that the presented
method could not be applied to eukaryotes, as the contribution of indirect
readout to binding site recognition is known to also occur in these organisms
[58]. CRoSSeD is a general framework and can therefore be applied to any TF
for which sufficient reliable binding site information exists. Furthermore many
more structural scales than those used to train CRoSSeD are available and in
the future the performance of the models could possibly be further increased by
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the incorporation of additional structural properties, which could be specific to
a target organism. Additionally, as this method focuses on structural properties,
which is just one of the aspects used in TF recognition of binding sites, it will
most likely be able to provide complementary information if combined with
methods in the same scheme which use data from different sources, such as
nucleosome binding information.



Chapter 4

Identifying common
structural DNA properties in
transcription factor binding
sites of the LacI-GalR family

4.1 Introduction

One of the main research goals in bio-informatics is the prediction of binding
preferences of a DNA-binding protein simply from its protein sequence. In
1976, Seeman et al. found that certain amino acids have a preference to bind to
specific bases in the DNA molecule. This observation is what led researchers
to believe that there might be a ’recognition code’ [175]: A set of simple rules
that defined which bases in the DNA sequence would be recognized by a given
amino acid in a DNA-binding domain of a protein. Unfortunately as more
protein-DNA complexes became solved, it became clear that there are no rules
for a universal or generic recognition code that can explain the specificity of all
DNA-binding proteins [176, 177, 178]. There is much variation in the structures

The work presented in this chapter has been published in Meysman, P., Marchal, K. and
Engelen K. "Identifying common structural DNA properties in transcription factor binding
site sets of the LacI-GalR family," Current Bio-informatics, 2013. In press.
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of different protein-DNA complexes and in the amino acid-base interactions
that stabilize the complex formation. Most efforts now focus on elucidating the
recognition rules for a single type of DNA-binding domain, as it was observed
that proteins with a similar protein structure do tend to use the same types of
amino acid-base interactions [179]. This is because the structure of the protein
imposes certain limits on the interactions that can be formed with the DNA
molecule. Indeed it has been observed that proteins with the same type of
DNA-binding domain tend to recognize similar target sequences [180]. TFs are
often classified based on the structure of their DNA-binding domain, with the
majority of prokaryotic TFs containing a helix-turn-helix domain [181]. Further
classification is the categorization of TFs into homologous families based on
the alignment of the amino acid content of the DNA-binding domain [182].
In this way, TFs are grouped into ’families’ based on the evolutionary history
of their DNA-binding domain. Several attempts have been made to describe
the recognition rules for a single TF family [183, 184]. These types of models
have proven useful for improving the specificity of motif finding and uncovering
the TF family if only the motif is known [185]. However many of these family
binding recognition models only account for the direct read-out of the bases
while almost two-thirds of all protein-DNA contacts are made with the sugar-
phosphate backbone of the DNA molecule [186]. Indeed recent studies have
shown that to get a complete picture of the TF recognition features, one must
also consider the DNA structure [93, 96]. Using the CRoSSeD methodology that
was presented in chapter 3, we can detect and represent the recognition features
present in both the nucleotide sequence and the structural properties in a set of
TF binding sites. We had shown that using DNA structural properties leads to
more accurate predictions for novel binding sites compared to sequence-only
methods, and better understanding of the biological mechanisms of protein-DNA
recognition for several TFs. Given that one can extract the recognition features
from a set of target sites, one should be able to link these to certain aspects of
the DNA-binding domain structure of the TF protein. This analysis can give
us more insight into the binding mechanics of TFs and can allow us to predict
the binding preferences of a novel TF with a similar DNA-binding domain. In
this chapter, we present an application of the CRoSSeD framework to extract
relevant features for an entire set of transcription factors with a similar domain
structure, as demonstrated on the LacI-GalR family in the extensively studied
Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655.

4.2 The LacI-GalR protein family

The LacI-GalR TF family is one of the largest E. coli TF families and the
binding characteristics of several of its members are well understood, rendering
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it an ideal case study for the identification of common recognition features.
The lactose repressor (LacI) is commonly used as a model for transcriptional
regulation and the interaction between LacI and its binding sites has been
the subject of intensive study over the past several decades (for a review see
Kalodimos et al. [86]). Most LacI-GalR TFs bind as dimers or tetramers
resulting in palindromic recognition motifs consisting of at least two half sites.
Furthermore the high protein sequence similarity in the DNA-binding domains
among the different family members indicates that these TFs display similar
recognition mechanisms [187]. Two sequential protein domains that interact
with the DNA-molecule can be characterized in most LacI-GalR TF, namely
the ’head-piece’ domain and the hinge helix. The head-piece domain has a
helix-turn-helix structure and makes base-specific hydrogen bonds with the
binding site through the major groove [188]. The recognition by the head-piece
domain is mostly mediated by a set of three amino acids which differ between
the TFs. Several attempts have been made to map the amino acid variation at
these positions to the recognition of specific basis with some success [189, 190].
The hinge helix is a three-turn helix, spanning from residues 48-56 in PurR
and 50-58 in LacI, and forms several bonds at the minor groove [191, 192].
From the crystal structure of PurR, it was learned that the Leu54 of the hinge
helix interdigitates in the conserved central CpG position of the motif in the
protein-DNA complex. The leucine interdigitation causes a 50 degree kink in
the DNA molecule and opens the minor groove to allow further direct contact
between the hinge helix and the bases [174]. This leucine residue is strongly
conserved amongst the LacI-GalR family and the corresponding L56 in the LacI
TF has been shown to be essential for complex formation, likely by inducing a
similar kink conformation. An interesting exception in the LacI-GalR family
is the CytR repressor where this crucial leucine is replaced by a valine which
is unable to interdigitate, so that CytR binding sites remain unkinked upon
complex formation [39].

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Transcription factor data sets

According to the COG (Clusters of Orthologous Groups of proteins) library
[193] in May 2011 (no version number is provided for this database), there were
15 E. coli TFs classified as part of the LacI-GalR family. Binding site locations
and sequences were gathered from the RegulonDB database (version 6.8) [47] for
those TF that had five or more high confidence binding sites reported. Protein
sequences of the TF and the annotation of their DNA-binding domains were
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extracted from the EcoCyc database (version 15.0) [161]. The DNA-binding
domains of the TFs were aligned using the COBALT (Constraint-based Multiple
Protein Alignment Tool) with the default parameters [194]. The sequence
upstream intergenic region for the ebgA gene was derived from the E. coli K12
MG1655 genome sequence (NCBI release; NC_000913).

4.3.2 Binding site models

The CRoSSeD methodology, as detailed in chapter 3, was applied to build and
study the binding site models of the various Laci-GalR TF members and of the
familial model. The structural properties of the binding sites were calculated
using the conversion script available with the CRoSSeD release and thus the
same thirteen structural scales as used in chapter 3 are used in this analysis. No
realignment of the binding sites was performed prior to the model training as it
is intrinsic to the CRoSSeD correction extension, except for the AscG binding
sites which were recentered on the center of their binding sites instead of the
half site as they are reported in RegulonDB. The discriminatory power scores
as used in this chapter are derived from the CRF model weights as applied to a
given data set. The power P of the (structural or nucleotide) property j and
the position i is calculated with the following formula:

Pij =
∑
∀t∈Tj

λijt
fpos

fneg

Where λijt is the weight assigned by the CRF model to a single feature function
defined at position i for property j with the token t, Tj is the set of all possible
tokens for property j, fpos is the fraction of positive samples (true binding sites)
matching the token t at position i and fneg the fraction of matching negative
samples (random sequences) in the data set. Higher-order feature functions
are separated into their first-order equivalents with an equal distribution of the
assigned weights.

For comparison with the results from the CRoSSeD methodology, a PWM
model was also trained on the same binding site set. The PWM implementation
introduced in chapter 3 was used for this purpose, however it was expanded
with a correction extension similar to the one integrated into CRoSSeD. The
reason for this expansion is that what is defined as the center of the binding site
may deviate slightly depending on the TF. Thus we score a potential binding
site with the highest score found within a deviation of two nucleotides when
screening with the PWM motif.
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4.4 Results

4.4.1 Comparison of TF binding site models

A sufficiently large set of experimentally validated binding sites is needed to
train the CRoSSeD model. While there are 14 E. coli TF classified as part of
the LacI-GalR family, only seven of these TF have five or more high confidence
binding sites, namely AscG, CytR, FruR, GalR, GalS, GntR and PurR. To
assess the similarities in binding sites between the different TFs, a CRoSSeD
model was trained for each set of TF binding sites using the default settings
to extract significant features from the nucleotide sequence and structural
DNA properties. These TF-specific CRoSSeD models were then applied to
discriminate the binding sites of the other family members amongst a set of
1000 random E. coli intergenic sequences as a cross evaluation analysis. Note
that these models were only trained on the binding sites of a single LacI-GalR
member and applied on the binding sites of another LacI-GalR member. If these
TFs do share a number of recognition features, the models should assign a higher
score to the binding site of a TF of the same family than to the background
sequences resulting in a good classification. The same operation was performed
using standard PWM models as a comparison. The results of this analysis are
shown in figure 4.1.

All models were able to predict the other binding site sets with greater accuracy
than random. This signifies that some of the features present in the binding
sites of a single TF are universal to the whole family. In general, CRoSSeD
seemed to better recognize binding sites for TFs of the same LacI-GalR family
than PWMs, indicating that similarities between different family members are
best captured by structural properties or higher-order sequence features.

This analysis also shows that, while there is some similarity between most LacI-
GalR TF (the predictive power is always better than random), some members
share more features than others. For instance, the trained models of the GalR
and GalS TFs are very similar both in application on each other’s data set
and on those of other LacI-GalR TFs, likely because they share a number of
binding sites. Other similarities can be partly explained by the protein sequence
similarity of the binding domains as shown in figure 4.2. The model trained on
the PurR data set was able to give good predictions for both the GalR and GalS
binding sites as the protein sequence similarity would suggest. GntR contains
the most divergent DNA-binding domain, and correspondingly also has the
lowest average performance in the cross evaluation of all family members tested.
However in some cases the degree of protein sequence similarity between family
members does not correspond well with the predictive power of one TF’s model
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Figure 4.1 – Heatmap of cross evaluation of seven LacI-GalR TF. On the Y-axis
the TF is listed on which the model was trained and on the y-axis the data set
on which the model was applied. The number of binding sites are listed between
parentheses. Color intensity corresponds to area under the receiver operating
characteristic of the sensitivity-specificity trade-off where random classification
would average at 0.5. Thus lighter colors signify higher predictive power of a
certain model for a given data set. Reported are the results from a CRoSSeD
model and a standard PWM.
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Figure 4.2 – Local alignment of the DNA-binding domains of seven LacI-GalR
TF proteins.
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Figure 4.3 – Local sequence alignment of the DNA-binding domains of
the fourteen E. coli LacI-GalR TF proteins. The interdigitating leucine (or
methionine) residue is marked in gray. Column numbers correspond to the
position in the full PurR protein sequence.
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for another TF’s binding site. The PurR and GalR/GalS binding sites seem
to share more features with those of FruR than with those of AscG or CytR,
which is not reflected in the protein sequence similarity. A possible explanation
is that, while the global amino acid content of the FruR binding domain might
be different from that of PurR or GalR, the amino acids directly responsible
for binding site recognition are the same or at least synonymous.

4.4.2 Relation to amino acid similarity

It is unlikely that a single sequence similarity metric based on the TF amino
acids is sufficient to estimate the similarity of recognition features found in
the DNA binding sites. This section will further explore the relation between
recognition features found in the binding sites and the occurrence of specific
amino acids in the TF protein.

While the amino acid sequence similarity was relatively poor between PurR and
FruR, the binding sites seem very similar according to the CRoSSeD models.
The PurR protein-DNA complex structure has been solved and the interactions
between the amino acids of the protein and the bases of the DNA sequence are
known, so we can use the CRoSSeD model that was trained on the PurR binding
sites as a reference point. The most discriminating positions for a given set of
binding sites can be identified by extracting position specific weights (assigned
during the CRF model training) and comparing the frequency of each feature in
the positive set to the negative set: the discriminatory power of each position
was defined as the sum of the feature weights at the position multiplied by the
difference between the frequency feature occurance in the positive set and in the
negative set. In the case of the PurR model applied to the FruR binding sites,
the most informative features over all motif positions were those present in the
DNA sequence and in the stability profile as defined by the scale of Sugimoto
et al. [6]. Both scores are plotted across the motif positions in figure 4.4. The
features at the corrected position of 3/3’ and 4/4’ had the highest discriminating
power. These positions in both the PurR binding site and the FruR binding sites
have a high propensity to contain the same dinucleotide, namely an ApA/TpT.
While the structural properties are also similar at these positions and thus have
a high score, the nucleotide sequence has a higher discriminatory power and
this suggests that positions 3/3’ and 4/4’ of the motif are recognized through
direct read-out. This is supported by the solved protein-DNA structure as
there is a direct contact between the Thr15 residue of the PurR protein and
position 3/3’ of the motif and between Thr16 and position 4/4’. Alignment
of the DNA-binding domain sequence shows that the Thr16 residue is also
present in the FruR protein while the amino acid at the equivalent position
of Thr15 is an arginine (see figure 4.3). It might be possible that these FruR
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Figure 4.4 – Discriminatory score for every motif position in the CRoSSeD
model trained on the PurR TF binding sites and applied on FruR binding sites.
Reported are the contributions from the DNA sequence features (solid line) and
from the stability features as defined by the free energy scale defined by Sugimoto
et al. (dashed line). The positions are listed with respect to the division between
the two half sites.

amino acids interact in a similar manner with the DNA molecule as their PurR
equivalents, however this can only be confirmed by a detailed crystallographic
analysis of the FruR-DNA structure. At position 2/2’ of the motif, the stability
profile seems more informative than the DNA sequence. This suggests that
the structural DNA properties of this position might be more important than
the actual base. In the solved PurR-DNA complex, it is the Lys55 amino acid
that forms a van der Waals bond with the base in the minor groove at this
position. The corresponding residue in the FruR protein is an arginine which
has similar physicochemical properties to lysine and thus might be able to play
the same role in the protein-DNA complex. It is known that an alanine at this
position makes different interactions with DNA molecule and thus results in
other recognition features [191]. For instance, GalR and GalS have this Ala55
residue and indeed position 2 of the PurR model applied to their binding sites
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Figure 4.5 – Distribution of discriminatory power at position 1 of the PurR
model as applied to the binding sites of non-LacI-GalR TF (light orange area)
and those of the LacI-GalR TF (dark gray boxes with arrows).

has very low discriminatory power, despite the strong sequence conservation
between PurR and GalR/GalS in the remaining DNA-binding domain.

To identify which features are conserved among the different LacI-GalR TF,
the PurR model was applied on all E. coli TFs with five or more binding sites
(a total of 51 data sets including the LacI-GalR family members) and the most
discriminatory positions were extracted as described above. To determine if a
feature is not simply present in all binding sites but specific for the LacI-GalR
family, the distribution of the score of every position between the LacI-GalR
TF and the non-LacI-GalR TF are compared with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
The distributions of only a single position was significantly different at a p-
value of 3.783E-4, namely that of the center position. Other positions also
had high discriminatory power such as the 3/3’ and 4/4’ motif locations but
the corresponding p-values were above the Bonferonni-corrected cut-off of 0.05
divided by the number of tested positions.
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As can be seen from figure 4.5, the central position PurR model had a
discrimination score on the binding sites of all LacI-GalR TF, with the exception
of CytR, which was significantly higher than for all other E. coli TFs. The
motif center is, as mentioned above, the location where the kink is induced in
the DNA molecule by the PurR protein. This would suggest that the binding
mode of this position is also similar in other LacI-GalR TF and thus that the
other members induce a kink at this location upon complex formation. This
is further supported by the fact that the amino acid responsible for this bend,
the leucine at position 54 in the PurR protein, is conserved among most other
LacI-GalR TF (see figure 4.3). The only TFs that do not have an equivalent
leucine residue are CytR, which, as stated above, does not induce the DNA
kink typical for other LacI-GalR family members [39], and TreR, which has a
methionine known to be a possible functional replacement for leucine at this
position [174].

4.4.3 Using a family-wide model for novel predictions

Given the existence of common binding site features in the LacI-GalR family,
it should be possible to create a single model representing all familial binding
sites. A CRoSSeD model trained on all experimentally validated LacI-GalR
TF binding sites indicates that the most discriminatory features are located
in the nucleotide sequence and the DNA stability profile. As reported before,
the central CpG base pair is strongly conserved. This is represented in the
model both as a nucleotide feature and with the denaturation energy profile
which contains a strong peak at the centre position due to the CpG base step
having the highest denaturation energy of all possible dinucleotides. The unique
structural properties of the CpG dinucleotide are important: this dinucleotide
is the easiest to accept the kinked conformation without distortion of the global
DNA helical structure. A conserved ApA dinucleotide in either half site was
also given high weight by the model and the general stability profile showed
several regions of high stability similar to PurR models reported previously.
The general sequence recognition motif for the LacI-GalR family as reported
by the CRoSSeD model is AANCGNTT. Re-examining the CytR binding sites
with this LacI-GalR model confirms that these sites miss the critical central
CpG step but still share some stability features in the flanking regions. Based
on these observations, a more specific CRoSSeD model was trained without the
deviant CytR binding sites and only including features from position 7’ to 7 of
the motif as these were most informative.

The LacI-GalR CRoSSeD model was applied to find novel target sites to examine
its validity. EbgR is a repressor of the genes in the E. coli beta-galatosidase
operon (ebgAC ) and is a part of the LacI-GalR TF family. While regulation of
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the ebgAC operon by EbgR has been described [195], the exact EbgR binding
site remains unknown. Screening the upstream ebgA intergenic region with the
LacI-GalR CRoSSeD model reveals a single location as a potential binding site,
namely the sequence AATCGTTT at position 3220497 in the E. coli genome.
Given the strong sequence similarity of the EbgR binding domain to the other
LacI-GalR TFs, including the critical interdigitating leucine residue, it seems
plausible that this is the EbgR binding site responsible for regulation of ebgAC.

4.5 Conclusion

We were able to demonstrate the benefit of combining both direct and indirect
recognition modes into a single model and thus obtained a much more complete
picture of TF protein-DNA interaction. The features found by the CRoSSeD
models for the LacI-GalR TFs were not only important functional elements, but
could also be directly related to the presence or absence of certain amino acids
in the protein. The results from the global LacI-GalR model suggest that most
members share a large number of recognition features, such as the severe kink
at the center of the operator site previously reported for PurR and LacI. The
approach described here can be readily applied to any set of related TF for the
identification of similar recognition mechanisms and can be used to separate
recognition characteristics due to a common bindingsmodi or those specific to a
single transcription factor.



Chapter 5

Collection of prokaryotic
expression data

5.1 Introduction

Microarrays are the main technology for large-scale transcriptional gene
expression profiling. Scientific journals generally require the deposit of these high-
throughput experiments in public microarray databases, such as Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) [196] or ArrayExpress [197], upon publication. These databases
are an extremely rich source of information, containing freely accessible data
for thousands of experiments and a multitude of different organisms, and in
theory provide an opportunity to analyze gene expression of a particular species
at a global level. They also hold the potential to expand the scope of any
smaller scale study: mining the information contained in such databases offers
molecular biologists the possibility to view their own dedicated experiments
and analysis in light of what is already available. So far however, this wealth of

The first release of COLOMBOS was published in Engelen, K., Fu, Q., Meysman, P.,
Sanchez-Rodriguez, A., De Smet, R., Lemmens, K., Fierro, A. and Marchal, K. "COLOMBOS:
access port for cross-platform bacterial expression compendia," PLoS One, 6(7), e20938,
July 2011. I was only involved in the development of COLOMBOS after it had already
started but was ultimately involved all aspects of the orginal publication, most critically
the implementation of the functionality and tools of the COLOMBOS access portal and the
execution of the Fur case study. Both COMMAND and the second COLOMBOS release are
as of yet still unpublished work.
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public information remains largely untapped because these databases do not
allow for a direct and integrated exploration of their data. The opportunity of
combining all public experiments for a single organism has not been explored due
to practical issues that can ultimately be attributed to the large heterogeneity
inherent to microarray data. Data sets originate from different experimenters
or labs and microarrays do not constitute a uniform technology. Multiple
microarray platforms exist and are manufactured in different ways. Even for
similar platforms, protocols for sample preparation, labeling, hybridization and
scanning can vary greatly. There are also no requirements imposed [198, 199]
regarding the format of the platform descriptions and expression measurements
themselves, as well as the degree of preprocessing done on these values, which
further complicates the matter of experiment integration from a practical
point of view. Despite such difficulties, several initiatives exist to actively
build expression compendia for particular organisms from public resources.
Most existing compendia can roughly be divided in two groups [200]: those
that directly integrate single-platform experiments, and those that indirectly
integrate cross-platform experiments. Combining data from a single platform
makes the in-between experiment normalization and probe mapping relatively
straightforward, so that the quantitative measures of gene expression can
be analyzed directly across experiments. Most single-platform compendia
databases, such as M3D [201], or the commercial Genevestigator [202], focus
on Affymetrix; one of the more robust and reproducible platforms [203, 204].
Combining data from different platforms, even to the extent of combining
data from single- and dual-channel microarrays, is generally done by indirect
meta-analysis as opposed to directly integrating the actual expression values:
one first applies the desired analysis procedure (e.g. identifying differentially
expressed genes, clustering gene expression profiles, etc.) on each single data
set within the compendium separately, and subsequently combines the derived
results. These compendia are often topic-specific, collecting all publicly available
experimental information related to a subject matter of interest. ITTACA [205]
and ONCOMINE [206], for instance, focus on cancer in human; Gene Aging
Nexus [207] on aging in several species. There are exceptions, such as the large
ATLAS [208] initiative from ArrayExpress.

Additionally most of these compendia center on eukaryotic organisms; only
M3D has substantial compendia for two bacterial species (Escherichia coli
and Shewanella oneidensis). The compendia in M3D also have the advantage
of retaining actual expression values, which broadens the scope of potential
analysis procedures compared to indirect meta-analysis, but they are limited in
the number of experiments they can include due to their single-platform nature.
Considerable amounts of data are available for eukaryotic model organisms and
in these cases relying on only one platform is a viable option. Collecting only
public data from a single platform can lead to sizeable compendia with a broad
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range in condition content, such as the human compendium constructed based
on the Affymetrix U133A platform with over 5000 samples [209]. For prokaryote
organisms, even model organisms such as E. coli, much less data is available
and a significant portion is lost when considering only one platform. To have
the advantage of direct integration, while not being limited to a single platform,
a strategy was devised that directly integrates expression data across platforms
and experiments, and have created a workflow to build expression compendia
integrated into an easy-to-use web interface called COMMAND for COMpendia
MANagement Desktop. Using this framework, expression compendia were
created for several bacterial organisms. Furthermore to increase the usability of
these data to the large community of microbiologists, these compendia have also
been extensively annotated and have been made available through a web portal
called COLOMBOS for COLlection Of Microarrays for Bacterial OrganismS .
COLOMBOS provides easy access to any compendia that is made available and
has an integrated suite of data tools for exploring, visualizing and analyzing
the expression data.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Creating cross-platform expression compendia with
COMMAND

The expression compendia are built in three major steps, all available through
COMMAND and illustrated in figure 5.1. The first step is the retrieval
of microarray experiments and associated platforms from Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) and ArrayExpress. Representation discrepancies prevalent in
experimental data directly obtained from online databases are systematically
removed and the resulting data are then stored as available in a uniform format.
’As available’ does not necessarily equate to raw scanner output as there are
no MIAME reporting standards regarding the measurement units of expression
[198, 199]. Often raw intensities are not provided in the public databases
(especially for older experiments), and only already processed data are reported.
At this stage probes are also mapped in a platform-specific manner to a unique
list of genes which is constructed based on the organism’s RefSeq file at NCBI
[210] and these genes will correspond to the rows of the final compendium. If
probe sequences are available or can be obtained from the platform description,
the mapping is driven by sequence homology searches using BLAST [211]. If
not, a probe’s target gene is identified by other probe info, namely -and in order
of preference: locus tags, alternative gene tags, or common gene names.
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In a next phase, the condition contrasts that will be represented in the
compendium are defined and annotated. Based on their biological role in
an experimental survey, hybridizations are labeled ’reference’ or ’test’ on
a per experiment-and-platform combination basis and matched to produce
a set of condition contrasts. In a single channel experiment, one or more
hybridizations are chosen as references for the remaining tests. In dual
channel experiments, usually one of every two array hybridizations serves
as a reference to the other, as this inherently counters a lot of probe spot
associated variation in the measurements. There are exceptions however,
such as when one of the hybridizations on an array does not constitute an
identifiable and unique biological condition for which the transcriptome was
assessed (e.g. a sample of genomic DNA or a pool of different samples that cannot
be considered as biological replicates). These condition-aspecific hybridizations
are then discarded and the experiment is further treated as if it was a single
channel experiment. In this way, every contrast has a biologically interpretable
meaning: its associated logratios measure changes in expression in response
to quantifiable stimuli that are altered from reference to test. Using a set of
formal hierarchically structured condition properties (representing for instance
mutations, compounds in the growth medium, treatments, and general growth
conditions), the annotation of each condition contrast can be rigidly specified as a
vector representing the differences for these property values between the test and
reference condition. This representation enables a mathematical comparison and
automatic organization of contrasts based on the conditions that are surveyed,
but it is a labor intensive manual curation process where information often needs
to be retrieved from original publications, supplementary data and occasionally
directly from the authors. The condition properties themselves are further
structured in a condition ontology tree. This ontology employs the same classes
as the Gene Ontology biological process subtree terms [212] and maps the
condition properties used to annotate the condition contrasts to one or more
biological processes or functionalities they most likely affect.

The final part in the creation of a compendium is the homogenization of the
expression data: several preprocessing procedures are conducted to render
expression levels comparable between different experiments and platforms.
Crucial steps in this preprocessing are array-specific and depend on both the
technological platform that was used to perform the experiment, as well as
on the reported units of expression and the type of normalizations that might
have already been done. In general, the following principles were adhered: 1)
whenever possible, raw intensities are preferred as data source over normalized
data provided by the public repository, 2) no local background or mismatch
probe correction procedures are performed to avoid an increase in intensity error
variance for lower, less reliable intensity levels [213, 214, 215], 3) non-linear
normalization techniques are performed to account for global inter-hybridization
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Figure 5.1 – Illustration of the three steps in the COMMAND work flow:
collection of the experimental data from public databases, annotation of the
condition contrasts and homogenization of the expression values.

differences (e.g. loess fit to remove dye-related discrepancies on dual channel
arrays [216], median centering of the raw hybridization values for high-density
oligonucleotide experiments [217]) and 4) logratios are created for single-channel
data according to the condition contrast definitions and combined with the dual
channel measurements.

5.2.2 COLOMBOS data analysis tools

The COLOMBOS web portal provides a suite of intuitive tools for exploring,
visualizing, and analyzing the expression data in the compendia. The interface
is divided in two main sections: a ’Workspace panel’ to the left and a ’Data
analysis panel’ to the right (Figure 5.2). The workspace panel is always visible:
it contains the main control elements of the interface and shows an overview
of the data (the ’workspace’) the user is working with. The right hand data
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analysis panel is where querying of the database and visualization and analysis
of the expression data takes place.

All steps and procedures in the COLOMBOS analysis tools act on what are
called expression ’modules’. A module in COLOMBOS can be considered as a
result of a single query to the database and is always a combination of a set
of genes and a set of contrasts with corresponding expression values. Modules
are dynamic in that at any time after creation their content can be altered
by the user in various ways. In addition, multiple modules can be retained
and organized in the workspace and can be analyzed simultaneously. As the
basic modus operandi in the COLOMBOS analysis tools, modules create a
general framework through which various interesting, but conceptually different
biological questions can be handled. Three different options are given for
creating a module: by manually selecting only genes and have COLOMBOS
automatically identify relevant condition contrasts, by manually selecting only
condition contrasts and have COLOMBOS automatically identify sets of co-
expressed genes, or by explicitly selecting both genes and condition contrasts
manually. Depending on the gene annotations that are available for the selected
organism in the public databases that COLOMBOS integrates (see table 5.1),
the set of genes can be selected as anything from an operon or a regulon, to
enzymes representing a metabolic pathway, or any custom list of genes that
one is interested in. Similarly, the module contrasts represent the biological
conditions of interest and can also be retrieved in various ways, such as by
experiment, by contrast annotation, or by condition ontology. When specifying
only a set of genes, COLOMBOS will identify relevant condition contrasts based
on the expression values of the selected genes in the compendium. In case of
only selecting ’Starting from only condition contrasts’, COLOMBOS retrieves
the most variable genes for the defined contrasts and (as an optional step) can
identify clusters of coexpressed genes within this selection, which can be added
as distinct modules.

Once a module is defined, it can be visualized in an interactive manner (with
the option to export high-quality images), its expression values and contrast
annotation can be downloaded, it can be split up in multiple modules in either
the gene or contrast direction by clustering the expression profiles, or it can be
further edited in gene and/or contrast composition by using available gene and
contrast annotations or by analysis of the expression values in the compendium.
These functionalities of the analysis tools are illustrated in figure 5.2, showing
the overview page for a single module. The module overview page gives some
basic module information (such as the number of included genes and contrasts,
the number of missing values, and a list of Gene Ontology enrichment scores)
and serves as a helping guide to further analyze and visualize the module’s
composition.
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When multiple modules have been created, they can also be explored and edited
together. Any number of modules can be collectively visualized (to explore
potential overlap), can be merged into a new module, and can be subtracted
from one another in gene or contrast content. Visually exploring the module
overlap, both in gene and contrast composition, can serve as an important guide
for deciding which modules may be grouped or subtracted.

Note that all of COLOMBOS’ calculations, in both creating and editing modules,
explicitly take into account the relative nature of the expression values by
recognizing 0, implying no change, as the natural reference state of a logratio.
Gene profile similarities are calculated as the uncentered Pearson correlation,
which assumes that the sample means (i.e. the means of two gene expression
profiles across a set of condition contrasts) are zero. Standard deviations of
gene profiles are calculated in a similar way (as the root of the mean sum of
squared logratios).

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Database content/Expression compendia

Currently the public version of COLOMBOS provides access to fully annotated
public expression compendia for three bacterial model organisms: Escherichia
coli, Bacillus subtilis, and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (see table
5.1 for a detailed overview of their respective content). These expression
compendia are essentially organism-specific matrices of expression values derived
from publicly available microarray experiments which are homogenized to make
them comparable. The rows of a compendium matrix correspond to the known
genes of the organism in question. Each column is a ’condition contrast’
because it does not represent a single experimental condition, but in fact
always represents the difference between a test and reference condition (the
expression values themselves are calculated as expression logratios). Converting
absolute measures of expression into expression changes is the principal means
for rendering expression values comparable across platforms and experiments.
Relative expression calculated intra-experiment/platform (i.e. between two
conditions measured for the same microarray experiment and platform) negates
much of the platform and experiment specific variation that makes it impossible
to reliably compare the absolute quantities reported in different experiments
[218].

In order to be able to interpret and compare the expression logratios across
an entire compendium, COLOMBOS features an extensive annotation for all
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Figure 5.2 – Screenshots of COLOMBOS data analysis components. The
bottom part shows the two main panels of the data analysis page. The left hand
workspace panel is always visible, containing an overview of the modules and
the main analysis controls. The content of the right hand data analysis panel
depends on the actions of the user. In this case it shows the overview page for a
module selected in the workspace. This overview page not only provides some
general information on the selected module, but also serves as a guide for further
examination and analysis steps. These are illustrated at the top part of the figure
and include visualization, content editing (demonstrated is the removal of genes
based on expression profile similarity), splitting the module based on expression
values (shown here in the gene direction), and exploration of gene and contrast
information.
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contrasts using a set of formal hierarchically- structured condition properties
(representing for instance mutations, compounds in the growth medium,
treatments, and general growth conditions). This contrast annotation is done
to structure the large amounts of potentially useful information that remain
untapped due the non-standardized cryptic condition descriptions in public
databases. The annotation is complemented with a condition ontology that
groups the condition properties under one or more ontology terms. It can
be thought of as a higher level organization, and provides a biologically more
intuitive view of the condition contrast annotation by assigning properties of
seemingly distinct categories to the same biological process. For example, in
our Escherichia coli compendium the condition ontology term ’response to
oxygen levels’ includes condition properties that are linked to cellular processes
that are dependent on oxygen availability, such as fnr mutations (a global
oxygen responsive transcriptional regulator), NO2 concentration (an electron
transport decoupler), agitation of the growth medium, actual oxygen levels,
etc. Apart from a thorough description of the represented biological conditions,
several sources of information were incorporated from main curated databases
(UniProt GOA [219], EcoCyc [220], BioCyc [221], RegulonDB [47], and DBTBS
[222]) into each of the microbial compendia. This includes additional data
regarding gene function and genomic organization, metabolic pathways, and
transcriptional regulation mechanisms. Both the condition annotation and
additional gene information are integrated into the COLOMBOS data analysis
tools in a functional manner to interactively browse and query the compendia
(see Methods). If users so desire however, they can also download the compendia
in their entirety from the ’Downloads’ page.

5.3.2 Case study - Fur regulatory targets

In the following case study, the benefits of exploiting the direct integration of
expression values as represented in our compendia are illustrated, as well as
the ease with which one can make interesting biological discoveries using the
COLOMBOS data analysis tools (see Methods for a detailed description of their
functionalities). A straightforward application provided by COLOMBOS is the
ability to find genes which show similar expression behavior with a starting
set of genes for relevant condition contrasts. Since co-expression might infer
co-regulation, this approach can be used to obtain a list of potential target
genes that might also be regulated by the same transcription factor. In this
example, COLOMBOS is used to identify novel potential targets for the Fur
transcription factor of Escherichia coli. Fur mostly regulates genes related to
iron homeostasis and is strongly conserved across many Gram-negative and
Gram-positive bacteria [223]. It has received a lot of interest in the past for its
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E. coli B. subtilis S. Typhimurium
Number of genes 4295 4105 4525
Number of contrasts 2369 397 925
Source DB GEO, AE GEO GEO
Microarrays 2479 401 945
Experiments 125 18 38
Platforms 38 18 22
Missing values 8.28% 4.83% 3.69%
Condition properties 411 102 109
Condition ontology
terms

61 35 46

External DBs
Pathway info EcoCyc BioCyc BioCyc
Regulon info RegulonDB DBTBS
Operon info EcoCyc BioCyc BioCyc
GO info UniProt GOA UniProt GOA UniProt GOA

Table 5.1 – An overview of the content in the second release of the three
expression compendia that can be accessed through COLOMBOS.

role in iron-limited conditions, such as those encountered by pathogenic strains
in their hosts [224]. Fur has mostly been reported as a direct repressor of its
target genes, but is considered a dual regulator: activation occurs indirectly
by transcriptional repression of a small antisense RNA RhyB [225]. Fur has
also been known to mediate combinatorial responses along with many other
transcription factors [168, 226]. In RegulonDB [47], Fur is described as having
98 target sites in 43 distinct promoters, with 28 of these promoters known
to be subject to combinatorial regulation. The results of all data analysis
steps discussed here are available in the case study data set accessible from
the COLOMBOS home page. An initial set of 39 genes of the Fur regulon
was constructed using the regulatory information integrated in COLOMBOS.
Only genes known to be regulated by Fur alone, or by Fur in combination
with the global regulators CRP, H-NS and/or FNR were selected. All other
cases where known combinatorial regulation could occur were not included in
the initial set because they might result in more complex, less homogeneous
transcriptional responses. For similar considerations, if the activating sigma
factor was known, only genes responsive to the household σ70 were retained in
the initial set. For this initial gene set the most relevant condition contrasts in
the compendium were then selected, i.e. the contrasts where these genes showed
the highest and most coherent response: (a relevance cut-off of 140 resulted in 97
contrasts. Not all of the retained genes show a similar expression profile for the
retained contrasts however, which might be attributed to unknown active forms
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of combinatorial regulation or the dual regulatory function of Fur. To continue
a set of strongly co-expressed genes, COLOMBOS was used to further clean the
initial gene set by removing genes that had a correlation smaller then 0.8 with
the mean of the initial set for the selected contrasts. Next COLOMBOS was
used to extend the remaining set of 30 genes with additional ones that follow the
same expression pattern for the selected contrasts (a correlation bigger than 0.8
was used as cut-off value), under the assumption that these constitute potential
Fur targets. In this way, 19 extra genes were retrieved (Table 5.2), 7 of which
were part of the Fur regulon but were not included in the initial set because they
were known to be subject to regulation by additional transcription factors. The
fact that these Fur-regulated genes were nevertheless retrieved might indicate
that the additional combinatorial regulation was not active under the surveyed
conditions.

Of the 12 novel genes, most showed a high likelihood of being Fur targets
(Table 5.2). Six of these genes (yqjH, ydiE, ybaN, yncE, yddB and ybiX) were
previously predicted to have a Fur target site in their transcription unit promoter
by at least one of two independent studies [224, 96] (in case of ybiX as part of
the proposed fiu_ybiX operon). Transcription of three of these (ydiE, yncE
and ybiX) was moreover shown to be altered in a specific Fe2+-Fur-dependent
manner [227] and while little is known with regard to their function, the ybiX
gene codes for a protein similar to an iron-regulated hydroxylase-encoding
gene from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, further supporting a role for Fur in its
transcriptional regulation. pqqL presents an interesting case: it codes for a
putative zinc peptidase and is chromosomally situated directly downstream of
the predicted Fur regulated yddAB operon. Using COLOMBOS to select the
most relevant condition contrasts for the three genes yddA, yddB, and pqqL
(see loadable case study data set) indeed shows that these genes are subject
to tight co-expression, opening up the possibility of them being transcribed
as a single transcription unit and putting pqqL under influence of the yddA
promoter. The feoC gene is annotated as part of feoABC transcription unit
as of the latest RegulonDB release (v6.8), which was not yet incorporated in
COLOMBOS at the time of the analysis. This places it under the influence
of the feoA promoter, which is a known Fur target. The bfd gene is clearly
functionally related to Fur, being involved in iron storage and release, and has
predicted binding sites in its promoter [223]. bfd is also the first gene in the
bfd_bfr operon, bfr encoding for an iron storage protein that is at the very
least indirectly regulated by Fur as it has been shown that the expression of
this gene is repressed by a small RNA RhyB, which in turn is repressed by Fur
[225]. The complex Fur dependent regulation of bfd_bfr is also apparent by
diverging expression responses for some of the selected contrasts. In the E. coli
K12 strain, the gene efeO is part of an operon that has been disrupted due
to a frame shift mutation. However, a Fur binding site was recently predicted
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Locus
tag

Name Description Known COLO-
MBOS

Meta-
analysis

Evidence

b1681 sufD Fe-S cluster scaf-
fold

+ + Fur, OxyR, IHF,
lscR

b1683 sufB Fe-S cluster scaf-
fold

+ + Fur, OxyR, IHF,
lscR

b2392 mntH Manganese trans-
porter

+ + + Fur, MntR

b2673 nrdH Glutaredoxin-like
protein

+ + + Fur, NrdR

b2674 nrdI Uncharacterized + + + Fur, NrdR
b2675 nrdE Ribonucleotide re-

ductase
+ + + Fur, NrdR

b2676 nrdF Ribonucleotide re-
ductase

+ + + Fur, NrdR

b4291 fecA Fe3+ dicitrate
transporter

+ + Fur, CRP, PdhR

b0468 ybaN Inner membrane
protein

+ Predicted

b0804 ybiX PKHD-type
hydroxylase

+ Predicted; Fur
dependent
expression

b1018 efeO UPF0409 protein + Predicted; func-
tional in related
strain

b1452 yncE Uncharacterized + + Fur dependent ex-
pression

b1494 pqqL Probable zinc pro-
tease

+ Potential operon
yddAB_pqqL

b1495 yddB Uncharacterized
protein

+ Predicted

b1705 ydiE Not annotated + Predicted; Fur
dependent
expression

b2211 yojI ABC transporter
ATP-binding pro-
tein

+

b3070 yqjH Uncharacterized + + Predicted
b3337 bfd Bacterioferritin-

associated
ferredoxin

+ Indirect RhyB
regulation

b3410 feoC Ferrous iron trans-
porter C

+ TU feoABC with
feoA known tar-
get

b4366 bglJ Transcriptional ac-
tivator

+

Table 5.2 – Comparison of COLOMBOS Fur target predictions versus a meta-
analysis approach.
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in the efeU promoter [96] and it has been shown in the related E. coli Nissle
1917 strain that expression of efeUOB increases in response to iron-depleted
conditions in a Fe2+-Fur-dependent manner [228]. COLOMBOS also provides
the functionality to retrieve anti-correlated genes, which can be interesting to
investigate the potential of dual regulation (activation or repression by the
same regulator). In the case of our Fur module, none of the anti-correlated
genes pass the threshold of -0.8, but it is interesting to note that the second
best ranked gene (correlation -0.74) is ftnA. This gene was not yet assigned
as a Fur target in the RegulonDB release included in COLOMBOS, but it
was recently shown that ftnA is transcriptionally activated by Fur directly (as
opposed to inderectly through RhyB as is usually the case for Fur mediated
activation) by reversal of H-NS silencing [229]. While the retrieval of already
known Fur regulon genes combined with a set of likely targets confirms that
a careful co-expression analysis can lead to the identification of novel targets,
this does not imply that the direct integration of expression data itself, as in
our compendia, provides any benefits. To illustrate the advantage of using
cross-platform compendia, the analysis was repeated on a per experiment basis
(a ’meta-analysis’ of 7 experiments from which the 97 contrasts above were
selected). Note that, to maximize the quality of the results of this meta-analysis,
not all contrasts within each experiment were used, but only the most relevant
ones (selected with the same relevance cut-off as before), and experiments with
two contrasts or less were ignored. When extending the initial 30 genes with
the same correlation cut-off of 0.8, the number of additional genes for each
experiment ranges between 389 and 1385, the union adding up to a total of
3361. Most of these genes are false-positives with respect to being members of
the Fur regulon: within single experiments generally only a limited number of
similar conditions are surveyed and this increases the chance of finding genes
with similar up and down regulation patterns but not sharing the exact same
regulatory program. Trying to counter this effect by increasing the correlation
cut-off does not necessarily yield better results, a cut-off of 0.9 resulting in the
union containing 2135 additional genes, one of 0.95 in 1361 genes. Therefore
only the intersection was retained, i.e. those genes that were added by each of
the per experiment extensions with a correlation cut-off of 0.8. This intersection
constituted 8 additional genes (a cut-off of 0.9 resulted in only 4 added genes,
0.95 resulted in none), 6 of them already known Fur targets, and only two
uncharacterized genes representing potential novel targets. All of these were
also retrieved by the COLOMBOS cross-platform analysis, with the exception
of a single already known Fur target, sufD. However, another gene of the
sufABCDSE operon was selected by the cross-platform analysis (sufB; all other
genes of the operon showed correlations with the initial set of just under 0.8),
retrieving the same promoter as a Fur target.
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5.4 Conclusions and future directions

The aim of this work was closing the gap towards an encompassing expression
resource for prokaryotic organisms and facilitate the use of information
in publicly available microarray experiments for a large community of
microbiologists. Fully annotated cross-platform expression compendia were
created using COMMAND for three bacterial model organisms: namely
Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis, and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium.
These compendia can be accessed/obtained through a web portal called
COLOMBOS which also provides a suite of integrated analysis and visualization
tools. To our knowledge, COLOMBOS is unique in offering compendia for B.
subtilis and S. Typhimurium, and its E. coli compendium is the largest currently
available. To maximally exploit the available expression data, several aspects
of both compendia construction, as well as design and implementation of the
analysis tools, are exclusive to COLOMBOS (see table 5.3 for a conceptual
comparison with similar initiatives). Most notably, the compendia were created
by directly integrating expression measurements from different experiments
and microarray platforms. The reputed low reproducibility between microarray
experiments and platforms [203, 230] (although more promising findings have
also been reported [218, 231, 232]) is not a legitimate argument for not combining
them: short of an objective basis to dismiss certain measurements, a lack of
agreement between two experiments does not render either invalid and might
in fact be a strong motivation to integrate them. In previous research directly
combining expression data from different sources proved a valuable asset for
reconstructing transcriptional networks [159, 233, 234], and here the principle
of direct cross-platform integration is taken to a higher level by generating
large scale expression compendia with a broad applicability for biological
discovery. Directly integrating expression data enables one to simultaneously
assess multiple diverse conditions, relevant to the biological problem of interest
and ensures a finer-grained view of condition dependent transcription responses
that can lead to higher quality predictions, such as in the case study above for
extending the known regulon of a transcription factor.

Great care was taken to provide an extensive formal condition contrast
annotation and associated higher level condition ontology for all compendia.
Microarray experiments that are committed to a public database, such as
ArrayExpress or GEO, are required to comply to the MIAME standards
[198, 199]. And while much effort has been taken to standardize the description
of the experimental protocols used in a microarray experiment, there are no
specifications of the format in which the surveyed biological conditions should
be presented. The resulting cryptic, non-standardized condition descriptions
in public databases do not enable computational comparison and automatic
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COLOMBOS M3D GXA GeneVestigator
Expression
data1

Cross-platform
compendia

Single platform
compendia
(Affymetrix)

Experiment
centered
(ArrayExpress
meta-analysis)

Single platform
compendia
(Affymetrix)

Organisms Prokaryotes (3) Prokaryotes (2)
and a eukaryote

Eukaryotes (10) Eukaryotes (9)
and a prokaryote

Gene annota-
tion

Incorporation of
multiple species-
specific DBs

Referral to Bio-
Cyc, SGD

EBI None

Microarray
annotation

Microarray anno-
tation and condi-
tion ontology2

Microarray anno-
tation

Microarray anno-
tation and condi-
tion ontology2

Microarray anno-
tation

Tools suite Interactive visu-
alization, expres-
sion analysis

Visualization, ex-
pression analysis

Interactive visu-
alization, expres-
sion analysis

Interactive visu-
alization, expres-
sion analysis

Expression
analysis

Multiple queries3 Single query Single query Single query (lim-
ited)

Query genes
by...

Gene IDs; func-
tional or struc-
tural characteris-
tics

Gene IDs Gene/protein
IDs

Gene IDs

Query arrays
by...

Experiment, an-
notation, or on-
tology

Experiment, an-
notation

Experiment, an-
notation, or on-
tology

Annotation

Download Analysis results
and/or entire
compendia

Analysis results
and/or entire
compendia

Only
experiments
indirectly

Analysis results
(limited)

Table 5.3 – Conceptual comparison of COLOMBOS with similar initiatives.
1Compendium: a data matrix (genes in rows, microarrays in columns) combining
expression measurements from different experiments (an experiment being a
set of microarrays submitted to the public DBs as such, implying that they
were performed by the same lab and on the same technological platform).
Single- vs. cross-platform: combining data from the same technological platform
is relatively easy as the same preprocessing methodology can be employed;
COLOMBOS is unique in combining data from different platforms using a
specialized homogenization pipeline. Meta-analysis: expression data are not
combined directly but experiments are analyzed separately where after the results
are compared. 2The biological conditions measured on a microarray are described
with a set of formal terms which are organized into a higher level ontology. Such
an ontology facilitates querying for related experiments or conditions. 3Single
versus multiple queries: query results can be retained in the COLOMBOS
user workspace where they can be organized and structured, into larger ’analysis
projects’. This allows for integrative across-query analysis where relations between
single query results can be explored, e.g. by combining or differentiating single
query results.
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organizing of experiments which our annotation does. And that is another
feat in which COLOMBOS is unique: this condition annotation is functionally
integrated in the data analysis tools allowing the user to interactively browse
and query the compendia, not only for specific arrays or experiments, but
also for specific experimental conditions and biological processes. In a similar
fashion, information from main curated microbial databases is also integrated
to interactively browse and query the compendia for specific genes, pathways,
transcriptional regulation mechanisms, and more.

Downloadable versions of the annotated compendia, as well as the COLOMBOS
data analysis tools, are available at http://bioi.biw.kuleuven.be/colombos. New
revisions of the compendia, updated with additional experiments, are made
available in a yearly fashion. In the future the the current scope of organisms
will be increased by adding new compendia for other bacterial species with
COMMAND. The data analysis tools incorporated in COLOMBOS will continue
to be developed to offer users enhanced tools for analyzing and visualizing the
compendia’s expression data.



Chapter 6

Expression divergence
between Escherichia coli and
Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurium reflects their
lifestyles

6.1 Introduction

Escherichia coli K12 is a commensal bacteria and one of the best-studied model
organisms. Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium, on the other hand, is
a facultative intracellular pathogen. Current estimates put the divergence
of the E. coli and S. Typhimurium strains, around 100-160 million years
ago, around which is about the same time frame as the divergence of the
placental mammals [235]. These two prokaryotic species can thus be considered
related phylogenetically and they share a large amount of their genetic material

The work presented in this chapter will be published in Meysman, P., Sanchez-Rodriguez,
A., Fu, Q., Marchal, K. and Engelen, K. "Expression divergence between Escherichia coli and
Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium reflects their lifestyles." Under review.
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[236, 237]. This common genetic material has often been termed the ’core
genome’ and typically varies between 2500 and 3100 orthologous genes (between
50% and 70% of the whole genome, depending on the used methodology) for
the class of enterobacteria [238, 239, 240]. Despite their shared core genome,
both species display different life styles and it is unclear to what extent the
core genome, apart from the species specific genes, plays a role in this lifestyle
divergence. While these genes in the core genome are highly similar at the
sequence level, it is uncertain whether they have retained the same function in
both species [241] as they reside in a different genomic background and thus
are not functionally independent of the species specific genes. Furthermore,
gene expression is known to be optimized throughout evolution towards the
changes in an organisms lifestyle and the niche that it occupies [242, 243, 244].
This often occurs by changing the regulatory programs for specific genes with
the loss and gain of regulatory elements that impact the organisms regulatory
network [245, 246, 247]. Divergence of expression domains are the most direct
manifestations of such network rewiring, as it is difficult to identify the impact
of certain changes relying on the sequence alone. Even minor changes in the
regulatory network, such as a single point mutation in a transcription factor,
can result in radical changes of the phenotype [248]. In this study, we want to
explore if there are any indications that orthologous gene pairs have different
expression domains in E. coli and S. Typhimurium and further if these unique
expression domains could this be related to the differences in lifestyle and
biological niche.

Here the conservation and divergence of expression domains of the E. coli and
S. Typhimurium core genome was analyzed to better understand the impact of
expression divergence on organism-specific tuning towards a specific environment.
The cross-platform expression compendia of E. coli and S. Typhimurium
from chapter 5 was used in combination with the ’iterative comparison of
co-expression’ (ICC) methodology [249, 128] to compare the expression data
for the orthologs of both species. It could be demonstrated that within the
core genome, several genes can be identified which have diverged expression-
wise, while others seem to have been strongly conserved. To further assess the
functional and transcriptional characteristics of the core genes, sets of functional
expression classes were identified. The biological relevance of these classes was
determined by using TF target data resulting from the CRoSSeD methodology
introduced in chapter 3. These functional expression classes can then be shown
to have different levels of expression conservation and this observation can be
related to the differences in lifestyle between both bacteria.
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6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Data sets

For the purposes of this analysis, the genomes of Escherichia coli K12
(NC_000913.2) and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium LT2 (NC_003197.1)
were used, as these are the strains that have been best characterized for these
two species. The orthologous genes were identified using the OrthoMCL v1.4
algorithm with the default settings on the protein sequences of both strains
[250]. In this manner 2944 genes were found with only a single homolog in
either species (one-to-one mapping). Additionally 75 genes were found with a
single copy in E. coli and multiple copies in S. Typhimurium and 49 genes in
the reverse direction (one-to-many mapping). The many-to-many results (48
gene clusters) were not used in this study.

The micro-array data sets were retrieved from the cross-platform expression
compendia COLOMBOS v1.9 [251], which was described in chapter 5. This
data consisted of 1570 measured conditions for E. coli and 925 conditions for S.
Typhimurium. The 58 genes for which expression values were measured in less
than half of the conditions present in either compendia and these were excluded
from further analysis. The resulting list of 2886 genes is what we refer to as
the core genome, i.e. a set of genes which have been conserved in both species
without any additional duplications. This is thus the list of gene pairs used
through-out the entire article unless specifically mentioned otherwise.

6.2.2 Expression conservation calculation

The expression conservation (EC) score is calculated using the ICC methodology
as outlined by Tirosh and Barkai [128]. In brief, a correlation matrix
of 2886x2886 is constructed for each organism by calculating the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the expression profiles of each pair of core genes
with a single organism. Thus every element of the matrix is the correlation value
of the gene on the row versus the gene on the column across every measured
condition. This correlation matrix is symmetrical across the diagonal and the
diagonal consists of perfect correlation values. Each row can thus be seen as
the correlation profile of a given gene, which lists the correlation of this gene
against all of the other genes in the same organism. These correlation matrices
are now ordered based on the orthology information, so that the equivalent
rows of the two matrices correspond to the correlation profiles of a pair of
orthologs. As these matrices have similar dimensionality, the equivalent rows
can be compared by calculating their Pearson correlation. To correct for the
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influence of orthologous genes whose expression has diverged on the final EC
score, the correlation is recalculated giving larger weights to genes with high EC
scores. This process is iterated at least ten times until an optimum is reached
(subsequent iterations do not change the correlation values significantly). For
every row (and thus for every orthlogous gene pair) a score is calculated which
measures the conservation of its expression in the two compendia. This score is
based on the correlations of the expression values with other orthologous pairs
whose expression has been conserved. In effect, every orthologous gene pair
is assigned a single value between minus one and one. In this case, a value of
one signifies perfect conservation of expression with respect to the correlation
with all other genes. Whereas zero signifies no conservation in the correlation
values between the given gene and the other genes of the compendium. A
value of minus one signifies a reverse of expression, i.e. the genes that were
correlated with the expression of the orthologous gene in a single compendium
are anti-correlated with the ortholog in the other compendium, and vice versa.

6.2.3 Background expression conservation distribution

In Tirosh and Barkai [128] the background distribution in case of no conservation
was calculated by swapping the correlation profiles for two genes in a single
correlation matrix while keeping the remainder the same and recalculating
the conservation score. However this can create unrealistic situations in the
correlation matrix as one might end up with a gene that is poorly correlated with
itself within a single compendium. We therefore permute the expression values
of a single gene in one of the compendia, recreate the entire correlation matrix
and recalculate the expression conservation score. This process is iterated for
every gene pair and the score for the permutated gene is kept.

The background distribution simulated in the case of conserved expression
domains, was accomplished by splitting a compendium into two equal halves
and applying the ICC methodology on each half as if they were separate species.
The background distribution is derived from 10 random divisions of the E.
coli compendium. Similar results were achieved with the S. Typhimurium
compendium (results not shown). More information about the calculation of
the background distribution can be found in appendix B.

6.2.4 Gene ontology

The gene ontology information for both species was downloaded from the
UniProt-GO Annotation database [252]. Enrichment calculations were achieved
by applying a one-sided hypergeometric distribution to each biological process
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ontology present in the relevant gene set, where the algorithm will propagate
up the gene ontology tree as long as no enrichment is found. The p-value
is then adjusted for multiple testing using the Bonferroni correction for all
tested ontologies. Any ontology with less than five assigned genes is not shown
in the results so that listings remain brief and only report general ontology
categories. Please note that for the gene pair sets (lists of orthologous pairs
from both species), the E. coli ontology mapping was used as it is much more
comprehensive.

6.2.5 Essential genes

The list of essential genes was extracted from the Database of Essential Genes
(DEG) [253]. For E. coli, the data from the Keio collection [254] (300 essential
genes) was used, and for S. Typhimurium, the data collected by Knuth et al.
[255] (243 essential genes).

6.2.6 Protein similarity

The protein similarity as used in this article was calculated by Protein-Protein
Blast 2.2.23 as applied on the protein amino acid sequences of the orthologous
gene pairs using the default settings [256]. The score reported as positive amino
acid hits in the alignment (sequence identity) was then extracted from the
results and divided by the alignment length. Using other (Blast E-value, bit
score, coding sequence nucleotide alignment score) gave similar results (data
not shown).

6.2.7 Intergenic nucleotide sequence alignment

The intergenic regions were acquired for both species by extracting the nucleotide
sequence upstream from the translation start site of every gene towards the
edge of the previous gene. To only compare promoter regions, this was only
done for genes which are assigned as being first in their operon in the E. coli
RegulonDB database v7.2 [47]. The sequences of each orthologous gene pair
were then aligned with the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. The settings used
were 1 for a match, -1 for a mismatch and -2 for the gap penalty. The end gap
penalty was set at 0 so that sequences at different lengths are not penalized.
The eventual alignment score is then divided by the length of the shortest
nucleotide sequence.
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6.2.8 Functional expression classes

To identify the main expression classes present in each species, the expression
correlation matrices are constructed as described above for the ICC methodology.
The gene classes are then constructed by calculating the Euclidean distance
between each row of the correlation matrix and the tree is built based on the
inner squared distance of the clusters (Minimum variance algorithm of Matlab
2008a). The constructed tree is cut at 110 distance units for both organisms
and the resulting gene sets are then grouped into classes.

6.2.9 Regulatory network and enrichment

The regulatory interactions for the sigma factors and transcription factors (TFs)
for E. coli were both downloaded from RegulonDB v7.2 [47]. This database
contains targets for 176 TFs and 7 sigma factors. As there is no equivalent
public collection for S. Typhimurium, the regulatory interactions for this species
were predicted using the CRoSSeD motif detection algorithm as introduced in
chapter 3. The known binding sites from RegulonDB were used to train models
for all E. coli transcription factors with more than four binding sites which
also had a clear ortholog in S. Typhimurium with a conserved DNA-binding
domain (protein similarity >= 90%). This resulted in 48 binding site models,
of which 42 are for local TFs and 6 are for global TFs. The regulatory targets
were then predicted by screening the S. Typhimurium intergenic region with
these 48 binding site models and assigning the highest score found in a region
to the adjacent genes while accounting for directionality. For our purposes,
it was sufficient to assign the regulatory interactions to the top 30 potential
target genes of the local TFs and the top 100 genes for the global TFs. For S.
Typhimurium, this procedure resulted in three thousand regulatory interactions.

The calculation of TF enrichment on any set of genes is performed by calculating
the hypergeometric statistic based on the known interactions for E. coli or the
predicted interactions for S. Typhimurium. With Bonferroni multiple testing
corrections, the p-value cut-off for enrichment is 2.7e-4 in E. coli (0.05 / 176
TFs + 7 SFs) and 1e-3 in S. Typhimurium (0.05 / 48 TFs).

6.2.10 Additional annotation sources

A high level functional division of E. coli genes was used from Seshasayee et
al. [257], where several genes were characterized as involved in catabolism (186
genes), anabolism (339 genes) or central metabolism (109 genes) based on a
metabolic network constructed from the literature. The findings of Lawley et
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al. were used to identify a set of genes related to pathogenesis [258]. In this
study, a mutant library of S. Typhimurium genes was screened on its effect on
long-term systemic infection in mice. A total of 120 genes were identified in
this manner, of which 57 could be found in the core genome. The direct and
indirect regulatory targets of ArcA, an anaerobic and virulence regulator, for S.
Typhimurium was taken from Evans et al. [259]. This study identified 392 genes
whose expression changed in an arcA knock-out mutant of S. Typhimurium. Of
these genes, only 221 were present in our core genome.

6.2.11 Hypergeometric enrichment calculation

Unless specified otherwise, a one-sided hypergeometric test statistic was used
for enrichment calculations. The p-value in this case is estimated by a
hypergeometric distribution for a population size M , with two subset of size K
and size N . If the overlap between the two subsets has a size of x, the p-value
is equal to the cumulative distribution for x or higher:

p =
N∑

i=x

(
K
i

)(
M−K
N−i

)(
M
N

)
Thus the p-value signifies the probability of the found overlap or better if there
is no dependency between the subsets.

6.2.12 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

Unless specified otherwise, a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test)
was used to compare if two distributions were sampled from the same population.
Here the largest difference between the cumulative probability distributions
for the two samples is used as a test statistic and is compared against the
Kolmogorov distribution. The actual calculation was done using the Matlab
2008b software package.

6.2.13 Co-ortholog expression conservation

To find the most similar orthologs in the one-to-many cases found by OrthoMCL
that had been ignored for the core genome, the one-to-one ortholog mapping was
used from Moreno-Hagelsieb and Latimer [260], who classified the orthologs of
E. coli and S. Typhimurium, among others, based on reciprocal best blast hits
combined with a soft filtering by a Smith-Waterman alignment. This mapping
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consists of 3125 ortholog pairs and is used to determine the most similar
(MS) co-ortholog in a set of co-orthologs (the one-to-many mappings). Other
mappings based on other measures were also evaluated and while some specific
cases did change, the general conclusions remained the same. The expression
conservation score was then again calculated using the ICC methodology, with
the exception that each core compendia is expanded by a single row of expression
measurements for a single gene. This gene is the unique ortholog copy for one
species and one of the co-orthologs in the other species. This entire procedure
is iterated to get a score for every co-ortholog pair.

6.3 Results

Orthologous gene mapping of E. coli and S. Typhimurium resulted in 2886 gene
pairs with unambiguous mapping [250]. The degree to which the expression of
each orthologous gene pair was conserved was estimated using the ’conservation
of co-expression (ICC)’ methodology. This method evaluates the expression
conservation of a single orthologous gene pair from microarray compendia
from different species, despite the compendia consisting of different conditions.
The output for each gene pair is a value termed the expression conservation
(EC) score, which is calculated by estimating the retention of the similarity in
expression domains to all other genes in the core genome.

6.3.1 Expression conservation is not strongly correlated with
protein sequence similarity

An interesting question is to what extent expression conservation between E.
coli and S. Typhimurium for the orthologous gene pairs correlates with the
conservation of the DNA/protein sequence. The most straightforward manner of
enumerating this relationship is by calculating the Pearson correlation between
the protein similarity score (PS, used here as a measure for the sequence
conservation of the ortholog protein pairs) and the EC score(results not shown).
The correlation coefficient of 0.18 is significantly higher as what can be expected
at random (p-value < 1e-60). While there does seem to be a relation between
the level to which a protein sequence and its expression domain is conserved, it
is far from a strong one, given the low correlation value. Indeed most gene pairs
do not follow this correlated relationship: many proteins with a high EC score
have a very low protein similarity and vice versa. These results support the
hypothesis that the expression evolves largely independently from the protein
sequence, as has already been observed in past studies of eukaryotic species
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[249, 261]. Given that the promoter sequence is one of the main determinants of
gene transcription, one can wonder if a large change in this sequence is always
paired with a change in gene expression. To evaluate this sequence-expression
relationship for these two species, the alignment score was calculated for the
upstream intergenic region for every orthologous gene pair. The correlation
coefficient between this alignment score and the expression conservation score is
0.10 which is still significant at a p-value of 2.97e-5. However this correlation is
largely determined by a small subset of genes with almost perfectly conserved
promoter sequence with high EC scores and another small subset with very low
alignment scores and low EC scores. For the main majority of genes there does
not seem to be any relationship between the promoter sequence conservation
and the conservation of the expression domains. This can be explained by the
difficulties of relating promoter sequences to expression behavior: only a few
nucleotides changes are sufficient to radically alter expression domains, such
as with the gain or loss of a transcription factor binding site, and this is not
captured by a global alignment score. Also this measure does not capture any
trans effects where the regulator of this gene has undergone some change and
thus alters the expression domains of this gene.

This analysis indicates a difference between sequence similarity and expression
conservation. It supports our primary hypothesis that the core genome, despite
being similar in amino acid content, could have altered its function by divergence
of expression regulation. In the following sections, the genes which are most
diverged or conserved in expression-wise will be further explored.

6.3.2 Bimodal distribution reflects expression conservation
and divergence

The distribution of the EC scores of the orthologous gene pairs is given in figure
6.1. The distribution consists of two peaks (or ’modes’), one at 0.3 and a smaller
one at 0.6. There are also several gene pairs whose expression conservation score
is negative, indicating orthologs whose expression domains tend to be reversed
in these two compendia. To facilitate comparison between the EC scores, the
level of variability was quantified that can arise when the conservation and
divergence is known. To this end, background distributions were constructed
both for the case of expression divergence, as well as for the case of perfect
expression conservation. The divergence background distribution is shown
in figure 6.1. As can be seen, the EC scores of gene pairs with permutated
expression values varies between -0.6 and 0.7. Additionally, a background
distribution was created for the case of conserved gene expression domains by
splitting the largest expression compendium, namely E. coli, into two equal
halves (multiple times), with each half containing a different set of microarray
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Figure 6.1 – Density plot (blue) of the expression conservation between the
orthologous genes of E. coli and S. Typhimurium. Background distributions for
randomized expression values (red) and complete conservation (green).

experiments. The two E. coli compendia are then compared against each
other (figure 6.1). In effect, this simulates perfect conservation by comparing
a species to itself, but accounting for the presence of different conditions in
both expression compendia. Surprisingly, the correlation score of a perfectly
conserved gene pair can vary between -0.5 and 1. The fact that the score can be
so low, even when expression should be perfectly conserved, can be attributed
to the condition-dependency of the EC score. Indeed when cross-comparing the
split compendium without regard for the experimental conditions, the resulting
EC scores are much higher (see appendix B). Although the EC score was
specifically developed to compare expression compendia that do not necessarily
survey the same biological conditions, a different set of conditions does affect the
observed correlations between genes of the same species and hence also the EC
scores. Taken together, both background distributions provide an explanation
for the bimodal nature of the EC scores’ distribution: the peaks represent
overall expression divergence and conservation levels. The large overlap between
the two background distributions also shows that for the majority of gene pairs
it will be difficult to reliably estimate the degree of conservation based on the
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EC scores beyond the coarse distinction of ’divergent’ or ’conserved’ for gene
pairs with the most extreme EC scores. Using these background distributions,
the number of genes with diverged expression can be estimated. The found
EC distribution can be seen as a mix between genes which have conserved
their expression domains and those that have diverged. As each background
represents either conserved or diverged expression domains, the most likely
combination of the two background distributions into the found EC distribution
between the two compendia can be used as a measure for the fraction of diverged
genes. This analysis (found in appendix C) estimated that about 25% of the
genes have divergent expression domains between these two species.

6.3.3 The basal cellular machinery has the most conserved
expression domains

There is significant overlap between the conserved and the divergent background
distribution thus only for gene pairs with extreme EC scores claims can be made
about their expression divergence. To evaluate the relation between expression
conservation and biological function, a restrictive set is from genes with low
EC scores and another set from genes with high EC scores. The estimated
background distribution for non-conserved genes never achieves a score higher
than 0.7. It can therefore be reasonable to assume that the gene pairs with
a higher EC score are very likely to have conserved expression domains, a
restrictive set of genes is defined with conserved expression at a cut-off of 0.7.
This results in a set of 335 genes, which are enriched in the gene ontology (GO)
for a number of key cellular processes (see table 6.1), such as protein translation,
ribosome biogenesis and gene transcription, but also metabolic processes such
as the biosynthesis of nucleotides and fatty acids. Genes involved in key cellular
processes seem to also have strongly conserved expression between these two
compendia.

As an additional comparison, a list of essential genes for E. coli and S.
Typhimurium was collected: genes that when knocked-out do not allow growth
under normal laboratory conditions. This is the case for 300 E. coli genes, of
which 272 are in the core genome. In the restrictive set of genes with conserved
expression (score higher than 0.7) there are 104 essential genes, a significant
enrichment with a p-value of 5.58e-12. For S. Typhimurium 253 genes have been
designated essential and of these 162 are in the core genome. In this case, 40
of the conserved genes are labeled as essential (enrichment p-value of 4.42e-7).
Based on the orthologous gene pair mapping between these two species, the
overlap of the essential core genes in E. coli and those of S. Typhimurium
is a list of 72 genes. From this list, 32 genes can be found in our conserved
expression gene set (enrichment p-value of 2.25e-12).
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Gene ontology P-value
Translation 1.42e-52
Regulation of translation 6.79e-7
Translational termination <1e-60
Translational elongation <1e-60
Protein metabolic process 4.99e-33
Gene expression 8.67e-19
Transcription termination <1e-60
tRNA metabolic process 4.65e-5
tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation 1.37e-6
ncRNA metabolic process 9.04e-7
tRNA aminoacylation 2.68e-6
Ribosome biogenesis 3.80e-5
Macromolecule metabolic process 1.85e-16
Macromolecular complex subunit organization 1.01e-7
Primary metabolic process 1.23e-19
Metabolic process 2.82e-23
Nucleotide biosynthetic process 1.25e-6
Nucleoside biosynthetic process 1.80e-6
Purine ribonucleotide biosynthetic process 3.65e-5
Purine ribonucleoside biosynthetic process 4.13e-5
Ribonucleotide biosynthetic process 8.55e-7
Ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis 3.8e-5
Amino acid derivative metabolic process 1.87e-5
Fatty acid biosynthetic process 1.24e-7

Table 6.1 – Gene ontology enrichment of the potentially conserved gene set.

Gene ontology P-value
Phospholipid biosynthetic process 4.87e-6
Lipid A biosynthetic process 1.81e-5
Biosynthetic process 3.15e-5
Catabolic process 1.44e-5
Metabolic process 6.55e-6

Table 6.2 – Gene ontology enrichment of the potentially divergent gene set.
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In a similar manner, a set of diverged genes can be defined. In this case, it is
however less evident as the conserved distribution was able to achieve scores
almost as low as the found EC values for the E. coli - S. Typhimurium species
comparison. Given the two background distributions and the 25% divergent
genes that was estimated before, an arbitrary cut-off of -0.1 was used. At this
cut-off, a false positive rate of 0.42 can be expected, i.e. 42% of the gene pairs
with an EC score lower than -0.1 can be expected to be conserved. This is a
set of 173 orthologous pairs that are enriched for biosynthesis of phospholipids
and lipid A. (see table 6.2). The latter is of specific interest as lipid A has
been postulated to cause toxicity in Salmonella infections [262]. Furthermore
genes involved in the synthesis of lipid A have been associated with antibiotic
resistance. For example; the E. coli genes arnABCD and eptA are all assigned
a score smaller than -0.1 and are involved in lipid A biosynthesis and polymyxin
resistance. It has already been noticed that there is a difference in polymyxin
resistance between E. coli and S. Typhimurium and that this is indeed due to
divergent transcription regulation of exactly these genes [246, 263, 264]. The
diverged set was also significantly depleted (p-value 0.0018) essential E. coli
genes, containing only six essential E. coli genes. Additionally this set only
contained three essential S. Typhimurium genes (depletion p-value 0.0094).
Despite being essential in both organisms, both the ftsZ and thrS gene pairs
have a very low expression conservation score (-0.326 and -0.310 respectively).

6.3.4 Functional expression classes

The cut-offs used above to define a set of diverged and conserved genes were very
strict and did not provide any information on the majority of the core genes (the
ones that reside in the region where both background distributions overlap). For
a more comprehensive analysis of the entire core genome, ’functional expression
classes’ were created for each organism, and then evaluated how these correspond
with the calculated EC scores. Functional expression classes were defined based
on a hierarchical clustering of the correlation matrices that were constructed for
each species. In this way, genes are not grouped together based on the similarity
of expression profiles under specific conditions (as one would in a normal
clustering or biclustering approach), but based on similar expression correlation
towards the other genes in the compendium. This has the advantage of finding
broad common expression relationships present in the entire compendium. As
will be shown, these functional expression classes are biologically relevant and
can be directly related to the divergence of the expression domains. Functional
expression classes could also be constructed for the full genome, instead of only
the core genome, of each species and these results are discussed in appendix D.
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Ecl2 

Ecl1 

Ecl3 

Scl1 

Scl4 

Scl3 

Scl5 

Scl2 

A. Escherichia coli 

B. Salmonella Typhimurium 

Figure 6.2 – Expression correlation matrices of the orthologous genes in E.
coli (A) and S. Typhimurium (B). The rows and columns are sorted according
to a hierarchical clustering and the functional expression classes shown were
created using the same cut-off. The classes are labeled E. coli class (Ecl) or S.
Typhimurium class (Scl) appended by a number.
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In E. coli, three major functional expression classes appear. As can be seen in
figure 6.2a, the correlation profiles of Ecl1 (1094 genes) and Ecl2 (734 genes)
are more similar than that of Ecl3 (1058 genes) based on the clustering. The
most striking observation is that the Ecl2 genes are internally highly similar
(indicating that the genes of Ecl2 are consistently up- and down regulated under
similar conditions), and are also generally anti-correlated to the Ecl3 genes.

To estimate the functional roles of the genes that are present in each of the three
classes, the annotation of these genes from various heterogeneous data sources
was used. As can be seen from the summary in table 6.3, Ecl1 seems to contain
several genes related to anabolism, energy metabolism and cell motility. Also
present in Ecl1 are several genes related to very specific stresses, such as cation
and osmotic stress. The Ecl2 genes mostly encode for proteins responsible for
cellular structure and key cellular processes, such as protein translation, gene
transcription and cell division. Thus most essential genes are present in this
expression class. Also Ecl2 contains various biosynthesis genes of nucleotides
and carbohydrates. The Ecl3 genes are mostly involved in nutrient catabolism
and stress responses. This is further supported by the enrichment for targets of
various global transcription factors known to be active in these processes and
for the targets of σ38, the general stress response sigma factor. This difference
in function might explain the general trend of anti-correlation between the Ecl2
genes and the Ecl3 genes, as this seems to represent the switch between growth
in a beneficial environment (Ecl2) versus survival in a more hostile environment
(Ecl3).

For S. Typhimurium, the division into clusters is not as obvious as five major
functional expression classes can be identified (figure 6.2b). Here the correlation
profiles of Scl4 (833 genes) and Scl5 (741 genes) seem to be the most similar while
displaying only weak correlation or anti-correlation to most other functional
expression classes. The genes of Scl3 (321 genes) also display a similar pattern
towards the Scl4 and Scl5 classes, but seem to have a more pronounced
correlation with its own cluster of genes and has a stronger anti-correlation
towards Scl2 (545 genes) and Scl1 (445 genes). Finally Scl2 and Scl1 also
cluster together with strong inter-correlation. The functional roles of these
gene clusters based on various gene annotation sources is summarized in table
6.4. Only a limited amount of information is available for S. Typhimurium,
with several important biological processes being heavily underrepresented in
the employed annotation, such as anaerobic respiration (6 genes) and biofilm
formation (1 gene). Also as most pathogenic genes in S. Typhimurium have
no orthologs in E. coli, these genes could not be included in this analysis.
However in the comparison with the full genome functional expression classes,
it was clear that the genes that were found to be part of the same class as
these pathogenic genes are here present in the Scl5 class (see appendix D).
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Additional gene characterizations was collected from the literature to bridge
the gap in annotation information [258, 259]. The annotation information as
further supplemented with target gene predictions for 48 transcription factors
in S. Typhimurium using the CRoSSeD methodology as presented in chapter
3. In summary,the Scl4 gene set seemed to be enriched for sulfur compound
and vitamin metabolism genes. The Scl2 genes code for most of the key
cellular processes and cellular components, and thus also contains the largest
fraction of essential genes. Many Scl5 genes can be associated to pathogenesis
through a number of enriched infection related biological processes, such as
cell adhesion. Scl5 is possibly also related to anaerobic respiration based on
the ArcA target enrichment. Scl1 is mostly annotated with aerobic respiration,
nitrogen compound biosynthesis and cell motility. Lastly the Scl3 class seems
to contain a number of stress response genes as is supported by the enrichment
of genes involved in stress response and the CRoSSeD target predictions of Fis,
a global stress response transcription factor.

6.3.5 Expression divergence reflects differences in lifestyle

Now that functional expression classes have been defined, they can be related
back to the expression conservation between E. coli and S. Typhimurium.
The EC scores of the genes in each expression class are shown in figure 6.3.
Interestingly, almost every functional expression class can be characterized as
either being more conserved or more diverged than average: the distribution of
the EC scores are not bimodal but, with only one exception, follow the same
pattern as either of the background distributions. The conserved classes have
a distribution with a strong peak at higher EC scores with a tail to the left,
while the diverged classes follow a normal distribution centered around a low
EC score. Even when accounting for the variation of the EC score, these classes
seem to be conserved or diverged. Regarding the E. coli functional expression
classes in figure 6.3a, the genes from Ecl1 seem to be the most diverged in
their expression with only very few members being assigned a high conservation
score. This seems to indicate that at least some of the anabolism and central
metabolism related genes have a different expression domain in S. Typhimurium.
On the other hand, the EC scores for Ecl2 are on average the highest. This is in
line with our previous observations that most essential E. coli genes are present
in this class and that the expression patterns of these genes are more conserved
than average. The distribution of the Ecl3 scores seems slightly bimodal and is
thus the only exception to the general observation. This might indicate that
while part of this class has conserved its expression domain between E. coli and
S. Typhimurium, there is another part that has diverged. From figure 6.3b, it
can be concluded that the functional expression classes of S. Typhimurium also
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Figure 6.3 – Expression conservation distribution split by the functional
expression classes. A. The distribution of expression conservation scores per
E. coli class (Ecl1: green, Ecl2: red and Ecl3: blue). B. The distribution of
expression conservation scores per S. Typhimurium class (Scl4: grey, Scl2: red,
Scl5: cyan, Scl1: orange and Scl3: blue).
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  Ecl1 Ecl2 Ecl3 Total 

Scl1 225 163 58 446 

Scl2 168 348 28 544 

Scl3 94 20 208 322 

Scl4 379 157 296 832 

Scl5 228 46 468 742 

Total 1094 734 1058 

Figure 6.4 – Relation between the functional expression classes of E. coli
(columns) and S. Typhimurium (rows). Reported is the number of orthologous
gene pairs in each combination of clusters. Numbers reported in bold are overlaps
between clusters that are significantly enriched (p-value < 0.01) and those that
are faded out are significantly depleted for each other (p-value < 0.01).

greatly differ in their expression correlation values. Most of the genes in both
Scl4 and Scl5 have a below average conservation score. This is interesting given
the relation that Scl5 could be related to pathogenesis, and the correlation
profiles of Scl4 were very similar to those of Scl5 according to the dendrogram of
figure 6.3b. Again the class most enriched for essential genes has the strongest
expression conservation, namely Scl2. Given the overlap between the essential
genes of E. coli and S. Typhimurium, it is likely that many genes from this
class have retained their function across these two species and are thus mapped
to a similar functional expression class. Many of the Scl3 genes also have a high
conservation score but the distribution has a heavy tail, possibly indicating
that there is a small set of genes within this class whose expression might have
diverged. The genes of Scl1 also tend to be conserved in their expression but
less outspoken than Scl2 or Scl3.

Figure 6.4 visualizes the overlap in gene content of the different functional
expression classes between both organisms. Each functional expression class
can be found to be enriched for the genes of at least one class of the other
organism thus indicating that these clusters are in some way preserved across
evolution. The S. Typhimurium genes from Scl2 and Scl1 correspond to the
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E. coli genes in Ecl1 and Ecl2. Indeed, both were assigned similar functional
roles in the previous analysis. Scl2 and Ecl2 both contain genes involved in
key cellular processes, such as the synthesis of the cellular components, and
both are enriched in essential genes. Also Ecl1 and Scl1 share many similarities:
both include genes for cell motility and are thus regulated by FlhDC in each
case, and both also include genes for aerobic respiration. They also share very
similar correlation profiles; a high overall correlation to the essential classes
(Ecl2 and Scl2 respectively) and a strong inner-correlation, which is in line with
the high expression conservation scores of Scl2 and Scl1. There is also a strong
overlap between the genes of Ecl3 and Scl3. In this case, both Scl3 and Ecl3
were reported to be involved in general stress response. These two classes also
display a very similar set of correlation profiles, with a high inner-correlation
and anti-correlated to the essential class, meaning that the set of genes in this
overlap of these two classes have likely been conserved in their functionality,
which is further supported by the high EC scores of Scl3. The equivalent class
for the pathogen-associated Scl5 seems to be Ecl3 as almost half of the Ecl3
genes map to those of Scl5. Here both classes seem to be enriched for transporter
proteins and targets for various global regulators, such as CRP and IHF. There
is a clear difference in the correlation profiles of these two classes though: where
all genes of Ecl3 had high inner-correlation and was clearly anti-correlated with
the essential gene class, this is much less outspoken for Scl5. Furthermore the
correlation of between Scl5 and Scl3, where a large segment of the other Ecl3
genes mapped to, is very low. This indicates that the genes of Scl5 have a
different expression profile than those of the stress-response cluster unlike the
equivalent genes in E. coli and explains the poor conservation score of the Scl5
genes and the bimodal distribution of the Ecl3 scores. The other divergent class,
namely Scl4, is enriched for mapping to Ecl1 but also contains many genes
mapping to Ecl3 (neither depleted nor enriched). The main similarity between
Scl4 and Ecl1 is that they were both enriched for amino acid metabolism and
vitamin biosynthesis. While Ecl1 was strongly correlated to the essential gene
class Ecl2, Scl4 is not and its expression profiles are more related with Scl5. As
Scl4 represents the largest mapping to Ecl1, it accounts for the low expression
conservation score of both these classes.

6.3.6 Co-ortholog expression conservation

The previous analyses were limited to the gene pairs for which there is only one
clear ortholog in both species and thus the ’core genome’ as used here was very
strict. The ortholog mapping identified a number of instances where one species
had a single copy of a gene while the other had two or more. These genes were
not included in the core genome list to avoid ambiguity in the gene mapping.
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Figure 6.5 – Expression conservation of co-orthologs. A. Distribution of the
expression conservation score of the LS co-orthologs (red) and the MS co-orthologs
(blue). B. Direct comparison of the MS co-ortholog expression conservation and
the LS co-ortholog expression conservation of the same co-ortholog cluster. The
yellow band indicates the segment of the plot where both co-orthologs seem to
have diverged their expression at the same rate.
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Nevertheless, it would be interesting to investigate to what extent the expression
conservation of these genes corresponds to our previous findings. Multiple gene
copies in a single organism can be the result of gene duplication and/or gene
loss events after these two species diverged, or a recent horizontal gene transfer
[265, 266, 267]. We shall simply consider all instances as co-orthologs without
further distinction, as the goal of this paper is to study expression adaptation
to the environment and not the evolutionary origin of the genes. In each set of
co-orthologs there is always one copy whose protein sequence is most similar to
that of the unique copy in the other species. This copy will be referred to as the
most similar (MS) co-ortholog and at face value the most likely to have retained
its biological function, in which case it could be expected to show a higher
expression conservation than the least similar (LS) co-ortholog. Thus for each
of these instances the expression conservation score is calculated as before. The
expression conservation score can be calculated for every co-ortholog against
the unique copy of the other species. The results indicate that on average the
gene identified as the MS co-ortholog has a higher expression conservation score
than the LS co-orthologs (with a p-value of 5.2e-3 in a KS-test), as shown in
figure 6.5a. The more similar protein copy tends to retain more of its expression
characteristics, supporting the notion that it is more likely conserve its function.
Another way to visualize this is by plotting the expression conservation score
for the MS co-orthologs and the LS co-ortholog from the same duplication
pair against each other (figure 6.5b). A large number of co-ortholog pairs
have similar EC values for both co-orthologs. There is a small segment of
pairs where the LS co-ortholog has a higher conservation score than the MS
co-ortholog (figure 6.5b above the diagonal). However this seems to be more
the exception than the rule and is most often case for co-orthologs where both
copies have poor expression conservation. The most extreme example is the S.
Typhimurium ydcR gene which has two co-orthologs in the E. coli, namely yjiR
and ydcR, with a expression conservation score of 0.46 and -0.29 respectively.
Unfortunately nothing is known about these genes in either organism except
that they are predicted to be LacI-GalR type transcription factors. Protein
sequence alignment shows that the E. coli ydcR copy is almost identical to
the S. Typhimurium gene (data not shown). While it is not opportune to
draw conclusions on their functional divergence based on this analysis alone,
these are certainly prime candidates for further investigation. A much larger
set of gene pairs follow the expected trend where the MS co-ortholog has a
better expression conservation than the LS co-ortholog (figure 5b under the
diagonal). The most extreme case here is for the S. Typhimurium pitA gene
where the E. coli pitA and pitB co-orthologs have an EC score of 0.76 and -0.60
respectively. Indeed, expression regulation of the MS co-ortholog pitA is very
different from that of the LS co-ortholog pitB: while both pitA and pitB encode
for a phosphate transporter, pitA is constitutively expressed and pitB is only
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expressed under conditions of phosphate stress [268].

6.4 Discussion

In this chapter, the expression and annotation data detailed in previous
chapters was used to study the transcriptional diversity between E. coli and
S. Typhimurium. The expression doamins of orthologous genes between these
species were compared using the ICC methodology on two microarray expression
compendia in COLOMBOS. Using background distributions, it was estimated
that a quarter of the genes present in the core genome have divergent expression
domains. However from the same analysis, it was clear that the EC score is
very susceptible to changing conditions as shown by comparing the E. coli
compendia to itself. It is likely that this finding is not unique to this manuscript
but will also be present in prior studies which use similar methodologies. The
effect of expression variation between different experimental conditions has been
studied in the past and found to be not a significant factor in the comparison of
expression domains in similar experimental set-ups as those performed in this
manuscript [249]. However the size of the used compendia and their consistent
annotation, allowed us to accurately estimate the effect of comparing expression
data from different experiments under different conditions. As previously
discussed, the potential EC score can be very low even in the case of perfect
conservation. This signifies that there is a large error intrinsic to this approach
and that EC scores alone are insufficient to conclude if a gene pair has diverged.
In this analysis this weakness was circumvented by not treating the EC score as
an absolute truth but rather as an indication of a gene or a set of genes is likely
to retained its expression domains or not. In this manner strong expression
conservation was observed for most genes that were essential for growth in both
organisms. A result which was not unexpected as it has been noted in prior
studies on other organisms [269, 270, 271].

Further it could be shown that the expression divergence was largely independent
from the protein similarity between gene pairs, as was also found in studies on
other data sets [238, 270, 272]. Similar results were found when dealing with
co-orthologs, where the divergent gene also tended to have less protein similarity,
but again this relation is far from absolute as several exceptions were found.
This too had been observed in other organisms [128, 261]. While it is possible
that the bias intrinsic to the EC score due to the variation into the compendia
had an effect on these results, they still support the theory that evolution of
expression conservation and protein similarity can happen independently.

In a more comprehensive analysis, functional expression classes in each species
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were identified and these classes could be related those back to the EC scores
for the core genome. These expression classes were functionally consistent
and had a common expression conservation. For E. coli, three classes were
found which seemed to represent a trade-off between genes responsible for
growth and those gene enabling survival under less than ideal conditions. The
classes in E. coli were also clearly enriched for regulatory programs such as
sigma and transcription factors that are known to play an important role in
such conditions. In fact, the correlation profiles of these genes might group
together exactly because they share a regulatory program. Indeed, large-scale
expression clustering approaches have been known to have a strong relation to the
underlying regulatory network [273]. The correlation profiles of the orthologous
genes in S. Typhimurium also feature three classes that correspond to the
three classes of E. coli, with which they not only share a similar functional
annotation but were also estimated to have strong expression conservation.
The genes in these classes were primarily involved in growth, biosynthesis of
cellular components, aerobic respiration, cell motility, nucleotide biosynthesis
and stress response. S. Typhimurium also has two additional classes; Scl4
and Scl5, that show diverged expression domains. The genes in these classes,
although representing various ’backbone’ metabolic pathways, are used in
different ways compared to E. coli to accommodate the virulent life style
of S. Typhimurium. The involved metabolic pathways cover a variety of
biological processes, such as cell adhesion, anaerobic respiration, amino acid
metabolism, and sulfur metabolism. Although seemingly disparate categories,
it is interesting to note that most enriched amino acid processes were those
related to sulfur containing amino acids and that certain sulfur compounds are
known be involved in Salmonella virulence. In an inflamed gut, Salmonella
can rely on thiosulphate as an alternative respiratory electron acceptor to
support its growth and gain a competitive advantage, whereas E. coli cannot
[274, 275, 276]. Additionally, the expression behavior of Scl5 could be directly
related to those of known species-specific (i.e. not part of the core genome)
virulence genes of S. Typhimurium. It seems that being a pathogen is a major
cause of the expression variation of S. Typhimurium when compared to the
commensal E. coli. These findings match previous reports where it was found
that the transcriptomes of different prokaryotes group together based on life
style [238]. Furthermore, the pathogenesis of S. Typhimurium has been linked
to several sigma and transcription factors [277] which supports our finding of a
’pathogenesis’ functional expression class in S. Typhimurium.

The genes in this class would be interesting targets for further research into
pathogenic traits of S. Typhimurium, as they are also present in the non-
pathogenic E. coli, but seem to be functionally different as attested to by their
diverging expression. Indeed the examination of the diverged genes, as per
the prior EC cut-off of -0.1, present in the Scl4 and Scl5 classes shows several
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promising candidates, such as the E. coli sfmA, sfmC, sfmF, sfmH, flhC, flhD
and fimI genes. All these genes are involved in cell adhesion, which is an
essential component of many host-cell interactions [278]. The sfm operon is
further known to be poorly expressed in the E. coli K12 strain but are known to
promote the adhesion to eukaryotic epithelial cells when they are constitutively
expressed [279]. The importance of this operon is also demonstrated by the
fact that the S. Typhimurium homolog of sfmF has been shown to direct
host-cell-specific recognition [280]. Further the divergent Scl5 genes include the
transcription factor cysB. Possibly cysB might play a role in the thiosulphate
pathway mentioned above as it is known to be a regulator of sulfur metabolism.
Additionally, the anti-sigma factor rseB gene is also part of the diverged Scl5
set. This anti-sigma factor regulates sigma factor E, which is known to regulate
several virulence genes [281, 282]. There are also several pseudouridine synthases
diverged in the classes which are known to modulate macrophage caspase-1
activation in Francisella tularensis [283]. Other genes of interest include pagP, a
PhoPQ-regulated palmitoyl transferase for lipid A; sdiA, a regulator of quorum
sensing and virulence [284, 285]; permeases of oligopeptides, such as oppF and
oppB [286, 287]; and several genes involved in drug resistance, such as emrE
and nudF. Both the Scl1 and Scl3 sets also include many genes with divergent
expression which have not yet been characterized and these might be promising
targets for further study.



Chapter 7

General conclusions and
future perspectives

The importance of structural properties in the different aspects of transcription
are slowly becoming revealed (as reviewed in chapter 2). Most of the functional
elements in the genome involved with transcription have been found to display
certain patterns in their DNA structure. Many of these structural characteristics
could be related to the function of the genomic element, such as the stability of
promoters or the flexibility of TF binding sites. More and more classification
tools are using the structural property information to aid in the discovery of
functional genomic elements. Indeed we and others have shown that the addition
of structural information allows for greater predictive accuracy that cannot
be obtained by using equivalent sequence-only methods. As DNA structure is
likely involved in a direct manner in the biological processes of these functional
elements, any model attempting to capture the complete process must include
this information.

We developed our own methodology based on Conditional Random Fields for
characterizing the structural properties of genomic elements, called CRoSSeD,
which we detailed in chapter 3. We showed that it performed better at classifying
TF binding sites than another recent structure-based model based on Bayesian
Networks [63] and a standard PWM model. Further we were able to make
novel binding site predictions using CRoSSeD for several E. coli TFs which
could be validated by external sources. The models derived from the CRoSSeD
methodology could additionally be directly linked with the mechanisms of TF
binding, which we demonstrated on two of the few solved E. coli protein-DNA
complexes, namely CRP and PurR. Continuing on from this, we showed in
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chapter 4 that we could identify common recognition features in the binding
sites of TFs with the same type of DNA-binding domain. This allowed us to
create a family model to screen for binding sites of TFs without a known motif.
This type of problem will likely occur more frequently, given that the amount of
genomes being sequenced is ever increasing. In this regard, we also demonstrated
a use of CRoSSeD to predict part of the transcription regulatory network of an
organism based on the known network from a closely related species, namely
S. Typhimurium in chapter 6. This is likely possible for other organisms given
sufficient (structural) conservation of the DNA-binding domains of the TF
whose binding sites are to be screened for. Overall we showed the versatility and
the power of predicting TF binding sites based on DNA structural information,
specifically in the CRoSSeD framework, in a wide variety of applications.

7.1 Uses and applications of the CRoSSeD frame-
work

The CRoSSeD framework was developed as a flexible tool. While its uses
presented in this dissertation have been limited to the modeling of TF binding
sites with the same set of thirteen structural DNA properties, its application
domain is much larger. Firstly the tool imposes no constraints on the type of
properties it accepts as input. It is a trivial task to include other structural
DNA properties that may contain useful information about the to-be-studied
element into the framework. One simply needs to add the desired structural
property to the input and the tool will treat it as an additional feature. There
is also no reason why other properties could not be added. While the current
implementation expects a discrete input variable (such as the DNA sequence)
followed by a set of continuous input variables (such as the structural DNA
properties) as input, no such limitations exist for the CRF model. Given the
inherent flexibility of the feature functions, it is possible to include a wide
variety of information sources. There is therefore still much potential to further
optimize the CRoSSeD models for the prediction of TF binding sites. The
prediction accuracy can likely be increased by introducing other data sources
which have proven successful for other screening tools into the CRF model,
such as conservation of the sequence between species [95]. However given
that frameworks integrating these different types of information already exist
and have a strong performance record, an ensemble approach might be more
recommended. Here the results from CRoSSeD and a variety of other TF binding
site prediction tools would be integrated into a single score. Such endeavors
have proven very successful in the past and increase the prediction performance
compared to any single method [288, 289]. Secondly, the CRoSSeD framework
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is not limited to TF binding sites but can be readily applied to any functional
genomic element. Indeed one potentially very interesting application are the
identification of the sigma factor (SF) binding sites in the promoter region.
SFs are an interchangeable subunit of the RNA polymerase that drives the
primary binding to the transcription start site. Certain SFs have been associated
with specific biological processes and are a very broad form of transcription
regulation. The identification of the sigma factor which can bind a specific
promoter region will allow us new insight into the regulatory control of bacterial
transcription and the classification of the conditions in which certain genes are
active. SFs are an interesting application as they are also DNA-binding proteins
like TFs and also seem to recognize certain characteristics in their binding sites.
However their recognition motifs are even more degenerate than ordinary TFs
with only very little similarities in the DNA sequences of their binding sites
[32]. This makes them a prime candidate for further exploration with CRoSSeD
as the recognition characteristics might be more clearly present in the DNA
structure. If a model with sufficient accuracy can be constructed it might be
further useful to identify the TSS themselves as they are biologically determined
by the binding of the SF. The TSS can then be found with the same model but
in a large potential range and again possibly in conjunction with other existing
promoter prediction tools. Such models could also give us further insight into
the mechanics behind protein-driven transcription in a similar manner as was
already accomplished for transcription factors.

The potential applications of the CRoSSeD framework do not end at the
identification of the TF binding site. Each position in a genome can be assigned
a score that represents the likelihood of the TF binding there. This type of
continuous score is much closer to the actual binding characteristics of a TF
than a binds/does-not-bind binary classifier. It has been shown that TFs are
able to bind any position of the genome with varying affinities during a period
of aspecific binding [290, 291]. This aspecific binding is likely essential for the
search of its functional binding sites [82]. The continuous nature of the scores
additionally allows for the integration into probabilistic frameworks for other
purposes. One such an example is in a probabilistic regulatory network, where
the edges between regulator and target gene are not described by a binary term
but as a probability. This probability could then be derived from the CRoSSeD
score for the binding of the TF to the promoter region of the target gene. Indeed
this type of network has been constructed for E. coli using CRoSSeD predictions
among others and is currently undergoing validation (Dries De Maeyer, personal
communication). The continuous nature of the CRoSSeD scores also allow it
to be used in an expansion on ProBIC which uses regulatory information in a
probabilistic setting to drive bicluster detection in an expression compendia
(Yan Wu, personal communication). If one does desire a binary classifier, a
cut-off approach still remains viable. In such a case, the easiest approach would
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be to estimate the number of binding site in the genome and take the top
scoring binding sites equal to the estimate. Such an approach was used with
great success in chapters 5 and 6.

7.2 Structural properties driving gene expression

The study of the influence of structural properties on transcription regulation
was primarily limited to the binding of transcription factors. We found that TFs
do recognize certain specific structural properties of the DNA molecule upon
complex formation and that we can capture this recognition using the models
described within this dissertation. The functional nature of the TF complex
could also be derived as was shown in chapter 4 for the LacI-GalR TF family.
However there is already evidence that the DNA structural properties can
influence transcription in other ways. Such as the blocking of transcription by
the formation of Z-DNA [292] and the presence of specific patterns in the DNA
structure of promoter regions (see chapter 2). Furthermore other DNA-binding
proteins are also involved in transcription, such as the prokaryotic sigma factors
or the eukaryotic nucleosomes. A next step would the further identification of
other common structural motifs in the promoter regions of living organisms.
This can potentially be accomplished by linking the expression information
collected in chapter 5 and comparing it with the presence of certain structural
properties in the promoter regions to identify potential functional properties. A
logical way to accomplish this would be to use the analysis performed in chapter
6, where we described how expression has changed between the commensal
E. coli and the pathogenic S. Typhimurium. From this analysis we derived a
set of genes which have conserved their expression behavior and a set of genes
that have diverged. It might be interesting to investigate to what extent the
DNA structure plays a role in this divergence and thus the two sets of genes
could be compared to identify properties which are present in the conserved
gene set versus the divergent gene set. This approach does have some issues
that we have discovered during the course of this thesis. Firstly this type
of analysis needs a unified manner with which to describe structural changes
between different sequences. In this regard the CRoSSeD framework is an
important first proof of concept but the current implementation will need
to be adjusted to deal with the comparison between orthologous sequences.
Secondly the condition dependency on the EC scores should be reduced as
much as possible to correctly identify which genes have diverged and which
have conserved their expression domains. We have seen during our analysis
that this condition dependency can be reduced when the number of unique
conditions in the expression compendium is increased. Therefore a logical step
prior to this analysis would be the further expansion of the available compendia
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by using the COMMAND framework discussed in chapter 5. In this respect, the
advent of the next-gen sequencing technology has allowed researchers to more
accurately and more cheaply measure the expression level of genes through,
for example, RNAseq [293]. The results from different RNAseq experiments
can be combined into an expression compendium, similar to those existing for
micro-arrays. While it is unlikely that an expression divergence experiment
based on RNAseq data will not be affected by the condition dependency, these
data sets can be used to make novel larger compendia or, as the field is still
growing, supplement existing compendia to increase the number of measured
conditions.

It is more than possible that we have only begun to understand the role that
the DNA structure can play in transcription. At the moment the knowledge of
the impact of the DNA structure is insignificant compared to what is known
for the traditional sequence-based view of the genome. While there is an
inherent relationship between the DNA sequence and the DNA structure, we
have shown here that much more can be uncovered by explicit use of the DNA
structure. The findings in this dissertation are a significant step forward in the
characterization of functional importance of the local variations in the DNA
structure and, perhaps more importantly, how this information can be used to
the advantage of biological research.





Appendix A

Novel binding site predictions
using the CRoSSeD
methodology in E. coli

The CRoSSeD methodology relies on both DNA sequence and structure to
identify binding sites for a given TF and was introduced in chapter 3. In our
research, we screened the entire E. coli genome for binding sites for twenty-
seven TFs. Table A.1 is the listing of all novel target genes and corresponding
predicted binding site for all co-expressed genes where the binding site was
assigned a rank of 200 or lower by the CRoSSeD model. Included in this
table are references to prior work which has either confirmed or predicted the
regulation of this gene by the TF.

Table A.1 – CRoSSeD novel target site predictions in Escherichia coli.

Regulator Locus
tag

Gene name CRF
rank

PWM
rank

Motif cen-
tre

Previously pre-
dicted/confirmed
in reference

AraC b1513 lsrA 174 718 1599413
ArcA b2111 yehD 13 85 2190355
ArcA b1057 yceJ 14 11 1118361
ArcA b1298 puuD 46 306 1359036
ArcA b1541 ydfZ 81 862 1627147
ArcA b2518 ndk 85 111 2642989
ArcA b2579 yfiD 98 199 2714678 [294]
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ArcA b2193 narP 102 1168 2288303 [159]
ArcA b2725 hycA 189 289 2848518
ArcA b0972 hyaA 190 1181 1031171 [295]
ArcA b2726 hypA 191 292 2848518
ArgR b0112 aroP 11 1641 121823 [296]
ArgR b0075 leuL 95 1331 84292
ArgR b4019 metH 125 614 4221693
ArgR b0929 ompF 142 1768 986397
CpxR b0557 borD 44 231 578161
CpxR b0287 yagU 56 1031 302143
CpxR b1216 chaA 57 186 1271319 [294]
CpxR b3263 yhdU 112 521 3410574
CpxR b4314 fimA 151 7 4540679
CpxR b4448 psrN 157 844 3236345
Crp b4139 aspA 84 13 4366546
Crp b2869 ygeV 114 80 3004127 [159]
Crp b0221 fadE 129 299 243407
FadR b2535 csiE 15 1857 2663325
FadR b3081 fadH 104 2115 3229649 [297]
FadR b4227 ytfQ 123 1471 4447972
FlhDC b1924 fliD 73 120 2001854 [298]
FlhDC b1923 fliC 79 122 2001854 [298]
FlhDC b4109 yjdA 118 2005 4324801 [294]
FlhDC b1967 hchA 120 446 2033792
FlhDC b1421 trg 188 1678 1490262
FNR b0618 citC 23 108 651355
FNR b1256 ompW 44 9 1311889 [294]
FNR b0836 bssR 105 657 877399 [299]
FNR b4128 yjdK 110 126 4350597 [300]
FNR b0919 ycbJ 159 233 970908 [300]
Fur b4367 fhuF 4 14 4603802 [301]
Fur b2392 mntH 5 10 2510790 [168]
Fur b0150 fhuA 7 9 167439 [302]
Fur b1496 yddA 8 146 1577498 [294]
Fur b0468 ybaN 15 34 490057
Fur b0805 fiu 18 4 840871 [303]
Fur b1705 ydiE 28 3 1787602 [227]
Fur b3070 yqjH 50 111 3214572 [224]
Fur b1016 efeU 53 207 1080519 [294]
Fur b1102 fhuE 66 107 1160886 [303]
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Fur b1452 yncE 81 75 1521240 [304]
Fur b0755 gpmA 87 32 786853 [305]
Hns b3766 ilvL 12 21 3948217
Hns b3512 gadE 156 392 3655760
Hns b1995 yoeA 161 223 2066559
IHF b3458 livK 49 299 3595638 [294]
IHF b4019 metH 103 759 4221695
IscR b2957 ansB 73 1481 3098916
IscR b4070 nrfA 83 1826 4285514
IscR b0034 caiF 116 839 34228
IscR b2289 lrhA 130 365 2405425
IscR b3323 gspA 142 3375 3453433
IscR b3518 yhjA 174 674 3667298
IscR b3160 yhbW 191 2866 3301458
LexA b3645 dinD 1 1 3815730 [167]
LexA b2009 sbmC 4 4 2079311 [306]
LexA b0231 dinB 5 7 250874 [307]
LexA b1741 cho 12 11 1821516 [308]
LexA b1848 yebG 18 46 1928799 [309]
LexA b1061 dinI 25 50 1120740 [167]
LexA b0060 polB 63 1348 65844 [167]
LexA b3599 mtlA 144 950 3769953
Lrp b1924 fliD 50 1314 2001741
Lrp b1923 fliC 53 1319 2001741
Lrp b0112 aroP 129 283 121823
Lrp b3458 livK 137 236 3595657 [310]
Lrp b0273 argF 182 656 289578
MalT b1797 yeaR 9 2098 1877985
MalT b3707 tnaC 136 1339 3886257
NarL b4123 dcuB 23 941 4347107 [294]
NarL b2713 hydN 59 2724 2836194
NarL b1057 yceJ 92 2281 1118356
OmpR b1048 mdoG 58 1097 1108547
OmpR b3546 eptB 179 584 3708705
PhoB b3238 yhcN 1 762 3383421
PhoB b1676 pykF 29 791 1753237
PhoB b4332 yjiJ 38 3066 4560720
PhoB b2684 mprA 108 2703 2808741
PhoB b2193 narP 148 1055 2288340
PhoB b1704 aroH 177 262 1786456
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PurR b1849 purT 6 15 1928860 [159]
PurR b0336 codB 20 33 354072 [311]
PurR b2913 serA 29 581 3056520
PurR b0929 ompF 69 74 986342
PurR b0907 serC 107 1286 956834
PurR b0112 aroP 115 54 121755
SoxS b0721 sdhC 6 471 754055
SoxS b1127 pepT 24 555 1185032
SoxS b1057 yceJ 121 1991 1118356
SoxS b4070 nrfA 135 438 4285640
SoxS b0972 hyaA 177 7 1031166
SoxS b0618 citC 179 2277 651155
TrpR b0721 sdhC 22 113 753950
TrpR b3242 aaeX 58 1133 3387528
TrpR b4014 aceB 71 1055 4213359
TrpR b4018 iclR 77 2177 4221709
TrpR b1243 oppA 116 651 1298807
TrpR b1040 csgD 139 971 1102681
TyrR b4331 kptA 18 521 4558725
TyrR b1676 pykF 90 905 1753437



Appendix B

Estimation of the background
distribution for perfectly
conserved gene pairs

We estimated the background distribution of the EC score given that the genes in
each pair have exactly the same expression domains, by splitting a compendium
into two equal halves and then comparing them using the ICC methodology.
This is done to get an estimate on the effect of expression variation in our
compendia on the EC scores. Thus by dividing our compendium into two equal
halves, one should theoretically expect that each gene pair is assigned a value
of 1, signifying perfect expression conservation. Due to many factors, such as
condition or measurement variation in the two compendia, this is unlikely to be
the case. However when dividing the compendium, there are several procedures
that one can follow. The most basic method of dividing is by randomly assigning
each condition measurement to one half. This is likely the method used by
Dutilh et al. [249] to calculate the influence of the experimental conditions on
the correlations in the expression context. In this case, our results match those
found by Dutilh et al. as the expression is strongly conserved between both
compendium halves (full green line in figure B.1).

Unfortunately a potential problem with this set-up, is that a single compendium
might have multiple measurements for the same or similar conditions and that
by randomly assigning them, these measurements might get split up. As this
distribution is used as a base line for a comparison between two different species,
this might not be very realistic: One cannot expect the expression measurements
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Figure B.1 – Density plots of the EC score between the E. coli and S.
Typhimurium compendia (blue) and for the calculated background distributions
with no conservation (red) or perfect conservation (green). The green dashed line
is the result of splitting the E. coli compendium in two by randomly dividing the
experiments, while the full green line is the result of dividing the compendium
by randomly dividing every contrast.

for different species to have happened for similar conditions or even in the
same experimental set-up. Thus randomly dividing the measurements might
underestimate the possible variation on the EC score. One possible solution
is by forcing the division to group entire experiments as much as possible in a
single half. In the context of this manuscript, the term ’experiment’ refers to the
definition used in the COLOMBOS database [251] where a single experiment are
all the expression measurements attached to a series in GEO or ArrayExpress
(and thus usually linked to a single publication). This grouping results in a
different solution for the background distribution (dashed green line in figure
B.1) and shows that the variation was indeed underestimated in the previous
approach. In this case, the EC score can be as low as -0.5 for genes which should
display perfect expression conservation. This is most likely the result of the
difference in measured conditions between the two compendia as this is the main
difference between the two approaches detailed in this analysis. Furthermore this
effect becomes more pronounced in smaller compendia (data not shown). Thus
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despite the ICC methodology allowing for comparison between compendia with
different experimental conditions, the score is still effected by these differences.





Appendix C

Estimation of divergent and
conserved gene fraction in
the core genome of E. coli
and S. Typhimurium

The EC scores calculated in chapter 6 for the comparison of the E. coli and
S. Typhimurium compendia show a bimodal distribution. This might not be
unexpected as some genes in the core genome can be expected to have retained
their expression domains, while others have diverged. Given the two background
distributions, one where the expression domains have remained the same and
another where they have been randomized, it may be possible to get an estimate
for the fraction of conserved and diverged genes. Assuming each background
distribution a representation of either conserved or diverged genes, one can
assume the contribution of each distribution to the found EC scores as a measure
for the fraction of either gene group. There are several ways to calculate this
contribution, but we will show that they all show similar values.

C.1 Contribution based on sample mean

A simplistic but robust calculation of the potential contribution is to calculate
and compare the means of each distribution (those of the two backgrounds and
of the found EC scores). For N values x in each sample, the mean is given by
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the following formula:

µ =
∑N

i=1 xi

N − 1

The contribution of the conserved background (and thus of the conserved genes)
fcons can then be defined as:

fcons = µEC − µdiv

µcons − µdiv

The found fraction of genes with conserved expression domains for the given
background distributions and the EC scores then corresponds to 72%.

C.2 Contribution based on adding densities

Converting the found distributions into probability densities makes them
intrinsically comparable. To create these density curves, we use a kernel
smoothing density estimation algorithm as supplied by Matlab 2008a over the
range [-1, 1]. These densities can be found in figure 6.1. As we wish to estimate
the fraction of either background distribution to the found distribution, this
can be considered equivalent to a weighted average of the densities to create a
mixture probability density pcd with the following formula:

pcd = fconspcons + (1− fcons)pdiv

To approach the most likely fraction of the background distribution to the found
EC distribution, we can try to find the combination of densities that leads to
the pcd that is most similar to pEC . This can be accomplished by iterating
over all possible values of fcons, calculating the pcd and comparing pcd to pEC .
However the metric of this density comparison has a large effect on the end
result. If the Euclidean distance is used, an fcons value of 78% achieves the
shortest distance. In the case of the Pearson correlation, an fcons value of 73%
was found to create the most similar pcd.

C.3 Contribution based on subsampling

Another approach consists of sampling a fraction of random values from each
background distribution equal to the number of expected conserved and diverged
genes. The created distribution can then be compared to the found EC
distribution, in this case with a two-sample KS-test. We then vary the fraction of
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the sampling from either background to find the most optimal fraction. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, a fraction of 72% conserved was found to be the optimal solution
as this is indeed the mixture distribution with the same mean as the found EC
distribution.





Appendix D

Functional expression classes
in the full compendia

In chapter 6, we introduced the concept of functional expression classes as
a result of clusering the correlation matrices of an expression compendium.
This analysis was however limited to the core genome present in E. coli and S.
Typhimurium as we wanted to explore the differences between these two species.
Conceptually there is no reason why the same analysis cannot be performed on
all of the genes present in either compendia. This can give us further insight
in the expression characteristics of the genes which are not part of the core
compendium and how they relate to each other.

D.1 Expression correlation clustering on the full E.
coli transcriptome

The full E. coli micro-array compendium has 4218 genes which have measured
expression values for more than half of the conditions present. If we perform
the same analysis to calculate the correlation classes as described for the
core compendium, we get the result presented in figure D.1. Like the core
compendium we again find three distinct correlation clusters. Each of these is
labeled FEcl (Full E. coli class) plus a number. The FEcl gene sets can now
be compared back to the Ecl gene sets of the core compendium. The results of
this comparison can be found in table D.1.
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FEcl3 FEcl1 FEcl2 

Figure D.1 – Correlation hierarchical clustering of the full E. coli genome
displayed in a clustergram. The full hierarchy is displayed in the tree to the left
and is used in the ordering of the heatmap.

FEcl1 FEcl2 FEcl3
Ecl1 603 34 145
Ecl2 6 728 0
Ecl3 214 0 844

Table D.1 – Number of genes present in the intersect between the full and core
functional expression classes in E. coli.

As can be seen, the cluster content can be largely mapped between the gene sets.
Only some of the Ecl1 genes map to either FEcl2 or FEcl3 in this case, and
some of the Ecl3 genes are present in FEcl1. Minor switches are not unexpected
as the genes are grouped based on their correlation towards all other genes
in the compendia. The full compendia is 1400 genes larger than the reduced
and this is a large enough increase so that some genes swap clusters. However
the general trend remains the same, FEcl1 and FEcl2 are still most similar
according to the distance measure as can be seen in the constructed tree. Gene
ontology information shows that FEcl2 is also enriched for genes involved in cell
division (p-val = 7.3E-12) and biosynthetic processes (p-val = 3.9E-14), FEcl1
for cell motility (p-val = 3.3E-14), and FEcl3 for catabolic processes (p-val =
1.1E-6). The largest gain of genes compared to the core compendium was FEcl2
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FScl1 FScl4 FScl2 FScl3 FScl5 

Figure D.2 – Correlation hierarchical clustering of the full S. Typhimurium
genome displayed in a clustergram. The full hierarchy is displayed in the tree to
the left and is used in the ordering of the heatmap.

which is about 1000 genes larger than Ecl2.

D.2 Expression correlation clustering on the full S.
Typhimurium transcriptome

The full S. Typhimurium micro-array compendium contains 4524 genes with
expression values for more than half of the measured conditions. Repeating the
same analysis for correlation cluster discovery as before, we achieve the result
presented in figure D.2. Like the core compendium clustering, the correlation
clusters of the full S. Typhimurium genome are more complex than that of E.
coli. While it depends strongly on the chosen distance cut-off, one can still
distinguish five sets that seem to have very different correlation patterns. These
five clusters can be compared back to the reduced clusters from the main text
(see table D.2).

In this case, the clusters cannot be mapped in a one-to-one manner. The
Scl2 and Scl1 genes are now merged into a single cluster, FScl1. This is not
surprising given their related functionality and the short distance they had in
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FScl1 FScl2 FScl3 FScl4 FScl5
Scl1 313 25 92 16 0
Scl2 487 39 0 15 3
Scl3 0 41 253 28 0
Scl4 177 310 155 188 2
Scl5 7 424 56 135 120

Table D.2 – Number of genes present in the intersect between the full and core
functional expression classes in S. Typhimurium.

the core compendium. Indeed FScl1 can still be found to be enriched for the
same functionalities, such as chemotaxis (p-val = 6.8E-9), translation (p-val =
7.5E-36) and nucleotide biosynthesis (p-val = 5E-7). The general stress-related
cluster, Scl3 seems to largely map to FScl3 and indeed FScl3 can be found to be
enriched for response to stress genes (p-val = 7.6E-10). The two other clusters,
Scl4 and Scl5, have now been divided over two or three clusters. Despite its
strong correlation pattern, we found no significant ontology enrichment for
FScl4, except heterocycle biosynthetic process (p-val = 7.3E-6). FScl2 on
the other hand was enriched for various process, such as transport (2.2E-5),
anaerobic respiration (p-val < 1E-60) and vitamin biosynthetic process (8.5E-
5). Interestingly, almost all genes from FScl5 that are present in the core
compendium end up in Scl5 and the genes from FScl5 are found to be enriched
in pathogenesis (p-val = 5.1E-11), conjugation (p-val = 1E-8) and cell adhesion
(p-val = 9E-10).
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